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With ADM, You Get
Audio Distribution Your Way.
Transformer. .. or... Differential

DA -T16C Amplifier

DA -D16A Amplifier

...and One Great Frame Houses Both.

CH -20C Frame

-

Whichever you prefer transformer or differential you get a superb Audio Distribution
system with ADM.
Both amplifiers are one -input, six -output
cards. Each has an ultra low noise level with
distortion less than .1% at -+- 24dBm. Each has
6 individual front panel gain adjustments and
6 individual test points for audio outputs.
Up to six of either amplifier can be interchangeably housed in our CH2OC rack frame,

-

which includes a redundant power supply
with automatic changeover.
Both have exceptionally high reliability
backed by ADM's five -year unconditional
warranty. So take your choice. You get a great
system either way.
For more information, contact:
ADM Technology, Inc., The Audio Company
1626 E. Big Beaver Road, Troy, MI 48084.
Phone (313) 524 -2100. TLX23 -1114.

-

-

The

Audio
Company
WEST CENTRAL SALES
(817) 467 -2990

WEST COAST SALES
(415) 945 -0181

MAIN OFFICE AND

EAST COAST SALES
(313) 524 -2100

Get it out of your system.
Television is art electronic medium. Yet
TV graphics still involve messy paints,

glue, air brushes, razors, and other
paraphernalia.
MCI /Quantel's Paint Box can put your
TV graphics into the electronic medium.

So you can get all the messy paraphernalia out of your system. Digitally.
The Paint Box lets you do a lot more
than you can do with traditional art
materials. A lot faster. And with typical
Quantel picture quality.

gives you over 16 million colors. If
that's not enough, you can mix your
own, just like you'd do with paints.
It

Is incredibly versatile. You can
produce the look of oils, watercolors,
chalk, pencil. You can make stencils.
Air brush. Cut and paste. Even
animate.

Call your local MCI /Ouantel office.
They'll be glad to show you a demonstration tape. Or get in touch with us
directly at 415/856-6226. Micro
Consultants, Inc., P.O. Box 50810.
Palo Alto, California 94303.

You can grab TV frames off the air,
resize them. retouch them, mix them

with graphics.
You can set type from a large variety
of the highest quality fonts.

And you can interface the Paint Box
to Quantel's DLS 6000 Library System
for a totally digital still -picture system.
It's awesome.
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Graphics like this are easy on the Paint Box.
-
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MCI/QUAIVTEL
The digital video people.
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a Custom Made VTR.
Even if you could have your VTRs
custom-made to fit your needs and
facility, you really don't need that
luxury. Now Ampex offers so
many VPR -80 configurations and
accessories that it's almost like
having your VTRs custom -made.
And all the choices are priced
affordably.

There's a VPR -80 for any job in
any studio, editing suite or remote
truck. Along with all the options,
many VPR -80 features are standard, such as AST automatic scan
tracking, microprocessor-based
dual-cue editing, and many more.
You also get the bonus of Ampex
service and support, unequalled
anywhere in the world.
It's easy to match your individual
needs and budget with the VPR-80
that fits best. Call your Ampex
sales engineer for the details you
need to make a decision.

AMPEX

Ampex Corporation

One of The Signal Companies

Atlanta 404/491 -7112

Chicago 312/

593 -6000 Dallas 214/960 -1162
Dayton 513/254 -6101 Los Angeles
818/240 -5000 Louisville 502/239New York/New Jersey 201/8256111
9600 Salt Lake City 801/487 -8181
San Francisco 415/367 -2296 Seattle
206/575 -0156 Washington, DC 301/
530-8800
www.americanradiohistory.com
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NEW QUANTEL
DPE 5000/SP
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FROM
CAMERA MART.
When you rent Quantel's latest digital production
effects unit from Camera Mart -you not only get high performance but also the expert service and maintenance only
Camera Mart can offer.
This exciting single-channel system gives you infinite
compression. Zoom expansion to 2X normal picture size.
Variable picture positioning. Freeze and update. Fixed and
variable border generation. Horizontal and vertical squeeze.
But you get a lot more. Like pre -select of picture position, size, and transition rate. A choice of linear moves or
camera -like Quantel -style moves. And "Digiflip" tumble -flip.
Plus, Over 40 moves instantly selectable at the touch
of a button -18 pre-programmed effects and 25 of your own
creation.
The DPE 5000 /SP even includes built -in noise reduction so you eliminate the cost of separate noise reducer.
The "SP" can be used in post production or live on -air
in the studio or on location. Call today for all the facts. Long
term rental rate available.

The

Camera Mart, Inc.
456 W 55th Street, New York, NY 10019
(212) 757 -6977 /Telex: 1 -2078
Sales Service Rental
Video Department: 800 Tenth Avenue
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TIME BASE CORRECTION RE- DEFINED
troducing the first totally different approach to time base correction

in 10 years.

ntil now, the TBC has only been as good as its weakest link - the analog circuitry.
we have eliminated the input clock and introduced the industry's first totally

gital sync separator in

e

a

TBC.

DPS -103 single clock TBC uses component processing and

advanced interpolation technique to breakthrough to
icture perfect" video.

esigned to work with 3/4" heterodyne VTR's, the
PS -103 is the long- awaited solution to conventional
e base correction. Only $8950.

atures:

Maintains lock through 40 times normal
speed in forward and reverse
Maintains color through

10

times play

Velocity compensation
16 line

window

Auto color framing
RS 170A

output

Internal test
generator

Contact your local
dealer to see "picture
perfect" video - with the
DPS -103 Component TBC.
Or call Digital Video Systems.
(416) 499 -4826

Digital Video Systems
a subsidiary of Scientific -Atlanta.
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Broadcast Electronics' FX -30 Exciter.
There are imitations, but if you search the
world over, you won't find a better exciter than the FX -30
Unmatched Performance.

Unmatched Reliability.

User testimonials confirm that
the FX -30 means outstanding on the air
sound, that it offers lowest distortion
(THD and IMD typically 0.02 %) and that
it delivers typical signal to noise of
80dB or better.

Field proven dependability, rugged
construction and precision workmanship
from the high quality front panel to the shock
mounted encapsulated modulated oscillator.

Unmatched Conservative Design.
Quality engineered with thorough
attention to detail assures you that every
component in the FX -30 is operated
conservatively.

Unmatched Acceptance.
Over 500 satisfied users know how
the FX -30 has consistently provided the
kind of results that top broadcasters demand.

Why Settle For a Copy
When You Can Own The Original!

(

4100

N.

=E

BROADCAST
ELECTRONICS INC.

24th ST., P.O. BOX 3606, QUINCY,

IL

62305 -3606, (217)224 -9600, TELEX: 25 -0142
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It's so good, it can practically see in the dark.
But that' only the beginning.There's no lag,

no burn -i . Just crisp, sharp, clear images.
You neve saw a camera so good!
But we d n't want to keep you in the dark.
We want ou to see the new RCA CCD
camera in action at our NAB exhibit.
You won't believe your eyes.
RCA Broadcast Systems, P.O. Box 900,
Gibbsboro, NJ 08026.

EDITO1UEIL

ß Time for Decisions
The economy is up, business is good, and for most

broadcasters things are going well. But in the words of one
industry observer, the future is rushing toward you, but
when it arrives, its duration is only a moment-then it
speeds into the past. Today, managers have to make a continuing
series of decisions in order to be able to act when the moment is right.
This observation was particularly apt during the SMPTE Winter
time for
Conference in Montreal last month. And the message
decisions -applies equally to radio as it does to the television
engineers who attended. The future is indeed upon us and crucial
decisions that will affect the next five to 10 years need to be made by
broadcasters now.
Yes, it would be easy to sit back in the belief that, because things are
looking good, there is no need to "make things happen. " However, is
complacency really the way? The title of the SMPTE keynote address
by Canadian broadcaster Alexander Day would suggest otherwise:
Studio to Home, How Good Is the Electronic Highway?
There are new technologies about to sweep over broadcasting
aimed at improving that electronic highway and with them will come
changes in the industry. Changes that require decisions. For
television, SMPTE looked at three areas: New recording technology,
new distribution technology and new display technology. This agenda
is significant because it means that broadcasters must be involved with
how enhanced performance receivers are designed as well as keeping
up with the production and transmission end.
But this involvement with the total system is inevitable as DBS
service, high definition television, enhanced/extended NTSC and
digital production equipment reach the marketplace. The key to the
use of these technologies will be standards, and that is where the
decision -making effort must go. Moreover, all of this change is
coming at a time when the Federal Communications Commission is
taking less and less of a role in dealing with technical standards.
As the investment stakes for new technology increase, the hardware
designers and manufacturers need more and more information from
the users-another critical decision -making path for broadcasters.
When the NAB Show opens next month, you may be inclined to
celebrate your successes, but you had better go prepared to work.

-a
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Midwest
can deliver
the
mobile unit
you need...
FAST!
Whether you're covering on -thespot news or providing network
coverage of a tie- breaking football
game, Midwest can put you in the
action ... fast! ... with the
mobile production unit precisely
suited to the job. Midwest's totally
integrated mobile production systems give you the quality you
need, plus the comfort and convenience that make the tough
assignments easier.
One of the largest and most experienced video equipment suppliers
in the nation, Midwest offers a
complete line of mobile units
... from ENG trucks to 45 -foot
semi's. And Midwest acts as your
single source supplier for all the
equipment you could ever need.
For full information on how fast
Midwest can put you in action
with the mobile unit you need, call
toll -free today:

y

u
800 -543-1584
(In Kentucky

606-331 -8990)

MIDWEST
CORPORATION

Mobile Unit Group
One Sperti Drive
Edgewood. KY 41017

Cincinnati. OH
606.331 -8990
Columbus. OH
614 -476 -2800
Dayton. OH
513 -298 -0421
Cleveland. OH
216 -447 -9745

Pittsburgh. PA
412- 781 -7707
Detroit, MI
313 -689 -9730
Indianapolis. IN
317- 251 -5750
Louisville. KY
502 -491 -2888
Lexington. KY
606 -277 -4994

Bristol. TN
615-968 -2289
Nashville. TN
615-331-5791
Charleston, WV
304- 722-2921
Virginia Beach. V
804.464 -6256
Washington, DC
301 -577-4903
Charlotte, NC
704- 399-6336
Atlanta, GA
404 -875-3753
Miami. FL
305 -592 -5355
Tampa. FL

813-885 -9308
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LEITERS

Time Code Solutions From Amtel
C11
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To the Editor:
It is regrettable that BM /E chose not to
mention the technological achievements of the PBS network in an other-

Finally an Edit Code System that integrates the advantages of VITC,
with the familiarity of Longitudinal Time Code, and includes a High
Resolution Character Keyer; all in a Single Package at a singularly
Low Price. Introducing Model ECM4000!

wise excellent review of satellite
systems ( "Invasion of the Satellites ")

Features

in the July 1983 issue.
In February 1978, PBS completed

High Speed VITC Reader - 40X Play
Simultaneously Reads and Generates VITC and Longitudinal
Time Code
Built-In VITC/Longitudinal Translator
Full Jam Sync and User Bit Transfer Functions
Direct RS 232 ASCII Keyboard Input To User Bits
Completely Programmable To Fit All Edit Situations
There's much more! Call today for complete information or to arrange
a demonstration.

A/11_

Amtel is the
US distributor
for Evertz
Microsystems
and other
fine video
products

Systems
Inc.

400 West Cummings Park
Suite 4750
Woburn, MA 01801 (617) 938-8551
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The AUTOMATIC
Audio Test System
That Measures..

.

Harmonic Distortion

Intermodulation Distortion
Volts
dB
Signal + Noise /
Noise Ratio

1.-

600

MODEL AT -51
AUDIO TEST SYSTEM

Wow and Flutter
Stereo Phasing

Differential Gain in
Stereo Channels

e>
Contact Us Now For Complete
Details And Descriptive Literature.

932 PHILADELPHIA AVE.

PIUMA C INSTRUMENTS S30;
Circle 108 on Reader Service Card
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installation of 15010 -meter antennas to
provide public TV stations from Alaska
to St. Thomas, VI, with a high -quality,
high -reliability video service with digital multichannel sound (DATE). PBS,
with four leased transponders on Western Union's Westar I, became the
world's largest full -time satellite network, providing programming for the
Eastern /Central, Mountain, Pacific,
and Alaska/Hawaii time zones.
At a time when many could not spell
the word "satellite," PBS and the Corporation for Public Broadcasting were
designing and constructing the system
that today provides satellite quality service to over 280 public TV stations at
significant cost savings compared to
equivalent services provided by terrestrial facilities. I was part of that project
and I remember the educational processes involved in learning the "new
technology." PBS over the years has
continuously improved its programming services and led the way in finding new uses for satellite -distributed
services.

Edmund A. Williams
NAB Staff Engineer
Washington, DC

FAN MAIL
To the Editor:
Yesterday we received our December
issue of BM/E magazine. I was most
delighted at the quality of all the Radio
Stations in the running for the "Best
Station" awards. I felt your magazine
did an outstanding job of presenting
information on KNSUKCLD AM and
FM. Should we win or not win this fine
award, my sincere thanks for this excellent article on us.

John Moline, GM
KCLD /KNSI AM
St. Cloud, MN

mi's new

Color

itors

Ikegami has just made iimpossible for
any quality- minded high resolution color
monitor user not to consider looking into
an Ikegami monitor.
They call it the 9- Series, two new
monitors (13V and 19V) with standard
features that include a High Resolution
Shadow Mask CRT with a Self- Converging In -Line Gun; American Standard
Matched Phosphors; a Comb Filter to
preserve luminance resolution; pulse cross
and R-Y /B -Y outputs. We think you'll call
it just what you've been looking for.
Along with its streamlined design and
easily serviced modules, Ikegami's new
monitors follow in a tradition of excellence. Each offers high stability, exceptional performance and proven reliability.
Together with Ikegami's Delta -Gun
Series, the 9- Series provides yet another
reason to look into the monitors that
more and more video users are spending
their time looking into.
Isn't it time you looked into Ikegami
monitors?

TM14-MM

TM40-!RH

9- Series

monitors

Ikegami is the supplier of Color Monitors to ABC for its coverage of the 1984 Winter and Summer Games.
Ikegami Electronics (USA) Inc., 37 Brook Avenue, Maywood, NJ 07607: (201) 368 -9171
West Coast: (213) 534 -0050 Southwest: (713) 445 -0100 Southeast: (813) 884 -2046
Circle 139 ori Reader Service Card
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Northeast: (201) 368 -9171
Canada: (201) 368.9179
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JOGGING

DURABILITY
SIGNAL
WEAR
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GUIDE

VI

WEAR -OFF

STILL TEST

RF OUTPUT

THE VIDEOTAPE THATACHIEVES
THE OPTIMUM BALANCE BETWEEN THESE
16 VITAL ELEMENTS.
What good is a recording tape that gives you a terrific video signal -tonoise ratio but falls short in signal wear? Or one that excels in video
sensitivity but is dismal in dropouts? Or, for that matter, one that reduces
head wear but sticks and slips in the jogging mode?
The answers bear the simplicity of common sense: no good. Which is
why Sony created the yardstick for all I" videotape: the Sony V-16.
The V-16 is based on the assumption that the only good tape is a perfectly consistent tape. And to achieve this consistency Sony has developed
exclusive tape production techniques, created special binding materials,
lubricating oils and additives. And then each batch of V-16 is submitted to
over 16 quality-control checks where meticulous attention is paid to every
detail from dropouts to print-throughs.
Any Sony tape that isn't perfectly balanced in picture quality, runnability,
durability and audio will never find its way into your editing suite.
So if you're looking for the best overall performance in a 1" tape, look for the one that's superior
in 16 points, not just some of them: V-16 from Sony. Industrial Tape Division
19MW

Son: lape Saks Company, a division

of Sony Corporation.

of Sony Corporation of America.

Sony !kiss:, Park Ridge, Slew Jersey

er

AUDIO OUTPUT
DROPOUT
LOR

IN

AUDIO

UNIFORMITY

AUDIO
SENSITIVITY

FREQUENCY
RESPONSE

S/N

HEAD WEAR
RUBBING
NOISE

PRINT THROUGH
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0706. Sony

is a registered trademark

broadcast industry
FCC May Deregulate
Station Ownership
The NAB and NRBA have come out in
support of FCC plans to eliminate its regional concentration rules and to relax
those governing group ownership. If
implemented, the two proposals for
rulemaking would greatly change the
station buying market.
The ownership rule under consideration, known as the 7 -7 -7 rule, limits
owners to a maximum of seven television, seven AM, and seven FM stations. The NRBA has filed a statement
suggesting the Commission increase
the limit to 18 AM and 18 FM stations
per owner to reflect the current number
of broadcast stations, but that it not
drop the limit completely. The NAB
supports a liberalization, but is not asking for total repeal of the 7 -7 -7 rule.
Repeal of the rule would leave the
FCC's existing local ownership rules
and federal antitrust laws to limit group
owners other than the networks. The
Justice Department has cleared changes

\

MEWS

in the quota, finding no risks to competition.
Current regional concentration rules
prohibit operators of three or more
broadcast stations from owning stations
within 100 miles of each other. Before
passing these rules in 1977, the FCC
determined acceptable concentration
on a case-by -case basis. The NAB petitioned the Commission to reexamine
these rules, declaring not only that increased competition made them unnecessary, but that unused channels would
be activated since a regional owner
could operate more efficiently. This,
the association asserted, would also increase minority ownership. The NAB
says it is "delighted" that the FCC has
agreed.
In its proposal on regional concentration, the Commission reasoned that
new distribution systems such as cable,
subscription TV, and DBS have spread
out economic control of the electronic
media enough that larger broadcasting
groups will not monopolize the view-

er's programming. Commissioner

Westar 6, Palapa Birds
Fail to Achieve Orbit

\
,

Westar 6's failure to reach proper
orbit will keep it from performing its
communication functions.

The satellite industry reeled in shock
last month as two communications
satellites launched by the U.S. Space
Shuttle failed to achieve geosynchronous orbit and were written off as
complete losses.

16

BM/E

Even after the loss of Western Union's Westar 6 bird, NASA and the Indonesian government decided to go
ahead with the planned launch of
Palapa 2B, the fourth satellite in
Indonesia's space communications
system. Booster rockets on both satellites failed to raise them to 22,300
feet above the equator, the necessary altitude for geosynchronous orbit.
Although both satellites were contacted within hours of launch and appeared to be in good working order,
their improper orbits make them
unusable.
Both satellites were insured, for
approximately $75 million each, as
are all communications satellites.
Many industry observers fear that the
twin mishaps may raise the already
high cost of insuring satellites.
The accidents also cast a pall on
the Space Shuttle program, although
the launches themselves apparently
went off without a hitch. This mission
of the Shuttle has been plagued with
problems; in addition to the loss of
the payload, a target balloon that was
to be used by the astronauts exploded as it was being launched.

MARCH, 1984
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Rivera disagreed, however, with the
majority's assessment, calling it
"speculative at best." His dissenting
statement also noted that "there is no
dearth of applicants" for unused channels.

Home Taping is Legal,
Supreme Court Rules
With the Supreme Court's recent ruling
that home videotaping of copyrighted
television programs does not violate
U.S. copyright law, the motion picture
industry has vowed to shift its fight to
Congress. The justices, in overturning
a ruling by a lower court, found that
"time- shifting," or taping programs
for later viewing, constituted a "fair
use" exemption under the copyright
law, and that neither consumers nor
makers of home videotaping equipment
were liable for any violation.
The court's decision ended the longstanding "Betamax case," brought in
1976 by Universal City and Walt
Disney Studios against Sony Corp.,
four retailers, an advertising agency,
and a Betamax user. The studios had
hoped the case would result in some
method of collecting copyright royalties for shows taped by consumers.
Now, with legal avenues closed, the
studios must turn to Congress if they
wish to obtain royalties. Jack Valenti,
president of the Motion Picture Association of America, has vowed to press
for legislation imposing a royalty fee on
the sale of VCRs and blank tapes. Most
observers feel he has little chance for
success, however, at least in this election year. Home VCRs are already
owned by 10 percent of U.S. households, and penetration is expected to
continue to rise.
In his majority opinion, Justice John
Paul Stevens was careful to distinguish
between time -shift recording for later
viewing, which he interpreted as a fair
use, and recording for any commercial
or profit- making purpose, which he
said "would be presumptively unfair."
He said the plaintiffs had failed to demonstrate convincingly that they would
be harmed by home taping.
The decision did not deal with another controversial area-home audio
taping of music from a radio. Many feel
that such taping presents different legal
problems from home videotaping, in
which viewers generally erase pro-

The new
30-kilowatt high band
overachiever
The Harris TV -30H does it better
at 30 kilowatts than any other
high band TV transmitter. By
design.

These specs-vital for transmitting high -quality multi- channel
(stereo) sound -are unmatched
in the industry.

Better Performance

Greater Reliability

Specifications approach the
measuring limits of the very best
television test demodulators to
easily handle the demands of
new technology.
For example, highly linear amplifiers and the Harris Quadrature Corrector hold incidental
phase modulation to +1.5 °.
Our unique VIDEO* SAW filter
provides visual sideband attenuation of 10 dB at 4.5 MHz.

Because of the VIDEO SAW
filter's built -in FCC receiver
group delay pre- correction, the
TV -30H is the only 30- kilowatt
high band transmitter that needs
no complicated receiver
equalizer circuitry. Fewer
circuits mean greater reliability.
And this is the only 30- kilowatt
design linear enough to combine
aural and visual signals at the
exciter outputs for emergency
multiplex operation (available
as an option).

`Visual IF Delay Equalized Output

More Headroom
Other than the visual cavity and
the cooling system -which were
redesigned for maximum efficiency at 30 kilowatts-the
TV -30H uses the same components and circuits as our field proven 50- kilowatt high band
transmitter. Result: a greater degree of headroom for added dependability, longer component life.
Find out more on why the new
Harris Overachiever is your best
buy at 30 kilowatts. Contact:
Harris Corporation, Broadcast
Transmission Division, P.O. Box
4290, Quincy, Illinois 62305.
217/222 -8200.

w HARRIS
See the TV -30H at NAB '84
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MEWS
grams after watching them. Broadcast
music, however, is often recorded for
archival purposes as an alternative to
buying records.

NAB, NRBA to Merge
Radio Conferences
In a significant move toward cooperation, the two major broadcast -in-

dustry trade associations have voted to
merge their annual radio conferences.

'T

NAB 's Radio Programming Conference and NRBA's annual conference
will be combined into a single meeting,
to take place September 16 through 19
at the Bonaventure Hotel in Los
Angeles. The dates and venue are
those originally planned for NRBA's
conference.
The negotiations that resulted in the
conference merger announcement also
generated a pledge by the two groups
"to work together on legislative matters including, but not limited to,

HEf`(l.1l4lM

deregulation." In a joint statement,
both groups expressed "confidence in a
smooth and harmonious working relationship," trusting "that they have addressed the overall best interest of

radio."
While the announcement seemed to
many a possible precursor of a merger
between the two organizations, which
have often been at odds, NRBA president Bernie Mann was quick to squelch
any such rumors. "Nothing could be
further from the truth!" insisted Mann
in an open letter to broadcasters, although he noted that NRBA has been
considering a merger possibility with
the Daytime Broadcasters Association
(presently thinking about joining forces
with NRBA or NAB). "The need for a
separate, radio-only organization . .
has never been greater," Mann added.
.

Major
CBS Sat Antenna Order
S -A Receives

;

I

L J -12

AUDIO TAPE RECORDER /REPRODUCER
1. Complete microprocessor control of all transport and
audio functions resulting in unprecedented operational
stability and flexibility.
2. SMPTE compatible with versatile accessory connector
containing all vital signals, including RS -232 serial input
and output.
3. Digital adjustment and storage of audio parameters
eliminates trimpots and allows front -panel adjustment
and multiple alignment settings in non -volatile memory
(no batteries).
4. Most accurate van -speed ever offered, with precise digital control of capstan speed from 3 to 36, IPS, and real time vari -speed correction of the tape timer display.
5. Simplicity by design- in operation and construction.

LJScall

THE L.J. SCULLY MFG. CORP.
138 Hurd Ave., Bridgeport, Ct. 06604 U.S A.
203/368 -2332
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Scientific -Atlanta has received an
order to supply the CBS television network with 150 to 200 satellite antennas,
including an as yet undetermined number of transmitting sites.
Dwight Morss Ill, manager of information services for CBS TV, states,
"We are recommending to our affiliates that they employ the Scientific Atlanta hardware since CBS has endorsed its use and because we wish to
keep the network uniform in its capability and quality as we make modifications in the future." Among those
modifications will be a master remote
control and automatic switching center
located in the network's New York
headquarters, now under construction.
Until the master control is complete and
operating, the antenna sites will be
controlled locally by manual operation.
In the conversion plan to take the network from a terrestrial carrier to a
satellite -delivered system, each station
will have a seven -meter primary receive dish and a 4.6 -meter backup unit.
The network's O &O's, as well as several geographically strategic affiliates,
will be equipped with transmit ports
that will accept a portable transmitter
hookup for uplinking from those sites.
The system conversion began in November 1983, when nine stations in the
Southwest switched over to satellite receive systems. An additional station

1.!0.0

.

1

VIDEO'TEK...THE MONITOR PEOPLE
Nobody oilers more. 43 models of color monitors, receiver/monitors, and professional rackmounts; All CRT sizes from 5" through
26 "; An option list designed to satisfy the diverse demands of broadcasters, production houses, and video users around the
world; And an unequalled reputation for customer service built on 2 -week Delivery and the fastest Response Time in the industry.
Videotak. Inc.. 125 N. York Street, Pottstown, PA 19464, (215) 327 -2292, TWX 710-653-0125, or 9625 N.21st Drtva, Phoenix, AZ 65021, (602) 997-7523, TWX 910-951-0621
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N EWS
all three companies at the FCC, the battle's outcome may hinge on Warner and
Chris- Craft's one -day edge in proposing this sale and on their being based in
the U.S.

Meadowlands Announces
AT &T Sat Agreement
Meadowlands Communications, a new
company operating out of Rutherford,
NJ, has announced that it will begin

complete uplinking and downlinking
services in April in cooperation with
AT&T Communications.
The new company, involved in the
design, implementation, and operation
of a nationwide system of satellite stations, will use AT &T's Skynet digital
audio service. Meadowlands' satellite
program, called Starlink (for Satellite
Television and Radio Link), began in
January with two uplink dishes at its
New Jersey headquarters and will expand to additional locations including

TI-71-&111F

'TOUGH

GUYS...

in tower building.

Re- Approved by FCC
The Harris Corp. AM stereo exciter,
languishing in regulatory limbo for four
months, has been rescued by a rule
waiver from the FCC. The Commission
had rescinded its original acceptance of
the exciter upon finding that the model
Harris was shipping to radio stations
differed in several respects from the
model it had originally tested.
Upon completion of laboratory tests
of the newer model, the STX -1A, the
FCC found the exciter in accordance
with its requirements except for provisions that harmonic distortion not exceed five percent as measured by an
envelope demodulator. The Commission found no evidence that the
STX -IA would cause co- channel or adjacent channel interference to other stations, and noted that stations using
Harris's AM stereo system have received no quality complaints from the
public.
E.W. Jaeger, vice president and gen-

The Tower People
Exclusive distributor of the
VERDA" Lightning Deterrent*
for the TV Broadcast Industry
in the United States and South
America
'Patent Pending

eral manager of Harris Broadcast

See us at the NAB Show. Booth 1:715.

C0184

Cfa;nIes,

North Wales. PA 19454 U.S.A.
Telephone: (21 5) 699 -4871
TW X: 510-661-8097
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Kansas City, and Los Angeles, all to be
fully operable by April I.
According to John Chanin, senior
VP of administration, "Our marketing
is geared, though not exclusively, to
sports and to the major networks." Accordingly, the company plans to add
two markets per month, after the official April startup date, until the top 26
markets are covered. "Most of these
facilities," says Tony Masiello, senior
VP of operations, "will be concentrated at professional stadia and on some
college campuses."
In addition, Meadowlands will offer
transmitting and receiving capabilities
to individual broadcasters, as well as
providing services to the entertainment
industry. Distribution programs will
also be offered to corporations requiring data and teleconferencing communications.

Harris Stereo Exciter

the designing and building of
superior communications towers,
there is simply no room for
compromise. At Stainless, the tougf,,
Lncompromising approach is a way
of life. It always has been. It always
will be.
This approach calls for "tough"
people- people who never settle for
less than the best: the best
materials, the best designs, the best
and most efficient state -of- the-art
production methods. We have that
kind of people, and that's one of the
reasons we're a world leader in our
industry today.
Whether your need is for
AM, FM, TV, microwave, CAN
or radar transmission, think of
Stainless when deciding who
should build your next tower.
Over 1,000,000 feet of
construction has earned us
the reputation of being the
Tough Guys in Tower Building."
In
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Washington, DC, Chicago, Dallas,
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Transmission Division, said that Harris
would start to ship back orders for the
exciter immediately and expected to be
able to fill new orders soon. He added
that the company "expects to quickly
recapture its leadership position" in
AM stereo and has waived all licensing
and royalty fees for receiver manufacturers.

6139

THREE MIX EFFECTS SYSTEMS
FIVE KEYS, AUTO DRIVETM COMPUTER OPTION
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6139 C

Mina
PRODUCTION

POST PRODUCTION

three mix -effects systems, each with its own
independent pattern generator, quad split, downstream
keyer and full preview, provide a tremendous production
power. The optional extended effects pattern generator
can be switched into any ME system to produce matrix
wipes. multiple patterns, etc. There are two optional
chroma keyers, RGB or encoded. The 6139 can produce
wipes over, behind or between keys. The five keyers allow
portions of six video signals to be displayed at the same
time. The downstream keyer has matte as well as an insert
key mode.
The

TOTALLY NEW
STATE OF THE ART

6139 will accept commands directly from the
keyboard of most editors when interfaced with the
CROSSPOINT LATCH 6403 Edito' Switcher Interface, or
7200 AUTO DRIVE' ". The CROSSPOINT LATCH Interfaces produce FRAME ACCURATE TRANSITIONS with
very accurate start and end points, and without the
conventional delay in the start of the transitions. These
interfaces also permit the user to perform transitions which
stop at an accurate point set by the user anywhere on the
screen, reducing the number of edits in a production.
The

AVAILABLE WITH 8, 16, OR 24 INPUTS

DESIGN

INTERFACES WITH MOST EDITORS
THE ELECTRONICS
BUILT IN REDUNDANCY. You cannot afford down time.
No matter how reliable, components can fail. The 6139
uses a system of standardized function oriented plug -in
boards, which makes trouble shooting down to board level
and field replacement a very simple matter. In many cases
you can even swap boards around, restoring essential
functions, in an emergency. The preview system is an
exact duplicate of the program charnel and can serve as a
back -up. The 6139 has accurate feed -back clamps, and a
BLANKING PROCESSOR, which eliminates color shifts at
the end of a mix or wipe.

ROTARY AND MATRIX WIPES
24 INPUT VERSION AVAILABLE WITH

ILLUMINATED PUSH BUTTONS
BLANKING PROCESSOR

ELIMINATES COLOR

SHIFT AT END OF MIX OR WIPE

TEST MODE FOR RAPID SYSTEM
PHASING
8 INPUTS $14,500 ALL OPTIONS $49,370
ALL OPTIONS, ILLUM. PUSH BUTTONS $61,370

CROSSPOINT LATCH CORP.

95 PROGRESS ST.
(201) 688 -1510

UNION, N.J. 07083
Telex 181160
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nEws
for Basys products both in the US and
internationally, and plans to show some
new enhancements at this spring's

Basys Inc. Acquired by
British News Producer
Independent Television News (ITN),
the British news organization, has acquired a controlling interest in Basys,
Inc., the maker of newsroom computers for radio and television. ITN, which
produces news programs for independent broadcasters in the U.K., has been
a major user of the Basys News Fury
system since 1981.
As 51 percent owner of Basys, ITN
plans to encourage further product development as well as marketing support. [TN assistant general manager
David Lyon, who has been named president of Basys Inc. and managing director of newly formed Basys International Ltd., says the company plans
to add more staff on both the support
and development ends. The three major
aims for this year, according to Lyon,
include enhancing support, marketing,
and development for the U.S.; setting
up a marketing and support team in
Europe; and developing new products.
ITN is enthusiastic about prospects

NAB show in Las Vegas. Areas for expansion may include graphics, still
stores, and laser videodiscs, according
to Lyon.
ITN is the developer of the VT80
computer graphics system, used for
news graphics by the U.K.'s Channel 4
and for election coverage by NBC here.

Varian Joins Effort for
Power -Saving Klystron

selves in

Any UHF readers who help pay the station's electricity bill may recall a
NASA invention that could cut klystron
power usage in half (BM/E, April 1982,
p. 14). The device has taken a significant step toward practical use. NASA
has awarded Varian, Inc. a contract to
adapt the multi -stage depressed collector to klystrons, due largely to a unique
alliance between Varian, NAB, PBS,
and the space agency.

When NASA first announced the de-

ME -288 PAL /NTSC

Standards Converter
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vice, prospects for building the superefficient tube appeared slim due to the
high cost of R &D. However, according
to Sandy Felder, engineer for NASA's
Technology Utilization program, the
agency arranged with NAB, PBS, several OEMs, and Varian to sponsor a
three -year, million -dollar effort to develop the new klystron. Varian's work
will be the project's first stage.
NASA calculates that a 200 kW UHF
station in a medium -to -large metropolitan area typically spends about
$300,000 a year on electricity, and
prices are rising. Thus, klystrons based
on new design should pay for thema

year.

Correction
In January's special report,
"Weather Graphics -The Sky's
The Limit," two photos were inadvertently misidentified. Dubner
Computer Systems supplied the pictures on p. 37 (far right) and p. 38
(far left).

ME -238 Kit for Type C VTRs

i

Remarkable Low -cost
Digital Image Processor
Unique in the field of digital video processing,
the ME -288 combines TBC. noise reducer, color
correction, synchronizer, field/frame store, H & V
image enhancer plus PAL/NTSC standards
conversion in one integrated unit.

Record, Play & Dub Complete Sports
Events & Full-length Movies
... Non-stop!
Extend record/play time to 3 hours on Ampex
VPR -80, VPR -2, Marconi VTRs, Sony BVH 2000;
2 his, 40 mins on Sony BVH 1000/ 1100 recorders.
Ideal for master playback when dubbing to
small format machines or for automated

programming.

ffiERIsI

Call Toll Free 800- 227 -1980 (Calif 415/856-0900 Collect)

MERLIN ENGINEERING WORKS
1880 Embarcadero Road, Palo Alto, CA 94303
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EVEN THE HAIRIEST SITUATION
CAN'T SHAKE UP THE FIRST

3-CHIP CAMERA.
f=Some gripping news from
NEC: the ENG camera has

come of age. Our new SP3
packs so many features into
7.3 lbs., it's a small wonder.
With three CCD chips
instead of tubes, the SP3 can take all the abuse your crew
dishes out, and never needs registering. It produces
broadcast quality pictures with over 500 lines of resolution.
And better still, you can use it with any format VHS,
Beta," or /a inch.
To find out more about the SP3, the most newsworthy
camera around, call NEC at 1 -800-323 -6656. In Illinois,
call 312 -640 -3792.

-

3;

IMAGINE WHAT WE'LL DO NEXT
NEC America. Inc.. Broadcast Equipment Division
130 Martin Lane. Elk Grove Village, Illinois 60007
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MEWS BRIEFS
Nationwide employment at broadcast
stations rose 0.75 percent or 1207 employees in 1983, says the FCC, compared to a 1982 rise of 0.89 percent.
Based on employment reports from stations with five or more persons, the
Commission compiles an annual profile of the broadcasting job market
with state-by -state and five -year figures broken out by class of service.
Copies can be purchased by calling

(202) 296 -7322.

Metromedia has accepted chairman
John Kluge's offer to buy the company.
As approved by Metromedia's board
and an independent group of directors,
Kluge and his backers will pay $30 per
share plus $22.50 in subordinated debentures (see BM/E, February 1984, p.
14). No date has been set for the sale as
of press time since Metromedia was filCPB
ing for approval by the FCC

...

has reported a 9.9 percent rise in income for the 1983 fiscal year, or 3.7
percent when adjusted for inflation.
U.S. radio grossed $5 billion in
1983, the Radio Advertising Bureau estimates, up 12.1 percent from $4.47
billion in 1982. This estimate includes
$268 million for network radio, $996
million for national spots, and $3.745
billion in local and retail commercial
sales. For 1984 RAB projects 15 percent growth in radio revenues or $5.75
billion
The RAB has joined NAB
and NRBA in asking that its members
supply revenue data to a CPA firm of
their choice for consolidation and forwarding to the associations. Since the
FCC dropped financial reporting requirements in 1980, no industry or local sales figures have been available.
The FCC has asked AT &T and local

...

Overvoltage - Undervoltage
Deal With

It.

Proper and steady voltage is esstential to the
RJR
operating efficiency and tube life of a transmitter.
Automatic voltage regulators are the most over
looked components of a transmitter installation
Don't ignore your transmitter's needs.

USE THE AVR

f..°;

[

-

Models Available

through legislation forbidding the satellite sale, though the Landsat -Earth picture system is still up for grabs.

V

Single & Three -Phase
Input Ranges: +9/ -14%, *_20%
Correction Rate: Up to 20 volts /sec.
Amps: 40 A - 900 A
Options:
Individual Phase Control
Line Bypass Switch
Special Output Adjustment

Those interested in the 1983
Armstrong Awards can enter AM or

(50- 100%)
Custom Design

NAB: Booth 1779

L-
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NAB will file to get the FCC to resume regulation of call letter disputes
instead of letting local courts decide
. Meteorologists who had hoped to
buy their very own NOAA weather
satellite will have to make do with their

radar screens. Congress pushed
V,

480 V, 2400 V, 4160

.Mpotronlcs

...

...

I

Voltage: 240 V, 380 V, 415

changes now awaiting approval by the
NAB has asked the
Commission
FCC to tighten the multi -city identification rules it recently deregulated.
The Association wants some signal
coverge requirements back, along with

the defunct process for reviewing
multi -city requests. It also wants the
Commission to check complaints about
coverage of communities identified

MOST SUPPLIED BY
TRANSMITTER MANUFACTURERS:

HIPOTRONICS
AUTOMATIC
VOLTAGE REGULATORS

carriers for details about their proposed tariff changes, which include
large hikes in land line prices. In order
to determine why prices should rise,
NAB had suggested that divestiturerelated tariff changes be examined separately from the huge number of rate

Route 22, P.O. Drawer A
Brewster, New York 10509
Phone: (914) 279 -8091
Twx: 710 -574 -2420 HIPO BRWS NY

Circle .175 Have Salesman Call

FM programs until April 1. Categories
are music, news, news documentary,
public or community service, education, and creative use of medium.
Contact Ms. Munire Terpis, Office
Manager, Armstrong Foundation, Rm.
1342A Mudd Building, Columbia University, New York, NY 10027 (212)
280 -8703... The new Society of Satellite Professionals has elected a board
and is organizing local chapters. For
information write SSP, Box 19047,
Washington, DC 20036.

Even =eher SATICON°
Hitachi has done it again. Ac ually improved upon the
basic technology used in SATICON, one of the world's
most popular image pickup tube brands.
And the results? Enhanced color reproduction plus
superior resolution, whether you shoot with ENG or EFP
cameras, portable or studio models.
Consider the specific advantages, and you're sure to want
the new SATICON technology in your picture, too:
Minimal Highlight Sticking & Excellent After -image
Characteristics
A high -precision vapor deposition technique has been
used, along with a doping process that allows only infinitesimal amounts of impurities, to produce a new
photo- conductive film for all SATICON Ill tubes. Not only
does this new film decrease sticking which takes place in
highlighted image areas whe shooting bright objects, it
also improves the after -image characteristics so important
in prolonged shooting of still mages.
Low -lag Characteristics (H9387D & H9386D)
The capacitance of the SATICON Ill photo- conductive
film is just two- thirds that of conventional types, which
means better low -lag characteristics. What's more, a
special intermediate electrode, the New Diode Gun, is incorporated to reduce capacitive lag problems by supressing the electron beam's thermal dispersion.

Magnetic Focusing & Electrostatic Deflection (H4125)
In addition to the new film and diode gun, the 2/3 -inch
SATICON H4125 employs an electrostatic deflection
method. So despite its small size, it offers high resolution
comparable to that of one-inch tubes. Best -suited for use
in studio subcameras and EFP cameras, it is light in
weight, short in length, and easily applicable in the
development of compact TV cameras.
Specifications
New Diode Gun SATICON Ill

Type
No,

Diameter Overall length Focusing
(mm)
(max. mm)
method

Deflection
method

(at 400 TV lines) (°a)

Amplitude response

Center limiting
Lag at
resolution (TV lines)
(%)

3F

Output
capacitance (pF)

Application

H9387D

25

163

Magnetic

Magnetic

70

1,200

1.2

2.5

Portable and
studio cameras

H9386D

18

106

Magnetic

Magnetic

60

1,000

0.9

1.8

ENG and
EFP cameras

65

1,100

0.9

2.5

ENG cameras and
studio subcameras

Electrostatic deflection type SATICON Ill
H4125

18

90

Magnetic Electrostatic

Note: SATICON

is registered in the United States, No.1047050

HITACHI
Head Office: Hitachi, Ltd. Electronic Devices Group, New Marunouchi Bldg., 5 -1, Marunouchi 1 chome, Chiyoda -ku, Tokyo 100, Japan
Tel: Tokyo (03) 212-1
Cable: HITACHY TOKYO Telex: J22396, J22432, J24491, J26375 (HITACHY)
For more information contact: Hitachi America, Ltd. Chicago Office. 500 Park Boulevard, Suite 805, Itasca, Illinois 60143 Tel: (312) 773-0700
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instant readout for roll timing - "elastic" roll
pages - insert/delete with auto ripple

rollit shade it crawl it fade it key it-

change it call it stamp it step it store it underscore it -

color

4- quadrant shadow or fine

edging - any color
continuous compose with horizontal scroll - insta
insert/delete with no retyping
built -in downstream fade in and out at selectabl
rates

keyboard selectable upstream /downstream
operation
no retyping to redefine font characteristics

-

tuck

characters horizontally - tuck rows vertically
rapid sequence recall - any list of pages - page
selectable dwell time
rapid duplication of any row "cut and paste"
assign a series of keystrokes to a single key fcr
effects and animation
dual 8" floppy double -density discs - up to 400
pages per disc
emphasize with variable weight and underlire

it -

million interactively mixed colors - background
edge, characters
16

instant keyboard sizing from 16 to 64 scanlines
instant condense /extend

-

size it
italicize it The QUANTAFONT®

and bold border

-

instant italics left and right

08 Face-Loadable

Teleproduction Graphic Titling System...
26 nsec. Base Resolution ... priced from
$32,500.00.
a decade of commitme

/11111i

-

NT

QUANTA CORPORATION, 2440 SOUTH PROGRESS DRIVE, SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 841

BUICK IS ROLLING
WITH MOTOROLA
C-OUAM
AM STEREO!
GM's Buick division is the first domestic
automaker to offer AM Stereo radios.
Delco single- system radios, using the Motorola
C-Quarnit decoder integrated circuit, will be
introduced in selected 1984 models.
But one of the most enthusiastic responses to
this news came from a man who isn't even a Buick
dealer. He's Tom Cassetty, General Manager of
WSM, Nashville. "I heard the Delco playing C -Quam
AM Stereo at the National Radio Broadcasters
meeting in New Orleans, and I was really impressed.
The sound was terrific! If they'd been playing WSM,
I never would've gotten out of the car!"
If your station had the choice, wouldn't you
really rather be heard in the new Buicks? You can be.
Just call Dick Harasek at (312) 576 -2879, or Chris
Payne (202) 862 -1549.
MOTOROLA AM STEREO. THE WINNING SYSTEM.
MOTOROLA
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Programming S production

Independents Bring Electronic
Sound to Public Radio
Electronic sound-from the beginnings
of taped music to the development of
synthesized compositions
one of
the most important, but least understood, aspects of twentieth century music. It was to set the record straight that
two independent public radio produc-

-is

ers, Kimberley Haas and John
Diliberto, journeyed to Europe and
back to produce Totally Wired: Artists
in Electronic Sound. a 26 -part series for
public radio.
"Electronic sound is an area of music we're particularly interested in,"
explains Haas. "It's very diverse, and
people don't get to hear very much of it.
We're convinced it has a lot of appeal, even though it's not proven." Unproven or not, Haas and Diliberto were
able to convince Yamaha International
Corp., Sequential Circuits, Inc., the
Pennsylvania Humanities Council, and
the Pennsylvania Council on the Arts
that the series deserved funding. For
Yamaha, a manufacturer of electronic
keyboards and synthesizers, "Underwriting this program was logical in
many respects," according to Bill
Ninety, manager of the company's
Combo Division. Sequential Circuits,
as maker of the Prophet synthesizer,
also has a vested interest in promoting
electronic sound.
"The state councils have been very
supportive," Haas notes. "In some
states, the arts councils don't fund media projects at all, and in others they
don't fund audio."

Producing for public
The coproducers of Totally Wired initially met at public station WXPN,
Philadelphia, where Haas was music
director for four years and Diliberto, an
independent producer and music journalist, worked as a volunteer. Their

Diliberto in the small studio that serves Pennsylvania Public Radio Associates.

work on the series eventually took them
both away from the station and led to
the formation of their own public radio
production organization.
Totally Wired is one of the first

productions-and the first of this

length-by Pennsylvania Public Radio
Associates, the production and distribution group incorporated about a year
ago by Haas and Diliberto. "I had become more interested in producing than
in being an administrator," Haas says.
We formed the organization so we
could devote all our time to producing
shows and distributing them nationally."
Although the two producers are the
only full-time members of the group
(two others devote some time to it),
Haas hopes that 1984 will see additional growth, both in personnel and pro-

duction. "A number of production
groups like this are springing up around
the country," she notes, citing as examples Western Public Radio in San

Francisco and the Public Radio
Cooperative in Boston.

Avoiding the LCD
From the beginning, Haas and
Diliberto felt that to treat electronic
sound fully, they had to avoid a lowest common- denominator approach. "We
decided at the outset that we weren't
going to compromise," Haas states.
"Some electronic music is hard to listen to, but we decided not to waiver."
Choosing as the primary thread the
voices of the artists themselves speaking about their work, the producers
conducted a total of 38 interviews,
which they edited down and interspersed with the artists' music and narration by Haas.
The first stage of the work, then, was
a four -week trip to Europe, where
many top electronic musicians are
based. The first stop was France, followed by England; they finished with
two full weeks in Germany. Interviews
were conducted in English, although
Haas and Diliberto, in the excitement
of the project, sometimes failed to noBM E
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fewer. "Almost everybody passes
through New York sometime," Haas
laughs, "so we were able to do the in-

Haas at work at the Otani ATR. The studio also has a small Tascam console and Otani
and Tascam half-track ATRs.

tice how poor some of the artists' English was.
We got very acclimated to people's
accents," Haas explains, adding that
her knowledge of German made it easy
for her not to notice that some of her
subjects were speaking mixed German
and English. When we got home, we
realized that some of the interviews
were really bad in that respect." One or

two interviews were actually unusable
in their recorded form, and others required very careful editing. "In some
cases, we wrote the narration to prepare
listeners for what was to come, or to reinforce what they had just heard,"
Haas adds. Eighteen of the interviews
were conducted overseas.
For the remainder, conducted in the
U.S., logistical problems were far

terviews in a less concentrated way by
just waiting for the artists to visit New
York," just an hour and a half from
Philadelphia. In addition, Diliberto
made a week's journey to the West
Coast to talk to California -based artists.
Initially, the producers used a
Nakamichi 550 cassette deck for interviewing, but switched midway during
the year and a half production to a Sony
TCD -5M. "When we started out, the
Nak was the best machine around,"
Haas relates. "Its problem, though, is
bulk and weight. Half of its volume is
taken up with batteries, and it runs for a
very long time, but it's heavy." The
Sony machine, with comparable audio
quality but shorter recording time, is
about half the size of the Nakamichi,
according to Haas. The recording microphone was a Shure SM58.
Although most of the interviews
passed without unusual incident, a few
contained surprises. "While we were
in his studio, Vangelis [one of the featured artists] suddenly offered to demonstrate some music." Haas recalls.

More DB's Per Dollar!
Highest Power Across All
3roadcast Bands.
R.F. Technology, Inc. introduces the new Powerline

series of solid state, weatherproof RF Power
Amplifiers. When the broadcaster wants microwave RF power... R.F. Technology is the company
to turn to. The new Powerline series really delivers:
10 watts at 7GHz is commonplace for us!
But, there's much more to R.F. Technology than
amplifiers. We manufacture a complete range
of fixed and portable broadcast microwave
equipment. With our good delivery times and
our excellent service, come to the company that
gives more DB's per dollar!

145 WOODWARD AVENUE. SOUTH NORWALK, CT 06854

PHONE: (203) 866 -4283
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Tape fatigue
frazzles Arthur's nerves.
Of all the testing we do, perhaps the most punishing is our Cartridge Life Test. "Tender loving
care," it is not.
It is a test of Fidelipac cartridges and tape that
runs not for hours, but for days and nights on end.
Arthur Constantine, our VP Sales, designed
the test table himself. On it, ten cartridges, our
own and competitors' are run continuously. Thousands of passes, in head -to -head competition.
If Fidelipac cartridges don't last longer,
they don't go out the door. The tape can't stretch,

shed excessive oxide, or bind and break. Nor can
there be signs of undue wear on the cartridge
components. When we detect any of that, we scrap

the production run the cart came from, rather
than take a chance on shipping you cartridges
that won't last longer than anybody else's.
Programmers and engineers, in seven out
of ten radio stations around the world demand
Fidelipac. They know, from years of experience,
that for long cartridge life, you simply cannot
beat the Fidelipac Tape Cartridge.

FIDELIPAC°
BROADCAST TAPE PRODUCTS

F

1ehpac Corporation O PO

Ho,808 D Moores,

F05? O USA

O 604.235-3900 TELEX 710-897-0254 O Toll
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"He ran around for

15 or 20 minutes at
his various keyboards while we tried to
follow him with the mic." The result,
despite a few dropouts, was a "very
visual" piece that gives listeners a good
picture of how the composer actually
works.

Format choices
Once interviewing was complete,
Haas and Diliberto started combining
the many pieces into 26 half-hours.
"Originally, we had wanted a one -hour
format," Haas says, "but we switched
to half-hours because they're easier for
stations to schedule." Formats varied
for the segments, which usually featured one or two artists and explored a
particular facet of electronic sound. Often, more than one segment was needed
to deal adequately with a topic. For example, the "Electronic Dreams" section spent three and a half hours on
"cosmic music," a variety of electronic music that was developed in
Germany a decade ago and has remained popular in Europe. As Haas describes it, "The pieces tend to be 15 to
20 minutes long, very melodic and
flowing-sort of minimalist, but more

serene, with a feeling of floating."
Three artists, including the popular European group Tangerine Dream, were
featured in "Electronic Dreams."
As the project neared completion, it
lost its original leisurely pace and
worked up around -the -clock steam.
Mixdown took place at Pennsylvania
Public Radio Associates' four-track
studio, equipped with an Otarí 5050
BQII four -track recorder, Otan and
Tascam half- tracks, a small Tascam
console, Denon turntable, and Technics amplifier. The Nakamichi and
Sony cassette decks, which Haas calls
"the best quality on the market," also
do double duty in the studio. Equalization for the studio was built by Dean
Languell, the engineer who maintains
the equipment.
Interviews and narration were recorded in mono, but the music -mostly
on records or on tapes donated by the
artists-was stereo. This sometimes
led to a tight squeeze on the four -track
recorder. "A lot of times, four tracks
weren't enough," Haas says. "If we
had to crossfeed music, we'd take up all
four tracks, with no room left for
voice." She and Diliberto sidestepped

the issue the few times it arose by first
mixing the music down to stereo and
then adding the voices.
"At the end, we worked around the
clock," she adds. "We're hoping that
we'll be able to do our next series
straight through, instead of taking time
off for other projects as we did this
time." That next series, a I 3-week sequel called Totally Wired Mark 2, has
received preliminary funding from the
National Endowment for the Arts.
If Diliberto and Haas have high
hopes for the second series, it's because
the first has received such an excellent
response from stations. "We originally
set a goal of 30 to 40 stations," Haas
says. "Now we're up to 52 in the U.S.,
Canada, and Australia-and we keep
getting inquiries." According to Haas,
the series, which started last month in
most markets, has cleared every major
market, including such major public ra-

dio outlets as WGBH, Boston,
Minnesota Public Radio, and WNYC,
New York. "A lot of public radio stations have tiny staffs and no time to do
such extensive productions," Haas
concludes. "They have a real interest
in things like this."
BM /E

Now Your Station Can 'Fry An Eventide H949 Harmonizer®
FREE For 30 Days ... With No Obligation.
LIMITED TIME OFFER
For some time, we've been telling you why your station should
own an Eventide H949 Harmonizer. Hundreds of stations have
gotten the message. But if you're still "on the fence". .. here's
the offer you've been waiting for. Order an H949 Harmonizer
from an authorized Eventide dealer by May 31, 1984. Try it for
thirty days at your station. If you don't agree that the H949 is the
most versatile audio production tool you've ever used ..:just
send it back to your dealer and tear up the billy
WHY YOU SHOULD TAKE US UP
ON THIS OFFER

We're sure that once you get your
hands on an Eventide Harmonizer,
you'll find it irresistible. The H949 is a
complete audio special effects department in a single box. Pitch change
capabilities create new voices instantly. You can get variable
delays, echo and reverb effects. Double tracking and chorus
effects are available. For really way out sounds, there's time
reversal and infinite repeat. The H949 is a super flanger, too.
And the H949 can do more than one effect at a time.
Combinations of the various effects, as well as variable mixes
and recirculation of output /input let you create an infinite
number of new vocal, musical and sound effects.
IT'S A TIME COMPRESSION SYSTEM, TOO
Best of all, the H949 is a complete audio time compression
system. You get the audio time compression and expansion
capabilities of competitive single -purpose units costing well over
twice as much. You can even control a VTR, by adding our

economical PTC960 control module.
BRINGS OUT YOUR STAFF'S CREATIVITY
When your station's H949 trial begins, you'll find that the
Eventide Harmonizer brings out the creativity in people from
every department at your station. The sales manager will
discover an enticing tool for local commercial production. A
clever air personality can create a whole roster of new
characters. Your station's promotion director will have a field
day, creating really distinctive promos, intros and custom
jingles. News directors even use the

H949 to protect the identities of
confidential sources, by altering their
voices. And the music director can use
the H949 to create custom music
mixes, even altering tempos.
DON'T MISS OUT
This thirty day no obligation free trial offer must end on May 31,
1984. So, if you've been reading our ads, and thinking about
getting an Eventide H949 for your station, now's the time to act.
Contact your Eventide dealer, or call Eventide for more
information.
*Offer limited to licensed U.S. radio and television stations. valid upon
receipt of purchase order. Unit if returned must be in as -new condition,
in original packing. Customer pays shipping. Trial offer limited to one
unit per station.

Eentide
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One Alsan Way
Little Ferry, N.J. 07643
(201) 641 -1200

Let's face it. Listeners will never know
that the Delta Series, ITC's new

And the average listener won't
know that ITC sells more professional
cartridge machines than
all other manufacturers combined.
Or that the Delta Series replaces
the Premium Line
previously
ously the standar d of
value in the industry.

Give
people
great souri

generation of cartridge machines, has
improved cart guides, a crystal referenced servo capstan motor
with a vapor-honed non -magnetic
shaft, and high-speed revue.
They won't care that
the Delta's modular design
makes alignment and service
convenient.

d
come back
for
more.

they'll

Listeners won't know about
Delta's microprocessor controlled digital cue tone
detector and exclusive IT'C
playback head. Delta's compact
size and choice of four configurations
won't mater to them.

that make
the Delta Series special.. .
features that matter to
you
don't matter to
your listeners.

A lot of the things

...

But that's okay. Because the thing
your listeners care the most about
is exactly what the Delta Series gives
them
great sound.

...

The Delta Series sounds great...
for you and for your listeners!
Il

11

1

DELTA

If1TERf1ATIOf1AL TAPE:TROf1ICS CORPORATIOfl
2425 South Main Street

P.O. Box 241 / Bloomington, Illinois 61701

Call Toll -Free: 800 -447 -0414
From Alaska, Hawaii and Illinois call collect: 309/828 -1381
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3M hears you...

r plus..,
+ D al Chroma Keyers + Dual L fiminance Keyers
+ . al Matte Key Generators +Dual Key Borders
+ S per wide, SuperSoft borders
+C P. Computer Assisted Production
+F exiKey...Central Dynamics new, powerful
igital Video Effects at a fraction of the cost..
anipulates titles, logos and images with spin,
fl p, rotation, zoom, compression or any
c ' mbination of these effects.
All his power is surprisingly affordable. the
Se es 80's modular, proven des gn ass es fast

and there is a model to meet any postn and live programming requirement.
Compact versatility...
4 buses with the SFX Power+ system.
Exceptional big studio performance ... 6
buses with the SFX Power+ system and
the new Series 80 Program Processor.
The ultimate switcher for the most
sophisticated productions...10 buses
with 2 SFX Power+ systems and the
new Series 80 Program Processor.
rite for complete details.

ENTRAL DYNAMICS

traf Dynamics, 401 Wynn Drive, Huntsville. AL 35805 (205) 837 -5180
York: (914) 592 -5440 Washington. DC: Wiltronix. Inc 1301) 258 -7676 Chicago: (3121991 -4720
In
P.
s: Gene Sudduth
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Sports Academy Builds
Younger Viewing Audience
When Douglas M. Schustek, head of
CCR Video's production department,
created the Scholastic Sports Academy
two -and -a -half years ago, his aim was
to produce a series of half-hour programs for the USA Cable Network that
would both win younger viewers as
loyal fans and also associate Scholastic
Books with the finest in TV programming.
Schustek's formula was to set up and
tape a series of sports clinics, taught by
famous pro athletes. Each week the
permanent host is joined by a guest pro
as the production travels to noted arenas and practice grounds. There, a
group of kids with whom the young
viewers can identify -some good at the
sport, some not so good- follow an
outline of skills to be taught that let the
eight to IO kids who appear in all 13
weeks of each series explore some basic procedures.
Each half-hour Sports Academy
show is broken into three segments.
During the first two, the guest pro,
who's usually noted for that show's
particular sport, helps demonstrate particular positions or skills. These skills
are then reviewed in a blackboard or
talk -only session with the series' host,
guest host, and children. Each child has
his or her turn to practice and receive
advice from the host, and can also ask
questions during the review session. In
this way the viewer gets a manageable
amount of concrete information repeated two or three times by the end of the
show.
The result is an ACT award -winning
show as fun for youngsters to watch as
it is informative.

Baseball Bunch predecessor
Schustek had created another chil-

dren's program earlier, Baseball

Bunch, but became dissatisfied when it
"developed into something of a showcase for the San Diego Chicken instead
of Johnny Bench." He felt that an instructional program could succeed,
however, and took his idea for the
Sports Academy to the USA Network,
which gave him an OK. Scholastic Productions, of Scholastic Books, Inc.,
lent its name, and CCR hired Bruce
Weber, publisher of the technical journal Scholastic Coach, to research the
teaching outlines and write scripts with
Shustek.

"I

had been working with

Little

Leagues," says Shustek, whose daughter was 10 at the time, "and felt that an
instructional program for average kids
was more important than the emphasis
on winning." He wanted the show to
encourage kids to pick up a basketball
or tennis racket and learn enough to enjoy the sport without worrying about
turning pro. "You will never see any of
these kids on an all- American team,"
Weber states. "While we concentrate a
good deal of our attention on instruction, we never lose sight of the fact that
the game should be fun."
Sometimes, when the pros or kids
are a little self- conscious, the viewer
has the feeling of intruding on a good
lesson rather than watching an instructional show. Sports Academy is not
edited for a slick look or to make the
kids appear professional. Weber recalls
that after a lesson on sliding taught by
Tim Raines, one student dove "about
six feet in the air like a dive bomber."
But rather than being embarrassed, the
kids are eager to learn. "A hands -on
lesson on bunting from Bill Madlock,
who probably is the best bunter in base-

ball right now," says Weber, "or a
home -run hitting contest with Mike
Schmidt -that can't be duplicated."

Roscoe Tanner and cameraman
Charlie Hundley wait beside one of two
Ikegarni HL- 79DAL's used in shooting
Sports Academy.

This advice straight from the horse's
mouth attract kids at home, too.
Schustek tires to get the biggest name
available as guest host, someone with
personality who also wants to do the
show. The last requirement cannot be
omitted, he says: "The kids see right
through any false enthusiasm. But if the
guest is enthusiastic, the end result is a
free- and -easy thing where the kids are
excited to meet the stars and the stars
are excited to meet the kids."

Notable sports stars
Over the past five series, Sports
Academy has featured basektball with
Hubie Brown, now head coach for the
Knicks; soccer with Werner Roth,
former Cosmos captain; hockey taught
BM /E
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by Gary Green, a former captain of the
Washington Capitols who now operates the most extensive hockey school
in North America; baseball with third baseman Mike Schmidt of the Phillies;
and, starting last fall, tennis lessons
with Roscoe Tanner.
Weber feels that lining up athletes
for recent series has become easier due
to the "totally positive" response to the
show from coaches and the pro sporting
field. Hubie Brown, he adds, started
getting autograph requests as "the guy
on Scholastic Sports."
"Stars have emerged, people you
never would have dreamed of," Weber
recalls. "Gordon Jago, who at the time
was the coach of the Tampa Bay Rowdies, was unbelievably good. Frank
White of the Royals turned out to be
one of the most dynamic teachers in
baseball. Sometimes you'll sit with a
guy in the locker room going over the
script before shooting and you'll think:
'Boy, are we in big trouble today.' But
then the guy goes out, the camera goes
on, and he's unbelievable!"
Since pro sports now exposes many
star athletes to televison, and since clin-

ics are quite familiar to them, most
hosts and guests handle the introductions and topic outline easily. In the occasional case where a guest falters or
isn't talkative, the host can back him or
her up. The two can arrange remarks
about previous games or just ad lib, and
Weber often works any differences between the pros' playing techniques into
depends on the host,"
the outline.
Schustek observes, "how much input
he wants to have, how much time he
wants to put in."
In past series, the younger talent has
come from Babe Ruth leagues, a hockey camp, a tennis academy, and local
schools where CCR is shooting.
Schustek asks an organization for a
group of about 50 to 60 kids from which
he can choose both average players
who need the skills to be demonstrated
and more advanced kids who can use
the skills successfully. Generally the
kids know each other, but newly assembled groups have gotten along fine
also. As for the long hours involved in
shooting, Weber says the kids don't get
tired. "Every time they have a break
they're playing the sport. They have a

"It

pretty good attention span. I've never
had any problem with the kids."
A key point, one which demonstrates
why a knowledgeable coach or sports
teacher is a basic requirement for doing
this show, was the age limit at which
youngsters can correctly learn each
sport. Weber researches such matters
as part of preproduction. "I don't think
anyone under age 10 should play basketball, unless they have a reduced
court and a reduced ball," claims Weber. "An eight -year-old boy or girl
cannot possibly shoot a basketball
without doing it all wrong and creating
bad habits. And it creates a high frustration level. So our target area in that
series was 11 -14." In soccer, on the
other hand, the skills can be simpler,
and many high schools don't have soccer teams. Accordingly, that series of
shows was aimed at a younger bunch,
down to ages six and seven.

Shooting on location
Schustek himself spends about a
month preparing for each series before
taking off with one of CCR's vans.
Each shoot, during which all produc-
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For Communications Behind The Scene

AUDIOCOM. The closed circuit intercom for small, large, portable or fixed
installations at concerts, stage productions, film or TV studios, stadiums or race
tracks, industrial or public safety applications. AUDIOCOM belt packs or
wall mount stations can be "daisy- chained" by the dozens over five miles
without degradation in signal quality or strength.
AUDIOCOM interfaces with other sound systems
and telephone circuits. AUDIOCOM includes
headsets, mics, cables, switchboards. signalling
kits, even battery packs for remote locations:
the complete intercom system for
communications behind the scene.

Quality products for the audio professional.

It
TELEX
TELEX COMMUNICATIONS. INC
9600 Aldrich Ace So Mnneapofls. MN 56420 U S A
Europe Le Bonaparte -Office 711, Centre Ar fares Pans -Nord. 93153 Le Blanc- Mesnd. France.
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WHY DO SEVEN MAJOR PRODUCTION HOUSES
IN NEW YORK CITY CHOOSE FUJINON LENSES?
According to John Martin of Modern Telecommunications, Inc., MTI chose FUJIIYON P17 x 16.5ESM lenses
because.. :'the lens delivers the highest performance we've seen in any lens today... smooth zoom and focus
...sharp, clear pictures.. .FUJINON service before and after sales is unmatched by the competition. We deal
with most of the major advertising agencies as well as all the networks and they are quite critical of the end
product. We need great pictures to satisfy our customers. So, to get the best pictures, we chose the best
lenses ... FUJINON:'
PRODUCTION HOUSE

CCR VIDEO CORPORATION

135 East 55th Street
MATRIX VIDEO
727 11th Avenue
MODERN TELECOMMUNICATIONS, INC.

FUJINON LENS

REEVES TELETAPE

P17 x 16.5ESM

UNITEL VIDEO SERVICES

460 West 42nd Street

P 17

510 West 57th Street
P14 x 16.5ESM

x 16.5ESM

P30x20ESM
P16x17ESM
P30x20ESM
P44x18ESM

304 East 44th Street

P17 x 16.5ESM

1443 Park Avenue
NATIONAL VIDEO CENTER

FUJINON LENS

PRODUCTION HOUSE

P44x18ESM
P30x20ESM

VCA TELETRONICS CENTER STAGE
503 West 33rd Street

P14 x 16.5ESM

7NJOLJVC)UV
For more information on the P17x16.5ESM and other high quality FUJINON products, contact your FUJINON office nearest you.
672 White Plains Rd., Scarsdale, NY 10583
(914) 472 -9800
2101 Midway, Suite 350, Carrollton, TX 75006
214 385 -8902
4855 Atherton Avenue, San Jose, CA 95130
408 866 -5466
118 Savarona Way, Carson, CA 90746
213 532 -2861

photographed at Modern Telecommunications. Inc.

"No- Stretch"
PhillystranR HPTG

i
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the only
flexible
HELD
PROVEN

Iectrically
parent
tower -guy system
1 . eliminates EMI and RFI
at broadcast sites

2.

simplifies installati

of

AM, FM, AM directional an

TV

towers. Made with DuPont's
KevlarR. Lightweight, flexible, y
as strong as extra -high- strength
galvanized steel'
negligible
creep, negligible elongation with
new HPTG* for tension -once and
walk-away installations.

...

maintenance free. Non3.
conducting, non -corroding,
nonmetallic. No internal
corrosion. No white -noise
arcing across insulators. No
insulators required.

4.

no more expensive re-

guying.
'Comparative stress -strain data and
information about other physical
properties available on request.

Call /write for:
New literature
and proven solutions
to your tower guy problems.

//Plinl

liriea/üiti

20 Commerce Drive
Montgomeryville. PA 18936
Telephone (215) 855 -8450
Telex: 84-6342

WiTRIVIESNA

In CCR's New York offices, Tom Forbes, chief of post -production, uses a CMX
340X editor and CDS 4800 switcher to assemble an. Academy show.

tion is completed, is at some notable location such as the Olympic stadium in
Lake Placid for hockey or the Phillies'
training center in Clearwater, FL. (In
the latter case, Schustek wanted to do a
baseball show in Puerto Rico where
they would have better weather, but
Mike Schmidt wanted to stay home
with his family. It rained in Clearwater,
so Schmidt took the kids to a local
shopping mall for the day.)
With a staff of about 14, half produc-

tion and half engineering, Schustek
shoots 13 shows in 5 days. Video is
handled with two Ikegami HL -79DAL
cameras and Sony BVH -500 recorders,
with a Cypher Digital time code generator coding both tapes. For extra angles, the cast runs through certain
portions twice. Generally the cameras
are stationary, although for hockey one
went onto an aluminum crane that
could slide. "The cameras are very
unobtrusive," Schustek notes. Since
the show is taped either outdoors or in a
pro stadium, existing light is usually
sufficient with reflectors.
The audio crew wires both kids and
pros with Nady's RF diversity system,
and also uses a Sennheiser directional
mic to pick up questions during the review session. Minor distractions, such
as airplanes, go into the soup, though
cicadas have had to be toned down in
the mixing room.
Back in New York at CCR, Schustek
makes copies to digest at home, where
he also writes up a paper cut. CCR's

East coast facility has two on -line
editing suites, each equipped with Sony
BVH -1000 and 1100s, a CDL 4800
switcher, and CMX 340X editor.
After adding a few special effects
using the Chyron IV, and scoring with
some popular songs to jazz up the
pros's demonstrations, an editor assembles the tapes with the standard
intro and commercial bumpers. Shows
are delivered to USA Cable Network on
one -inch tape at the rate of four a
month.
The USA Network buys each Academy series from CCR for a half-year period. This gives them 13 weeks of
original programs and another three
months of reruns, which the network
carries during either the summer or the
winter. For USA to continue playing a
series longer, or distribute it outside cable or overseas, however, involves a
separate deal-what Schustek calls

CCR's "equity position." (Other

Academy- related income is derived
from CCR's production of a high
school level basketball lesson, Basketball With Hubie, which CCR sells on
90- minute videocassettes.)
The one wish Schustek has for Sports
Academy other than shooting a track
and field series this spring to coincide
with the summer Olympics, is that it
run another three years. "It's really
very simple. We know what we're
doing, and we do a nice shot
We're
trying to teach the kids, to teach them a
little sportsmanship."
BM/E
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HE FIRST NAME
IN FILM

TR DUCING

DEI TAPE WITH

E
NS

UALITY,
STENCY,
PE DABILITY, AND
'CK P SERVICE YOU
PEA

FROM KODAK.

TECHNICAL SERVICE.
You can count on our field force

of skilled service representatives
to help you get the most from our
video tape products.

AVAILABILITY.

You

don't

have to wait for Kodak to set up
shop. We already operate a

virtúes that have made
stman Kodak Company the first
me in film are now yours in
w Eal.tman professional video
e

pe.
A world leader in imaging tech logy f'or more than a century
ings
u a brand of video tape
goo that we stake our reputan on t.
So ca you. Because Eastman
ofess onal video tape offers you
uniqu combination of benefits.

QU LITY.

Try our video
pe and experience its quality.
u'll see that Eastman profesnal video tape meets the same
ingerft performance standards
at aré, characteristic of the
stmah trademark.

stman products are the choice
f discriminating producers
verywhere.

DEPENDABILITY.

Estab-

lishing a reputation for reliability
takes time and commitment. Our
record speaks for itself. To assure
your absolute satisfaction, our
products are made to our own
demanding specifications.

CONSISTENCY.

As the

world's leading manufacturer of
photographic film, Kodak also
appreciates the critical importance of video tape product
consistency. Therefore, Eastman
video tape is manufactured
according to our strict uniformity
requirements.

worldwide marketing network.
And a dealer organization also
will soon be ready to supply you
with Eastman video tape when
and where you need it.
You have the option of professional quality and broadcast
quality Eastman professional
video cassettes in both 1/2-inch
(VHS and Beta) and 3/4 -inch
(U- Matic, standard and mini)
cassette sizes. Broadcast-Quality
-inch tape (helical "B" and "C"
formats) will be available in mid 1984. We offer an excellent selection of video cassettes and video
tapes for use with NTSC as well
as PAL /SECAM TV systems.
Now is the time for you to
1

discover what the new name in
professional video tape can do
for you. To learn more, contact us
at one of the locations listed in
this literature.
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EASTMAN Professional Video Tape

ASTMAN PROFESSIONAL
'IDEO TAPE IS AVAILABLE IN
HESE FORMATS AND SIZES:
-INCH
VHS

EASTMAN

EASTMAN

EASTMAN

PROFESSIONAL
VIDEO CASSETTE HG
(PROFESSIONAL)

PROFESSIONAL
VIDEO CASSETTE HGX
(BROADCAST QUALITY)

PROFESSIONAL
VIDEO CASSETTE/BP
(BULK PACK)

NTSC

PAL /SECAM

NTSC

PAL /SECAM

NTSC

PAL /SECAM

T-30

E-30
E-60
E-90
E-I 20
E-180

T-120

E-30
E-60

T-30
T-60

E-105

E-180

T-120

E-180
E-240

L-I25

L-500

L-I 25
L-250
L-500
L-750

L-250
L-500

L-250
L-500

T-60
T- I 20

L-250
L-500

BETA

OTE: All 3/4-inch and -inch
Ipe products are available
rr PAL /SECAM or NTSC uses.
I

-INCH

STANDARD
U -MATIC

MINI

L-250
L-500
L-750

E-I20

EASTMAN

EASTMAN

EASTMAN

PROFESSIONAL
VIDEO CASSETTE EP-900
(PROFESSIONAL)

PROFESSIONAL
VIDEO CASSETTE Eß-900
(BROADCAST QUALITY)

PROFESSIONAL
VIDEO CASSETTE/BP
(BULK PACK)

KCA- I 0

KCA- I 0

KCA-20
KCA-30
KCA-60

KCA-20
KCA-30
KCA-50
KCA-60

KCA-5
KCA- I O

KCS-20

KCS-I O
KCS-20

U -MATIC

KCA-20
KCA-30
KCA-60

EASTMAN PROFESSIONAL
VIDEO TAPE EVT 1000
INCH

C-FORMAT
VT-34
VT-64
VT-96

B-FORMAT
VT-34
VT-64
VT-96

VI-105

VT-I05

VT- I 26
VT-I 57

VT-I 26

VT I88
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cassettes actual siz

Theirs.
In

the current debate concerning

'/ -inch and

1/4-inch recorder -camera videotape formats, we ask

you to consider these simple facts:
There are two 1 -inch incompatible formats, VHS
and Beta. And the broadcast quality 1/4-inch
Quartercam'y from Bosch.
Quartercam 20- minute cassettes
occupy one -fifth the volume of VHS
and one -third the volume of Beta
20- minute cassettes.
You can fit a Quartercam cassette
in your shirt pocket. You can't with

VHS or Beta. You can save a lot of archive space
and shipping costs.
The logical ENG/EFP successor to 3/4 -inch is t/4inch -not -inch. If you're going -inch you're only
going half -way.
Call your local Bosch -Fernseh office, or
Fernseh Inc., P.Q. Box 31816, Salt
Lake City, UT 84131, (801)
972 -8000.

'/

'/

BOSCH
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For the second year BM /E's editors have

spread out their tarot cards, looked into
their crystal balls, contacted dozens of
manufacturers, and compiled their predictions for what promises to be the most
exciting NAB in years! You will find a complete booth -by -booth listing in the upcoming April issue, but you can use this
first -information -in -print as an advance
planning guide.

t

1tir.

OULN

Things will never he the same in the camera world again -expect major announcements from virtually every known camera
manufacturer, and some new ones, too.
RCA is likely to make the biggest splash
with production versions of the CCD camera shown only in prototype before
Sony said to he
ready with studio version of BVP line. outgrowth of work
on NHK HDTV camera
lkegami unveiling HL -95
2/1 -inch tube handheld camera to work with Bosch quarter inch integrated recorders (but camera is adaptable for

....

....

....

M- format as well)
Philips also coming out on Bosch
Lineplex side with a new entry incorporating 7/3 -inch cam-

era, plus brand -new LDK 614 ENG "companion unit"
for LDK -6 and "scaled down" LDK-6, the LDK -26
Hitachi, too, to offer ENG/EFP version of SK -110,
the full auto- setup, computer -controlled SK -120
.
Canon plans intro of J40x lens, latest entry into the ENG
category.

....

software including slow -mo control, time compression/
expansion, other functions.

...

McCurdy to unveil digitally controlled intercom with enhanced disk storage system
for crosspoints. And whole new line of auWell known
dio routing switchers
its
high
-end
digitally
controlled
interfor
which
will
introducing
is
RTS,
be
a
coms
low cost single channel intercom along with a new series
of amps, System 2500.

....

Other small format developments: Bosch
to bring production and editing packages
.
to round out the Quartercam line
On -Cam regular VHS cassette adapter said
to be selling well from Frezzolini and distributor PEP (six went to Yugoslavia for
the ABC Olympics)
Dark horse may be Kodak,
which might bring consumer version of 8 mm metal tape
recorder/camera to test the professional waters.

...

....

Big interest in audio processing area may
be attracted by Audio + Design's radical
concept: Ambisonic surround sound. Not
another FM quad system, it's fully compatible with present mono and stereo systems. Separation is said to be excellent,
signal quality comparable to regular FM. The system is
comprised of an encoder and decoder feeding up to four
discrete channels.

Expect developments in digital programmable parametric equalizers with new
Orban model selling for $4500, with 32
nonvolatile memories; Orban also to introduce compressor /limiter in mono or stereo
for remotes and basic radio use
Circuit Research Labs will introduce SG -800 FM stereo generator which works with FM4 audio processor.

:4:

....

Excitement brewing over Convergence
EditDroid (super video editor developed
with LucasFilm), to make debut at show
(three units). Billed as "absolutely new
approach to editing," it's said to be extremely fast, extremely easy to use. Speculation is that keyboard has been replaced by touch screen
or digitizing pad (mouse) or other "user transparent" device. Control Video, recently acquired by ADDA Corp.,
also heating up the waters with new entry into high -end
disk -based editor market to rival EditDroid and CMX
3400 -real -time access to any point on disc within 2.5
.
Videomedia working to ready user sec
programmable keys to Z6000 editing system, and new
.
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Digital Services Corp., previously into
low -end digital efx, to go after full -frame
and dual -channel effects manipulation
market with Illuminator -available with
perspective option for well under $50,000.
Flexi-Key, too, to offer perspective, with
combined price at less than $30,000. Flexi -Key can also
be tied to the Illuminator for two channel system.

MCI /Sony adding to JH -110B series
recorder/reproducers with 110B -3 -TC, offering center stripe time code or pilot signal on quarter-inch tape capability. MCI
also to debut new synchronizer, with separate keyboard/display unit and processor
rack. Also look for Option 23, a video editor interface for
JH -800 compact console, plus SOAR frequencysynthesized RF mic with 24 available channels.

8

Weather graphics to be big hit at show.
Alden plans introduction of new color
weather graphics display
Kavouras
to feature real -time radar colonization system with Doppler radar, high -speed
weather data transmission service via
Westar Ill, and Radac color weather radar interface to
RRWDS transmitter.

....

Expect Studer to introduce production
models of TLS -4000 SMPTE synchronizer for inboard or outboard ATR control.
Also 10 new module options for 900 Series
Ward -Beck, in unexpected
consoles
move, to introduce new series of special
applications consoles never before seen from the company
From Yamaha, look for new REV -1 remote con-

....

....

The definition of the
best color camera tubes
in the world.

No matter how you define
your color camera needs, you
will want to be certain you have
chosen the best tube for the job.
And no technical appraisal can
be complete without EEV
Leddicons.
Take lag or smearing.
Because Leddicons
incorporate a unique
light bias arrangement,
shading is minimal. So
is differential lag. The
result is that a football
in flight will always look
like a football
not a
flying saucer!
As for color imagery, you
simply cannot improve on
Leddicons. Extended reds have
a precisely- engineered response
with an infra -red filter providing
cut -off exactly where you want it.
Or compare the highlight
image performance of
Leddicons with other tubes. The
difference is that the retention
effect is minimised by a unique
target manufacturing process
even in the very difficult
extended red channel where
other tubes are simply unable
to cope.
You'll certainly want to avoid
blemishes. That's why all
Leddicons must satisfy the most
exacting manufacturing, testing
and quality control
standards. And it
in the fact
shows

that Leddicons average less
spotting than other tubes!
Then there's geometry. The
optimised electron optical
design of Leddicons ensures the
best possible geometry.
Registration too is equally
distortion free we
can, in fact,
supply

-

-

-

-

operating in areas of high
ambient acoustic noise.
As for choice, there's simply
none better than Leddicons.
That's because the range covers
fully -interchangeable sizes and
types to suit virtually every type
of studio, EFP and ENG camera
used in the world today.
When you add up all the facts
about Leddicons, there is only
one conclusion
namely, the
definition of the best tubes for
your camera.
But don't leave it
at that.

computer matched sets
for all three channels.
And what about microphony?
With EEV's unique anti microphonic mesh assembly,
Leddicons provide the cleanest
pictures even from cameras

-

Next time specify
Leddicons for your new
equipment and as replacements
and find out what that definition
really means in practice.

EDDICONS
ALeddicon is the Regrslered
Trademark of

EEV

Lead O +ide Camera Tubes

-

EEV Inc. 7 Westvester Plaza, Elmsford, NY 10523, USA. Tel: 914 592 6050. Telex: 6818096.
EEV Canada Ltd, 67 Westmore Drive, Rexdale, Ontario M9V 3Y6. Tel: 416 745 9494. Telex: 06 989 363.

EEV, Waterhouse Lane, Chelmsford, Essex CM1 2QU, England. Tel: 0245 261777. Telex: 99103.
Circle
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trol reverb unit as well as complete new console line

...

.

Auditronics aiming for the complete production package
for 300 Series consoles.

Rank Cintel will take aim at the U.S.
broadcast station market with its new
ADS -1 solid state on -air telecine, described at last fall's SMPTE. The telecine
is also being marketed by RCA as
TKS -100
Bosch to add color/
gamma corrector to its established FDL-60, digital CCD
telecine.

....

Colorgraphics plans expansion of newsroom computer line with Mini Star; also
plans surprise entry into art/paint system
market with new unit that handles multiple
terminals
Also look to Aurora for
new Model 200, "a new concept in digital
video graphics," as well as updates for the existing 100
system
Bosch continuing to make major headway
with software for FGS -4000 graphics system, seen at
SMPTE with real -time manipulation of highly detailed
3D objects.

12

....

tion, paint brush styles, etc. -similar to other digital art/
graphics systems but using two card slots in existing IBM
XT computer, putting price under $10,000
3M,
too, expected to make major push with its art/graphics
system introduced at SMPTE for the D -8800. Also look to
3M for new "economical" character generator.

....

Acrodyne, in major realignment of product line, will now offer medium power
transmission products in 10 and 20 kW
categories while still expanding LPTV line
with new 1 kW transmitter/translator
Comark will make splash with no
less than eight new lines of equipment-from 110 kW
UHF transmitters through new power combiner with
switchless bypass system, and including BCD /ABC
pulser, and new exciter system
Harris will show
new, high -efficiency 30 and 60 kW transmitters, both
VHF and UHF. Making its American debut, the PYE
TVT line of FM transmitters ranges from 100 W to 20
kW, and features common modular drives.

....

....

Asaca plans working version of four frame video viewer for editing, plus multi -

TEAC/Tascam bringing Series 50 two track, eight-track ATRs; major feature of
production- designed consoles is built -in
SMPTE time code sync capability
Denon likely to make waves with its professional model CD player, joined in CD
department by Sony unit, newly redesigned for pro market and accompanied by a Sony CD analyzer.

17

...

.

cassette player (described in Station
Automation story elsewhere in this issue)
.. Sony to intro new multi- cassette
deck
Lake Systems to expand
M- format multi-cassette players beyond the six and 10
machine systems. Question as to whether brand -new systems for Betacassettes will be ready.

....

Electro -Voice to make new inroads in
broadcasting with internally powered Sentry 100A speaker line providing balanced
or unbalanced line level inputs. Also
watch for brand -new E -V 4x1 ENG /EFP
mixers-shoulder carried or rack mounted
Shure will also introduce new FP 31 field mixer, as
well as brand -new SM83 lavalier microphone
JBL/
UREI, meanwhile, will unveil a direct, radiator
loudspeaker system, Model 4411, with three transducers
arranged in a tight cluster to provide sound coherency for
close -in monitoring in the studio.

18

....

Bosch will bring over complete new line of
production switchers
Ross Video
plans to unveil Encore memory system for
video switchers with serial interface for
computerized video editors
Look

....

....

....

for component switchers from Grass
Valley, Shintron, Crosspoint Latch.

Vectrix, with own booth for the first time
this year, is offering graphics terminal to
be used for broadcast computer and
weather graphics. WITS now receives
RRWDS radar and WSI data. Brand -new
is Midas computer graphics system -with
efx including 3D rotation, zoom, squeeze, font generaso

BM /E
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What does MCl/Quantel have in store for
its hospitality suite this year? Unlikely to
break seven -year tradition of new product
intros, it is hard at work on the next Cypher
Big news in
or Paint Box or Mirage
effects will be Harris introduction of
brand -new digital effects system, $50,000 $125,000
range, being manufactured exclusively for Harris in Japan
and said to feature extremely precise key follow feature.

19
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Vidifont Graphics V.
Performance that's picture perfect.
Picture crisp, clean, coordinated graphics that
capture attention, provide information and
create a distinct perspective that sets you apart.

Picture the Vidifont Graphics V. Combining the
features and functions of character generation,
graphics, animation and information displays
into a single integrated system. All tie creative
tools you need for news, dial -up services such
as satellite weather and sports, commercial
spots, promos, elections and special programs.

Imo`

Vidifont Graphics Vallows multiple -user access
of up to eight channels. On -line creativity is
combined with off -line input, making it easy to
update and display new information.
Vidifont. The picture of performance in over
500 Nand production studios around the world.
Call or write Thomson -CSF Broadcast, Inc.,
37 Brownhouse Rd., Stamford, CT 06902.
TWX (710) 474 -3346. Telex
6819035 -Answer Back 6819035 TCSB UW.
Tel. (203) 965 -7000.

THOMSON-CSF BROADCAST INC.
Circle 142 on Reader Service Card
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Harris also concentrating on effects composition capability for its Iris still store with graphics compose station. And
look for new entry in digital signal processing market
component coded
ADDA will add smaller, digital
switching effects capability of ESP-II to ESP-C. ADDA
has expanded its horizons by acquiring Control Video.

-

....

Look for new airborne helicopter microwave mount with Loran -C controlled automatically steered directional antenna from
Nurad, plus new circularly polarized relay
antenna and digitally synthesized 13 GHz
.
portable transmitter and receiver
First NAB viewing of frequency agile, multifunctional
SCPC demodulator from Comtech Data.

20

user-definable keys each capable of recalling up to 120
keystrokes, automatically recharged batteries for memory
loss protection, plus "go -to" mode.

Surprising development from Otan will be
preproduction version of "totally new machine design" -new one -inch tape transport for a line of audio recorders with
interchangeable eight - and 16-track head
stacks. The machine design will come
standard '.cith tape speeds of 15 or 30 ips.

...

British manufacturer Protel, whose line is
distributed in U.S. by A.F. Associates, to
make NAB debut with initial phases of

complete station automation system,
including all aspects of a technical automation design in addition to business/

Neve plans to mount an assault on the
audio /video interface with the introduction
of VCA controllers for its console channel
strips, allowing operation with video editors. Also from Neve: a four bus version of
the 542 range of consoles for video post production, and additional new gear for its digital console
components. There will also be new enhancements to the
Necam computerized automation systems.

management programs, integrated into a single system
package.

ITC to introduce a brand -new line of
economy type cart machines designated
the Omega Series which will be offered
with a stereo playback unit
Telex intends to premiere a new expansion capability for the Model 6120 high speed
cassette tape duplicator. Telex also plans to reveal a new
super light headset, designed specifically for handheld
landmobile transceivers, the ProCom 352 -IC.

....

/

Relative newcomer to digital still store
market, Abekas may have a surprise in
store in a related product area. Abekas adheres to a design concept that leans away
from the large, distributed processing sysimementimi tems, favoring instead a configuration of
individual work units dedicated to doing a specific task
well.

From Dolby expect new noise reduction
systems for Ampex VPR -3s and VPR -80s
Lexicon will come through with
stereo version of its audio delay synchronizer, plus new digital reverb. Also plans to
introduce a new version of its 12000 audio
computer with RS422 capability in addition to greater
time resolution for expansion/compression accuracy.

....

Moseley will unveil PCL 606 1.7 GHz
STL for AM stereo in addition to new options, a CRT and a logger, for MRC 1600
remote control system
McMartin is
expected to reveal information on its SCA
networking equipment arrangement providing an FM station with a new transmitter in exchange
for lease payments on the station SCA.

28

....

New entry from Tektronix will be 1750

United Media will introduce new, compact, computer -assisted A/B roll video

editor -fully upgradable, including

SMPTE time code, list management,
switcher interface modules; $10,000
$16,000 range. Also look for developments in Commander II video editing system with two
52
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waveform monitor /vectorscope /sch

-a

meter
combo measuring unit featuring
unique sch phase display with resolution
down to one degree, color framing measurement, and digital line select; other Tek
products to include 2400 portable scope with TV
measuring option, 1740 combination waveform monitor/

MARCH. 1984
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Shure's new FP31 Mixer takes
a big weight off your shoulders.
Introducing the most innovative field production mixer of its kind. Shure's FP3 1. You won't
find another mixer this small with these features, dependability and ease of operation.
The FP31 measures only 65/16" x 55/16" x 17/8 ",
and weighs just 2.2 pounds! Incredibly, it offers
the same important features as much larger
mixers. Plus, a few of its own.
Every channel has a mic/line level and a
low -cut filter switch. And to prevent overload distortion, there's a built in limiter with adjustable
threshold.
The FP31 can be powered by
two internal 9 -volt batteries, or
from an external 12 -volt source.
A green LED flashes to remind
you that the mixer is on. Phantom and A -B power are also
provided to operate lavalier and
shotgun microphones.
A slate tone can be laid

down on the tape for locating specific takes,
and there's also a built -in mic for voice
slating.
The mixer also has two separate mic/line
outputs for 2- camera shoots and a tape output
to feed a cassette. For monitoring, there are two
stereo headphone jacks -one 1/4 -inch and one
for miniplugs. The FP31's rugged nylon carrying
case allows you easy access to every mixer function and lets you piggyback the mixer on your
VCR or other equipment.
For ENG, EFP and film use,
Shure's FP31 has everything
you need to make your mix a
perfect success. Coming from a
mixer this small, that's quite an
accomplishment.
For more information on
Shure's FP31 Mixer, call or
write Shure Brothers Inc.,
222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston,
IL 60204, (312) 866 -2553.

SHU

THE SOUND OF THE PROFESSIONALS "...WORLDWIDE
Circle 134 on Reader Service Card
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....

Videotek to reveal new TSM 5A
vectorscope
waveform monitor with switchable line select plus
switchable 1 H/2H operation modes in half-rack -sized
unit; also look for Model 13 rack-mount color video moni-

...

tor with three looping inputs, split screen mode
Conrac will have its Model 6200 Class 1 in -line -gun color
monitor at both its own booth and several camera
manufacturers -priced under $5000 and now in full
production.

IMC (Interactive Motion Control), firsttime NAB exhibitor, will unveil Model

3565- computer- controlled animation
programmer that allows extremely precise
In other
control of move sequences
new computer developments, check Comprehensive Video's computerized production system offering scripting, budgeting and work chart formatting
using a home computer.

....

1

rl

Audio tape cart manufacturer Fidelipac
will display its own line of high quality audio tape, HOT, for first time -in bulk or
carts. Meanwhile the battle rages on
fiercely among video tape /cassette manufacturers: Agfa, Ampex, Fuji, 3M, Sony,
et al are being joined for the first time by Kodak, which is
exclusive marketer of the TDK line in the U.S. including
Maxell will inboth cassettes and one -inch product
troduce new mastering -quality 3/4 -inch cassette and VHS
HGX Pro for Recam and Betacam recorder /cameras.

....
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Contact

J.

Susan Anderson

Visual Information Institute, Inc.
PO Box 33 719 Lwr. Bellbrook Rd.

Xenia, OH 45385 -0033
Telephone 513 376 -4361
Circle 135 on Reader Sery ce Card
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Another surprise: RTS is modifying and
marketing Plantronics headsets and will
unveil the complete new line at the show
Motorola will introduce a portable
repeater base station, an entirely new mobile van communications system, as well
as a cellular phone system
Logitek will debut its
newest audio DA circuits as well as mounting frame. The
MAS -DA will hold as many as 60 outputs in a single card
frame in addition to having room for two independent
power supplies.

Peter Dahl to introduce high voltage rectifiers, to 40 kV, with forward current up to
25 A. Also new primary transient suppressor available in both MOV and selenium
configurations
EEV plunges into the
show with a new 55 kW high efficiency
(beam control device) broadband, external cavity UHF
klystron for vapor or water cooled applications. BM/E

33

....

Five alarm hotel fire,400 guests,

three competitors and one news editor
who eats cigars for breakfast.
Don't trust it to ordinary video tape.

Get it fast.
Get it right.
Get it done.
The pressure in this business
is

extraordinary.

Which is why Fuji gives you
professional video tape that can
take anything you can throw at it.
Consider the latest advance in Fuji technology: the Y4 inch H521BR U -matic
video cassette. It gives you the absolute minimum number of dropouts possible -less than
4 per minute. Its video and color S/N ratio are boosted up to +2dB over the outstanding
specs of our H521.

Superior back -coating technology and precision-engineering
ensure that Fuji stands up to all the punishment dished out in the
editing room. In fact, stop- motion capabilities increase to
over 180 minutes. And Fuji's smoother, denser BERIDOX
coating makes sure your tape heads suffer less abrasion
than ever before.
To find out more about the new Y4 inch H521BR
and the other extraordinary video tapes we make, all you
have to do is a very ordinary thing.
Just call Fuji.

Nobody gives you better
performance.
e 1984

Fu,. Photo FlIn U.S.A.. Inc.. Magnetic Products Div.,

Circle 136 on Reader Service Card

350 Fifth Avenue.
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With low key lighting, differential lag
can be a problem. Amperex Plumbicon
tubes with built in bias light increase
the speed of response of the layer, and
lag is virtually eliminated.

Comet tailing and loss of detail in highlights are minimized by using the
Amperex patented Diode Gun or anti comet tail (ACT) tube. Both solve this
problem by providing high beam
current to stabilize highlights.

High audio levels can produce the
annoying problem of microphonics.
Amperex attacked this at its source.
and all Amperex Plumbicon tubes have
a unique mesh designed to prevent the
build -up of mesh vibrations -not just
to dampen them.

1

Six of TV's toughest shots and

www.americanradiohistory.com

how

he problem

of image retention.

By

eexamining layer physics and semiconluctor properties Amperex developed a
ew extended red layer. Now you can
dude brilliant reds in your scene
vithout concern for image retention.

Because of special photoconductive
layers for each color and an optimized

Low output capacitance Amperex
Plumbicon tubes help maintain high
signal to noise performance. This helps
prevent loss of detail and increased
video noise in low light areas of high

electron optics design, the Amperex
Plumbicon provides the highest resolution for each image format. This
resolution is measurably higher than
earlier tubes.

contrast scenes.

Amperex PlumbiconR camera tubes handle them.
Ordinary pick up tubes can handle ordinary TV
shots. But when you have to contend with low light
levels and bright highlights...the glare of reds and
the blare of trumpets...you need the extended performance of Amperex Plumbicon camera tubes.
Amperex invented and refined the pick up tube
technology that makes it possible to handle the 6
toughest shots in TV. Since the original Plumbicon
cameras were introduced, your business has become
more competitive, more demanding. Camera designs
have become more complex. That's why we continued to invest in improving the performance of
the Plumbicon. That's why we offer today's range of
extended performance Plumbicon tubes.
Today, virtually every TV camera system- domestic or imported
designed to use the Plumbicon
tube. And that makes the handling of the toughest
shots in TV very easy. Simply specify Amperex
Plumbicon pick up tubes.
For more information call or write Amperex
Electronic Corporation, Slatersville Division, Slaters ville, Rhode Island 02876. (401) 762 -3800. Made in
Rhode Island, U.S.A. Delivered to you in twenty -four
hours or less.

-is

Amperex.
WE MAKE IT HAPPEN
A NORTH

AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY

Circle 137 on Reader Service Card
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STATI ON
IN THE
PALM OF
YOUR

HAND?
By Robert Rivlin

Editor

n the past five to seven years, vir-

tually every major type of equipment used in TV stations has

undergone profound technological
change. This includes everything from
the imaging stages to transmission, and
every step in between. Amazingly
enough, however, the one piece of equip-

A

Failures in a quad
cart deck can cost a

major market broadcaster
$15 million a year in lost revenues. But controversy is brewing over an NAB report defining user requirements for
future ACR- and TCRtype multicassette
players.

ment upon which commercial broadcasters rely for the bulk of their revenue-the
on -air commercial playback system
has remained virtually unchanged since
its invention in the late 1960s (the
TCR -100) and the early 1970s (the
ACR -25). And many decks in operation
today are at least five to seven years old.
This is why so much interest is being
generated by a new user group report

-

UTOMATION

from the NAB's Engine ring Advisory
Committee's subcommitt -e to develop
users' performance obj ectives for a
Multi -Event Record /Pla back System
(MERPS). The subcomrn tee, chartered
in August 1983 (a BM /E ditorial in the
April 1983 issue called fo the formation
of just such a group) descr bed for manu facturers what industry -w ide users consider "must have" featu es of any new

The old and the new. At left, RCA's TCR 100, developed in the late 1960s. At right. Panasonic's new M- format MVP -100 MERPS.

multitransport/multicassette system.
But, while the report is a positive
step forward for some-especially network engineering people such as Joe
Flaherty of CBS, who is internally
pushing to get a new system developed -for others it is a highly controversial issue. Seeking extremely high
signal quality standards, the report all
but rules out the possibility of any current equipment meeting its needs, and
forces manufacturers back to the drawing board. It comes at a time when several major manufacturers have just
introduced or are about to introduce
multicassette systems that many in the
industry feel are quite adequate for the
job. "Do we need yet another
standard ?" is the question many are
asking.

Timely development
For those who favor the subcommittee report, the developments could not
come at a better time. Despite the fact
that some station engineers will defend
them to the bitter end, the truth is that
quad cart machines -both the Ampex
ACR -25 and the RCA TCR -l00--are
outmoded. With some claiming that the
failure rate of today's quad cart plays is
one in 200, this means an estimated
yearly revenue loss to a major- market
broadcaster of around $15 million.
The problem with quad cart decks
lies both in the demise of the quad format itself as well as some inherent design problems with any device using
pulleys, forced air, gears, and a rubber
band or two. Neither RCA nor Ampex
makes the decks any more. Parts are becoming scarcer and scarcer. And the

machines require more and more
e0
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maintenance-not so much a problem
on the electronic end but requiring extensive mechanical troubleshooting as
well. Those who know these "mechanical dinosaurs" inside out are becoming a rare commodity, and hence the
popularity of the Diagnostic Online
Monitor (DOM) from Studio Film &
Tape, which provides early warning of
upcoming electronic and/or mechanical
malfunctions.
There are, of course, some solutions
designed to back up the quad cart systems. Many stations keep at least two
running simultaneously so that if one
should fail, the other can be brought on
line immediately. Another approach is
to either back up the quad cart with a
one -inch spot reel, or else to use two
checkerboarded one -inch decks as the
sole program origination source. This
is becoming more and more feasible
with the introduction of some brandnew computer systems which make
spot reel assembly a snap. The most recent is from British manufacturer
Protel, being distributed in the U.S. by
A.F. Associates. Part of a larger, fully

integrated operations /management
computer system, the spot reel assembler works with a master tape onto
which are dubbed all incoming spots in
the order they are received. Following
instructions from the program log, the
master tape dubs the day's commercial
schedule, in order, onto a second VTR.
One of the system's highlights is that,
rather than shuttling back and forth
through the lengthy master spot reel,
the system automatically creates slugs
in the daily spot reel into which it drops
the appropriate commercials once they
are reached on the master. The system

1984
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will also tie into a commercial library

management system in a fully automated operation, which will pull desired spots from an extensive collection
based on a business automation interface.
The same kind of approach, it might
be noted, can also be achieved with
some relatively simple 3/4 -inch decks
and simple checkerboard controlleras is true for a two -machine system
from Microtime and also a newly introduced sequence controller from United
Media.
But these solutions are only interim
steps towards what many feel to be one
of broadcasting's most pressing needs:
a new video cart or cassette system to
replace quad carts, hopefully one as
standardized as the quad cart was in its
day and certainly as reliable, one not
requiring the time -consuming process
of creating spot reels, nor the inconvenience of constant cassette loading and
off-loading.

MERPS report
It was with these needs in mind that
the MERPS committee began its study
under the chairmanship of Rupert
Stow, director of production systems
analysis for the CBS network. Stow
was the author of the CBS engineering
report issued two years ago in which
Joe Flaherty's office began investigating possible replacements for the
network's six ACR -25s. And Flaherty
himself is largely responsible for having urged the creation of the MERPS
committee as an industry-wide group
representing the interests of everyone
involved in the commercials distribution process, a mix of network repre-
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RM1608
SPECIFICATIONS
TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION (T.H.D.)
Less than 0.1% at +4dB *output, 20Hz to 20kHz (all Faders and controls at nominal)
HUM & NOISE (20Hz to 20kHz) Rs = 150 ohms
(INPUT GAIN " -60 ")
128dB
Equivalent Input Noise (E.I.N.)
95dB
residual output noise: all Faders down.
80dB
(84dB S /N) PGM Master volume control at maximum and all CH PGM assign switches off.
64dB
(68dB S /N) PGM Master volume control at maximum and one CH Fader at nominal level.
(77dB S /N) STEREO Master Fader at maximum and all CH STEREO level controls at minimum level.
73dB
64dB
(68dB S /N) STEREO Master Fader at maximum and one CH STEREO level control at nominal level.
80dB
(70dB S /N) ECHO SEND volume at maximum and all CH ECHO volumes at minimum level.
(65dB S /N) ECHO SEND volume at maximum and one CH ECHO volume at nominal level.
75dB
CROSSTALK
70db at 1kHz: adjacent Input.
70db at 1kHz: Input to Output.
MAXIMUM VOLTAGE GAIN (INPUT GAIN 60" )
PGM
ECHO
74dB: MIC IN to PGM OUT
70dB: MIC IN to ECHO SEND.
24dB: TAPE IN to PGM OUT.
C/R
74dB: MIC IN to C/R OUT.
34dB: ECHO RETURN to PGM OUT.
24dB: 2 TRK IN to C/R OUT.
14dB: PGM SUB IN to PGM OUT
STUDIO
74dB: MIC IN to STUDIO OUT.
STEREO 74dB: MIC IN to STEREO OUT.
24dB: 2 TRK IN to STUDIO OUT.
24dB: TAPE IN to STEREO OUT
34dB: ECHO RETURN to STEREO OUT.
CHANNEL EQUALIZATION
± 15 dB maximum
HIGH: from 2k to 20kHz PEAKING. MID: from 0.35k to 5kHz PEAKING. LOW: from 50 to 700 Hz PEAKING.
HIGH PASS FILTER - 12dB/octave cut off below 80Hz.
OSCILLATOR Switchable sine wave 100Hz,1kHz,10Hz
PHANTOM POWER 48V DC is applied to XLR type connector's 2 pin and 3 pin for powering condenser microphone.
DIMENSION (W x H x D) 37 -1/2" x 11" x 30 -1/4" (953 mm x 279.6 mm x 769 mm)

-

-

'-

Hum and Noise are measured with a - OdBioctave filter at 12.47kHa; equivalent to a 20 kH: filter with infinite dB /octave attenuation.
referenced ro 0.775V RMS.
Sensitivity is the lowest level that will produce an output of -10dß 1245mVl. or the nominal output level when the unit is set to maximum gain.
All specifications subject to change without notice.

OdB is

The specs speak for themselves. But they can't tell you how natural, logical and
easy the RM1608 is to work. All the controls and switches are logically arranged to help
you get the job done quickly and accurately.
And in the tradition of Yamaha's sound reinforcement mixers, the RM1608 sets
new standards of reliability as well as ease of operation. For complete information,
write: Yamaha International Corporation, P.O. Box 6600, Buena Park, CA 90622.
In Canada,Yamaha Canada Music Ltd., 135 Milner Ave., Scarborough, Ont. M1S 3R1.
Circle 138 on Reader Service Card
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sentatives; TV broadcasters from
smaller, independent stations; cable
TV programmers interested in the
hands -free programmming a MERPS
system would allow; advertising agency executives anxious to insure the
maximum on -air image quality for their
clients' commercials; and, perhaps
most importantly, representatives of
the various companies which currently
duplicate and distribute spots for the
agencies.
According to Stow, the committee
recognized three areas of station operations where a multicassette/multitransport system could be beneficial:
Automation of the station break.
This requirement for the MERPS deck
is undoubtedly the most demanding.
During a typical two- minute station
break, there are generally at least four
commercials and /or PSAs, and now
frequently at least two and sometimes
three short bumpers. All have to be able
to be run back -to -back, switched as
rapidly as the vertical interval.
Automation of the news show. Although multicassette decks are often
used in today's news environment,
there is also a requirement for more extensive automation. Here the need is for
several channels to operate simultaneously so that two video sources, for example, can be run simultaneously and
fed to the switcher for mixing, plus an
audio channel or two when audio is
kept as a separate element. Although
the commercial only runs 30 or 60 seconds, for this application there is the

need for a longer- running segment
length, up to two minutes or more.
Total program automation. Although the members of the MERPS
committee had advertising on their
minds, it is hoped that any new player
will be able to handle the longer length
program elements necessary for program automation.
Hopefully all three objectives
station break, news, and total program
automation -could be met with a
single kind of system, such as the one
defined in the MERPS user group report.

-

Specific recommendations
The MERPS report is quite specific
recommendations. While it does
not rule out the possibility that a medium such as videodiscs could answer
users' needs, it addresses itself to cassettes. And while it sees program in its

length cassettes as

a

desirable

possibility, it confines its definitions to
cassettes with a minimum six -minute

breaks and news. It also leaves open the
option of either using a single event per
cassette or recording multiple events
per cassette with a random access capability. Two audio tracks and a time
code /cue track are specified.
The MERPS deck itself is specified
to be of the multiple -transport kind
(rather than multiple decks in an array),
with a magazine or other device to hold
cassettes awaiting record of playback
and a device to move the required cassette into position, then remove it again
back to the magazine when no longer
needed. Though the number of transports is not specified, the MERPS
should have the capacity "for at least
36 cassettes and preferably 60 cassettes." Running all this will be a machine control system that can accept a
record/playback schedule and control
the various magazine /transport functions required to execute it. Cueing accuracy is specified as ± I frame.
Minimum time interval between cassette segments would be only three seconds.
A means of cassette identification is
also specified, through a bar code or
some other device, providing both a
16- character alphanumeric display to
the operation and a coded message to
the machine. Included in the information would be start of message, end of
message, and running length data so
that an operator could simply load the
cassette into the magazine in an empty

slot; the data on the cassette itself
would indicate its position in the program sequence and notify the controller
about its location in the magazine. The
program sequencer could also determine if a required cassette were missing
or if any are loaded into the magazine
that are not part of an upcoming sequence. All this information would be
tied into a video display monitor which
would indicate the status of the event
list, if anything were wrong, countdown clocks, and so forth.
The report is full of other userdefined needs, all of them adding up to
a powerful cassette automation system,
incorporting all of the features of the
TCR and ACR quad cart decks but with
the benefit of the more modern microprocessor controller. And, indeed, all
of this is quite attainable even today,
given the current state -of -the-art in automation systems. In places, in fact, the
document issued by the user group
reads a little like a product brochure
describing a currently available automation system from a manufacturer
such as Lake Systems (see the description later in this article).

Type C quality
But there is one very, very important
difference. The MERPS group specification calls for video and audio quality
at least as good as one -inch Type C is
today. Observes Stow, The current
state of commercials on local television

HBO Network Automates
Work has recently been completed
on the installation of a major new
automation system at HBO's operational headquarters in Haupauge,
Long Island. In this first phase, just
completed, each of HBO's five control rooms is wired to a Data General
S/120 computer which performs all
machine control and MC switcher
functions through a control frame designed by Digital Services Corp.

Scheduled logs are entered
through a terminal in the control
rooms themselves, up to 11 daily
schedules at a time. Schedules
consist of Program Events (time, duration, video, audio, key, transition
type, and event information), Comments, and Auxilliary Events such as
machine control codes to address a
logger. The S/120 performs the onair automation scheduling by communicating switching information to
the control frame. Tied to the facility's
master clock, the controller handles
units of time down to one frame, then
sends out information to the various

machines needed to execute the
commands. A control room monitor
gives real -time display of the currently running event plus several upcoming events, including a status
report on the next -up event. An edit
mode allows instant manual override of the automation functions,
permitting a change in any element in
the log, including machine assignments.
The second stage of the HBO automation system will involve the installation of an Executive Eclipse
minicomputer that will be linked to
HBO headquarters in the Time -Life
building and receive the program log.
The log will be received on a floppy
disk, then transfered to the appropriate control room's S/120 hard disk
where it can be edited and then run.
In the event of failure, the floppy disk
will act as an automatic backup. After
the schedule has run, the data is
copied back onto the floppy disk and
the as-run information transmitted
back to Time-Life for billing.

duration, suitable for commercial
BM E
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is quite bad. By the time it gets to air,

it's often third or even fourth generation. The agency people on the committee wanted to make sure that the
MERPS system would give them extremely good multigeneration capa-

bility- something that's just

not

available with the small -format recorders. The situation is even worse with
news, where fifth generation is not that

unusual."
It is this insistence on image quality
comparable to one -inch which lies at
the heart of the controversy surrounding the subcommittee report. For although networks demand the quality of
one -inch for their operations and although ad agencies would like to see local stations airing their commercials
with Type C -style quality, local station
operators may just not see the need.
Given that there are commercially
available small -format systems which

already do most of what the subcommittee- specified MERPS deck will,
and given that professional half-inch
and the improved 3/4 -inch decks already
come close to one -inch quality, what
are the advantages in going for yet another tape recorder format to satisfy ad
agency and network image quality
needs?
Nor are small- and medium -sized
station operators the only ones faulting
the report. For the manufacturers themselves (200 of those considered most
likely to be involved in the various phases of MERPS development received
the report in early February) are questioning the report's value. Several, as
we shall see shortly, already have systems available which, though not one inch quality, are certainly broadcast
quality. Why, they ask, should they
redesign systems to incorporate what
amounts to only a little extra image

quality? The answer, from Stow's point
of view, is that the users' demand may
finally push manufacturers towards the
long sought -after standardization of
small -format recorders.
"It's a question of pushing the manufacturers." he observes. "We already
know what they can do today. So we
want to see what more they are capable
of-we want to push them. And behind
everyone's thinking is the idea that if
the manufacturers are all working on
something that no one has yet, we
might end up with a single standard,
whereas if we just adopt what is available now we'll end up with the same
Betacam /M- format controversy we
have today." But whether the industry
can afford to wait for the new developments, or whether any manufacturer is
willing to address the needs specified
by the user group, still remains a fundamental question in Stow's "push"
plan.

Available today
There have, of course, been several
successful station automation systems
on the market for many years, tied to
the ACR and TCR players. Back in
1974, CDL and Ampex introduced the
AVA /ARCH package which offered
CDL System 200 control over the
ACR -25, with its first commercial installation at Metromedia's WTCN,
Minneapolis. Similar stories can be
told of the automation systems from
companies such as Grass Valley Group
and, more recently, Vital Industries'
SAM. Designed for large -scale automation of both station breaks and
programming, they offer not only the
machine control necessary to interface
with the quad cart decks but master
control switcher automation as well.
The newer automation systems coming onto the market recently, those that
come close to meeting the requirements
of the MERPS committee except in
terms of image quality, are based not on
the quad cart but on small - format cassettes. One of the most popular to date
has been La -Kart from Lake Systems
originally configured for use with
3/4 -inch cassettes but now available to
work as a controller with both MFormat and Betacam decks. La -Kart
works with time code which is prelaid
on the cassettes, together with a digitally encoded index that is placed at the
head of the tape. The four -digit ID tells
the system which tape is in the VCR,
while up to 70 individual program segments per cassette are identified by
their SMPTE time code start and end
points though an index placed at the

-

Lake Systems' La -Kart uses either half- or
multi -segmented cassettes.
rio
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e maximum
for the minimum

In designing the HK -302, Ikegami kept the frills

Complete monitoring circuitry and a broadcast quality

while maximizing the
performance. And that helps keep a moderate equipment budget from interfering with first- quality program
origination.
However, staying with the basics doesn't mean
sacrificing advanced technology. The HK -302's highly
efficient optical system coupled to z/i" low capacitance
diode -gun Plumbicon * tubes and high transconductance FET pre -amps deliver sharp, low noise pictures
(S /N 57dB) with excellent colorimetry. And the compact camera head includes a full range of operational
automatics to ensure consistent signal quality.
Built -in test, maintenance and operational features are integral parts of this camera's "basics" as
well. A comprehensive test pulse system lets you adjust the video with the pick -up tubes off or removed.

sync generator with genlock are also standard features.
To add to the versatility of the HK-302, use the

-and

the

price-to a minimum

Ikegami automatic highlight compression option. It
ensures highly detailed pictures even in high contrast
scenes.

With the HK-302 you don't have to mortgage
your station to afford prime time performance. So if
you're looking for the maximum in studio production
capability with a minimum of cost and maintenance,
look over the Ikegami HK -302. For complete information
and a demonstration. contact Ikegami.

Ikegámi

H K-302

Ikegami Electronics (USA) Inc.. 37 Brook Avenue Maywood, NJ 07607
t: (713) 445 -0100
(213) 534 -0050

Northeast: (201; 368 -9171 (1 Midwest: (219) 277-8240 ; ; West Coast:

'IsRegistered TM of N

Philips

J20x8.5B E

visit us at NAB
tooth #1011 -1013
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head of the tape. (The indexing is done
automatically once the program segments have been recorded).
The Multi Event Programmer has an
MC6800 microprocessor at its heart,
and works with a disk drive to store and
recall data on up to 1000 events stored
on as many as 30 VCRs. For on -air operation, the operator simply loads the
required cassettes into any available
VCR. The deck automatically winds
the tape to the beginning and displays
the index on the video monitor. Once
the index has been checked and confirmed by the operator, the deck is put
into automatic operation, and the tape
winds to the first cue point on the tape.
Five seconds before the event is scheduled to air, the deck is put into standby
mode, and the tape either rolls automatically or waits for a manual prompt
(ideal for news operations). When the
segment is finished airing, the tape rolls
to its next cue point and parks; or, if
there are no more program segments on
that tape, it rewinds and rejects, allowing the operator to insert the next required cassette.
As noted, the system was originally
configured to work with 3/4 -inch
VCRs -modified Sony decks in which
the Y -C /DOC outputs were used,

switched through the Lake vertical interval matrix switcher and into a component TBC to avoid chrominance/
luminance delay. The same switcher is
also available for the YIQ output of
half-inch VCRs, making the system a
rather nicely worked -out on -air playback for either station breaks or for operations using half-inch in their news
operations.
More recently, manufacturers of

small- format recorders themselves
have been coming out with their own
versions of multicassette players. First
on the scene were RCA and Panasonic
at last year's NAB with the M- format
version. RCA has come out with several system modifications to the TCR -10
since then, now promoting it as the
"baby brother" of the TCR -100. It features sequential or random access playback of cassettes loaded into a bank of
eight half-inch M- format VCRs, and
therefore offers full stereo audio capability as well as the image quality of
half-inch. Other values of the M- format
players are the 20x rewind speed for
fast cueing, plus the capability of full
remote control over many other machine functions.
Panasonic has also put considerable
time and effort into its M- format

Video display monitor of La -Kart
indicates which cassettes are still
required to execute the program log.

player, shown at the fall SMPTE in its
full production version. The MVP -100
consists of either eight, 16, or 24
ReCam decks stacked together and operated by a single controller. Again,
indexin); :Ind access to different program el ti tents on the same cassette is
through SMPTE time code addressing,
with an index to a tape's content provided at its head. The time code track
index, more elaborate than La- Kart's,
contains information on the spot's title
and spot number, house ID, agency ID,
directory ID, time code in and out
points, number of times aired, agency

Introducing
the ultimate
FM Exciter:
Continental's Type 802A
solid -state FM Exciter
offers broadcasters
unmatched performance.
Modulation performance of this new
exciter exceeds all currently known or
marketed FM exciters.
No tuning adjustments are required
other than selecting the operating
frequency.
Power output is 50 watts into a 50
ohm load at all FM frequencies.
1483

i

The exciter may be used as a low
power transmitter.
Special circuits protect amplifier from
mismatched loads. Automatic power
control maintains output at preset
levels from 5 watts up to the
maximum level.
The Type 802A FM Exciter accepts
composite baseband signal from a
stereo generator, STL system or
monaural and SCA programming.
A digitally-programmed, dual- speed,
phase -locked frequency synthesis
system generates exciter frequency.

Case design is very clean: front panel
analog or digital meters and LED
readouts give clear, accurate
indications of system status and
performance. A digital LED display
shows true peak level of modulating
signal in 5% increments with an
accuracy of better than ± 2 %.
Modular subassemblies may be
removed from the exciter without
removing the exciter from the
transmitter. The exciter moves
on slides for easy access
from front of transmitter.
Call us for specs and prices.

Continental Electronics Mfg Co 528e

CoxiixuLa.e £.cartn.ax:
Continental Electronics Mfg. Co. Box 270879 Dallas, Texas 75227

See us at the NAB Show, Booth #101
66
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Make your
weather forecast
good for no
NEW ALDEN LIVE WEATHER
RADAR WITH FREE ACCESS
Live color radar adds drama to any weather report.
Now you can have live color radar (with coast -to -coast
coverage) without paying access fees. monthly charges
or high equipment costs ..
Because Alden Electronics is introducing a unique
weather radar system. It can access thegovernment s new
network of live radar transmitters (RRWDS) using just a
simm ple phone modem.
Your meteorologist can zoom in on local precipitation.
And take his forecasts -and your audience -into hurricanes,
tornados or blizzards nearby or anywhere in the country.
Good for forecasting. great for exciting weathercasts.
But the best news is the price -the basic hardware is a
fraction of the cost of comparabiy equipped private radar
service products. And the RRWDS data is free.
The Alden Color Radar System is available as a standalone addition to whatever you may already be using for
color weather display. Or it can be added to Alden's
Satellite/Weather Graphics System, compatible with private weather data bases. Show surface weather temperature contours, hourly national weather radar and satellite
photos. Zoom in for local conditions, or loop satellite photos to illustrate frontal movement.
The price? We invite you to compare ours with other
systems. And you can lease directly from Alden. with no
third -party expense.
Who is Alden? We're the most respected name in
weather forecasting equipment. Just ask your
.

Our Live Color Radar System accesses free
government transmitters nationwide.
with a simple phone modem.

meteorologist.

E

Call or write us for a demonstration. Alden Electronics. 117
Washington Street. Westborough. MA 01581. (617) 366-885l

Name_
Company
Address

Our Satellite/Weather Graphics System is compatible
with private data bases, and can be combined with
our Live Color Radar System.

City_

-

_

Phone

ALDEN ELECTRONICS
Circle

141 on

Reader Service Card
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State

Zip

play priority, first air date/remove date,
and comments.
In other ways, the system is the
equivalent of a dubbing room with the
capability of editing spots from one
deck to another, making dubs for protection copies, and so forth. Plus you
get all the attendant advantages-and
disadvantages-of the M- format cassette. On the plus side, of course, is the
excellent image quality, ease of handling, ready availability of cassettes,
and so forth. In the negative column is
the maximum 30 minutes play time
with the new T -180 cassettes -an acceptable length given that 30 minutes of
uninterrupted air time is very rare these
days, even on late -night movies, but
still not up to the program length of
3/4 -inch cassettes.

Brand -new systems
A proof of how important an area of
development MERPS decks are will be
furnished at this year's NAB when no
less than two major manufacturers will

bring completely new systems,
designed around the multitransport
rather than the multicassette approach.
Details are still somewhat sketchy

until show time, but the Asaca
ACL -3000 now appears to meet almost
all of the subcommittee's needs. It has
room for a full 300 cassettes -either
Beta or VHS, M- format or Betacamarranged in a gigantic rotating drum,
each section of which holds 50 cassettes. When a cassette is needed, the
drum spins and stops in front of a
"grabber arm," which removes the
cassette from the slot and transports it
to the machine's playback section, then
inserts it into one of the vacant VCRs
basically off-the -shelf half-inch player/

-

cassette is in the wrong way), but also
allows the system to determine where
the tapes that it needs to execute a program log are located. Thus operator interface is restricted to simply putting
the cassettes into the bins, while the
machine takes over the task of identifying where the different program segments are located. This is seen as a
distinct advantage to stations which sell
up to air time since the commercial can
simply be run over from the agency's
office and slapped into the system without having to prepare a master spot reel.
The system will be priced at $200,000
fully configured with four VCRs.
Not to be outdone, Sony also plans a

major product introduction

-a

multicassette player for the Betacam
format. Priced in the $180,000 range
(approximately half the cost of the
TCR -100), with 22- minute cassettes
costing about $10 each, it holds 40 cassettes in a storage bin. When needed,
the appropriate cassette is transported

by an elevator to one of four
BVW -40/10 decks and inserted. In one
configuration, a record/playback deck
is added to three play-only decks so that
commercials can also be recorded and
dubbed, using the automatic control
features if desired.

Foolproof deck installation

is

achieved by aligning a sensor in the
deck with a sensor in the transport; the
transport memorizes the exact location
of the four players. As with other approaches, the cassette then identifies itself to the Z80-based microprocessor
that controls the system, via a 16character bar code prepared when the
cassette is recorded, indicating its loca-

recorders. The minimum system
configuration is with four such VCRs,
in which case the maximum loading
time is 30 seconds. But it can also be set
up with either six or eight VCRs to improve the maximum loading time and
with a two- elevator system planned for
some seven months from now, loading
time can be cut to 20 seconds (still, it
might be noted, too slow for the
10- second maximum of the MERPS
subcommittee report).
Electronic specifications of the system are, of course, those of the halfinch decks themselves. But the event
programmer is highly sophisticated.,
and definitely in line with the subcommittee's thinking. Each cassette is
provided with a bar code that identifies
it to the machine. The code not only
prevents misloading into the bins (if the
machine can't read the bar code, the
88
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To be unveiled at NAB, Asaca's brand new MERPS deck handles up to 300
half-inch cassettes.
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tion and status. Three types of control
are available. The simplest is the front panel on the system itself, offering lo-

cal control. Level two is entry of
program control data into the system's
microprocessor, coupled to a video display indicating which cassette is currently playing, which are loaded, and
so forth. The most sophisticated level is
full program automation, with an interface between a host computer system
loaded with program logs, play times,
cassette identification data, etc. and the
Sony player's internal microprocessor.
In the last case, program legs can also
be loaded from a floppy disk, offering
the latest in computer automation
control.
Perhaps the best feature of the Sony
Multicassette Player is its improved
operating characteristics. Its start time
is only 0.3 seconds, and there is no cycle time effect. Further, using the
deck's built-in basic functions, there is
a freeze -frame mode, especially useful
for doing news. Other features of the
system include built -in diagnostics, the
ability to enter the cassette ID code directly from the computer if there is no
time to prepare the bar code ID (as in
fast -breaking news coverage or sports
event), built -in 24 -hour memory backup, and so forth.
And, as if all these new MERPS developments still weren't enough, there
is a possibility for the future which even
the MERPS subcommittee members
stand in awe of: a fully automated cassette recording system operated by satellite signals- similar to those now
used in automated radio stations. Gone
forever will be the days of overnight
mail delivery of commercials to local
stations. Instead, each day's quota of
commercials will be transmitted via
satellite from a central location, at night
when rates are low and most stations
are off the air. A message encoded in
the satellite signal will activate the
MERPS deck and instruct it to cue up
an empty cassette, then record the incoming signal. In the morning, the operator will be ready with all the
commercials pretaped, at least one generation in quality better than mailed
dubs, and with an automatically prepared log which can be given to the
scheduling department.
It is more than a dream, of course,
since the satellite part of the operation
is already underway in 27 key cities
through the efforts of Charles Ahto's
Tape /Film Industries. Now it is simply
a question of interfacing a MERPS
deck to make the ultimate dream of TV
station automation a reality.
BM/E

WE MAKE 'EM IN ALL SIZES!

We've been designing and building
mobile video systems since 1976 when
we delivered our first
40' production and post -production unit for the
ABC -TV Network. Since then we've
built video systems in every size and
configuration.
And with each one -from "minivans" to giant units which put
entire production and post production operations on the
road -we provide the same
meticulous attention to planning and execution.

-a

We make certain that all the equipment -from VTRs to switchers
the most effective and efficient for the
job. We design for safety, comfort
and durability -carefully considering
the problems of human engineering, power sources, a r- conditioning,
weight distribution and stress on the
vehicle. And we see to it that

APA

-is

your budget and delivery date
is on target!
At AFA we believe there are
no such things as small mobile
systems. Only small designers!

A.F ASSOCIATES INC.
ADVANCED SYSTEMS AND PRODUCTS FOR THE VIDEO INDUSTRY
AFA SYSTEMS DIVISION/ 100 STONEHURST COURT, NORTHVALE NJ 07647 (201( 767 -1000
Circle 133 on Reader Service Card
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THE REASON
YOUR EDITING
COMPONENTS
DON'T WORK
TOGETHER IS
BECAUSE
TIDE PEOPLE
WHO CREATED
THEM DIDN'T.
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I DEVELOPED

BY ONE MANUFACTURER.
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COMPUTERIZED
EDITOR
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You're looking at the utopian editing suite.
A system that takes you
straight to productivity without passing through chaos.
One that truly breaks
Murphy's Law Because Son
mastered the seemingly impossible feat of asking a
series of machines to work in
perfect harmony with one
another.
No longer must you take
the hodgepodge approach to
editing systems, which is purchasing one component from
one company and another
from a second. Through the
Sony total system approach
you're assured that all the
interfaces will work perfectly:
Because they're worked out
in our labs. not your editing
suite. So downtime is virtu-

ally eliminated.
-Only Sony offers it. But
then, only Sóny developed
each and ever' product on
these pages. (Even the Grass
Valley software interfaces
for the 300 Series Switcher
were co- developed by Sony)
So if you want to spend
more time counting profits
and less time counting losses.
contact Sore: And discover
the joys of building an editing system that does what
nobody else's can consistently
do: Work.

SONY
Broadcast
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A SYSTEM IS ONLYAS GOOD AS THE SUM OF ITS COMPONENTS
1" EDITING

"MrBYH

-2000

BVH-2500 RECORDER

IN CONSOLE

All features of BVH=000 plus:
Full C Format compatibility

machine configurations.
changeable and
upgradable.
Wide DT
range: from -1
to +3 X standard speed
Video/Audio
confidence re-

Real time. variable and frame -byframe recording. using DT head

\lultiple

Full -color framing
Instantaneous and repeatable rewriting by erasable DT head

BVT-2000 TBC
9 -bit. 4 Fsc sampling

Drop-out compensation with 1/C
separation
Built-in Velocity Compensation.
Sync Pulse Generator. Video
Processor and automatic Advanced
Sync Generator
Full remote-control function
DTplayhack with BVH- 1100 /II00A/
1180 /2000 and BVU -820 VTRs

play
Self- diagnostics

with visual
and audible malfunction alarms
Plug -in Time Code Generator/
Reader (optional)
Plug-in Timehase Corrector
(optional)
2 hours record /pla time
BKH -2015 OPTIONAL PLUG-IN
TIMECODE FOR BVH -2000

Gencratorr Reader

w

BKH

-2100 OPTIONAL

PLUG -IN TBC

FOR BYH -2000

Plug -in.4- circuit board Digital TBC

ith V ITC/

8 -bit 4x Re
samplings
Remote-control
capability

capability
Character
Generator

VILTC

User Bit Display
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BVU -820 RECORDER

Built -in. full -scale editing functions
Dynamic Tracking
Playback from -I to +3 X standard-speed
Simultaneous video playback in
record mode (Video Confidence)
-

1

,i

BVT- BOO DIGITAL TBC
L" II correction range
DT operation with BVU -820
from -I to +3 X standard speed
Built -in digital DOC
Single cable interconnect with

BV U- 800/820

Remote -control facilities
Recognizable monochrome
pictures up to ±40 X standard
speed
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BYW -40 BETACAM 'RECORDER

Compressed Time Division Multiplex video recording system
Built -in Timehase Corrector with

Digital DOC
Full Video /Audio insert and assemble editing, with preview/
review, forward /reverse trim, selectable pre -roll and auto edit
in /out functions
9 -pin RS -412 serial and 36 -pin
parallel remote ports
7-pin Dub -in /Dub -out connection for BVU series U- maties'"
12 -pin 1 /R-10B -l' component input /output
Component and composite
outputs

1
ee

rt,;ee 1eI

e

NOCluu

BYW -10 BETACAM "PLAYER
Full Shuttle and Joe functions

Built -in TBC with Digital DOC
Built -in Time Code Reader and
LED display
Selectable Dolby" noise reduction
Plug compatible with wide range

of external

systems

Only front access required
Component and composite
outputs

At Sony, we do more than
guarantee the best total system. We guarantee the
best individual components.
The machines you see
on these pages. which comprise the three established
formats of the broadcast industry. represent only a
small sampling of the Sony
universe of post-production
products.
Each component. while
different in price and scope
of features, shares five things
in common. Unsurpassed
quality, reliability, durability.
ease of maintenance, and
excellence of value that Sony
is famous for.
So whether you buy the
Sony system piece by piece.
or an entire system at a
time, you can be assured
peace of mind.
For all the details contact
Sony in New York/New Jersey
at (201) 833 -5350: in the Northeast/Mid- Atlantic (201) 8335375; in the Midwest (312) 7736045; in the Southeast (404)
451-7671;

in the Southwest (214)

659 -3600: in the West (213)
841 -8711.
1984 Sons Corporation olA merita. lions is
registered trademark. and tte(acam is a trademark oriht Sum Corporation
.1

SONY
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&TRANSFER
By evolving to serve the mix of

clients peculiar to the Dallas market, Video Post and Transfer has
found a stable niche.
By Eva J. Blinder

Senior Associate Editor

hile the people at Video Post and Transfer may not have set out to prove the theory of evolution, the facility provides an excellent example of how
an organism responds and adapts to its environment.
Unlike New York and Los Angeles, where the major
networks and feature film producers provide much of
the sustenance for large post -production facilities,

BM
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the busy Dallas area is heavily
weighted with smaller independent
producers as well as corporate and industrial video users. By positioning
itself to supply these users with a top quality one-inch post- production facility, Video Post and Transfer has placed
itself at the hub of this busy market
literally as well as figuratively.
The company makes its home in the
busy Love Field air terminal, which
serves the entire Southwest and has remained active despite the opening of
the Dallas-Fort Worth Airport. According to Video Post and Transfer president Neil Feldman, the facility serves
the same territory as Love Field -based
Southwestern Airlines -all of Texas,
plus Louisiana, Oklahoma, and New
Mexico, with some work from Colorado and Kansas City.
"A client can actually fly in, spend a
couple of hours doing a transfer or
editing job, and fly right back out,"
says Feldman. Video Post and Transfer
occupies office space in what used to be
the Braniff terminal at Love Field -an
easy walk from the Southwestern Airlines terminal, and served by the air express companies.

-

signed ICs for Motorola, and Sokol,
whose background also includes IC
work, wrote the program for the ESP
still store during a year spent at ADDA
Corp. just before joining Video Post almost three years ago. Their shared expertise has led to the development of
some unique equipment for film -totape transfers, a large part of the company's business.
Although the facility was the first in
its market to offer the Rank transfer
system, state of the art equipment alone
is not enough to insure success, according to Feldman. As he puts it, "For us
to stay ahead of the game, we have to
develop devices that nobody else has.
We are doing things that neither coast is
doing yet." Sokol has built a colorcorrecting computer for the Rank
which he and Feldman agree goes

beyond the capabilities of other

Serious engineering

computer -controlled color correction
and telecine control systems.
The ambitious project was conceived
jointly by Sokol and Feldman and built
entirely by Sokol over "eight months
worth of weekends." As Sokol describes it, "A software project never
ends. The Rank is so busy that I had to
schedule time on weekends to debug
and work on the program, and restore

The facility serves its clientele with
more than easy access, however. Engineering is serious business at Video
Post and Transfer, as both Feldman and
chief engineer Dan Sokol agree. Both
men are dedicated engineers with many
years' experience: Feldman once de-

the machine to its original working condition before I finished."
The finished equipment, in full operation for about three months at press
time, expands the capabilities of the
Rank scanner in several ways. For example, it has the ability to do moves on

slides or on still frame; on the Amigo
system, a pan or move has to take place

over moving video. "Essentially,
there's no time limit on moves with our
system," Feldman boasts. Other "little
goodies" include the choice of relative
or absolute color corrections (the relative mode allows more "fine tuning ")
and a bubble memory, which Sokol
says is faster and quieter than the
Rank's disk.
In addition, the Video Post unit is capable of continuous multiple dynamics
(slow transitions from one set of correction parameters to another), with transitions as long as two or three minutes, if
desired. Besides, Feldman adds, "We
can add any little trick we want because
we built it ourselves." Sokol notes that
he has written special software routines
for the system to meet particular client
needs or problems.

Home brew

-

Another useful home -brew item
also a collaboration between Feldman
and Sokol
a device that bums in
laboratory film frame edge numbers
during film -to -tape transfer on the
telecine. "I thought the people in Los
Angeles had something like this, and I
was really surprised when I went out
there last summer and they didn't,"
Feldman relates. "We couldn't find it

-is

anyplace."
In essence, the device takes the opposite tack to the time -code -on -film
solution to the film -tape dilemma, allowing the editor to read film frame

Post Suite 2, showing Neotek audio board in foreground. Unique layout of post rooms lets clients concentrate on esthetics, not
engineering.
76
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Exclusive Supplier
of " and ';,"
video tape Io
the XIVIh Winter
Olympic Games.
Sarajevo 1984.
1

The
Tape

Behind
gie Olympics
AMPEX
AMPEX

Ampex video tape.
Winning quality worth broadcasting on 196
1" video tape and 197 3/4" videocassettes.
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Ampex Corporator
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numbers directly off the videotape for
final conforming in film. Originally
suggested by a client, the device is
based on an Apple computer modified
with a Video Associates Laboratories
board that converts the computer's video to NTSC, essentially turning it into
a computerized keyer, according to
Sokol. Sokol wrote a program for the
computer that counts the film frames as
they go by on the Rank in either direction for complete frame accuracy, and
burns them in on the videotape. The
service is offered at no extra charge to
transfer clients.
Sokol is presently at work on several
other R &D projects, most of which are
in too early a stage to be discussed. One
project he is willing to mention is a
character generator that will let clients
put 64 to 70 readable characters within
the safe title area on videodisc. "Many
of our videodisc clients want to pack a
lot of text on a page, more than you can
read on NTSC," Sokol explains. "This
project [which he won't describe in detail] helps solve that problem."
Doing their own engineering work
hasn't precluded a close relationship
with manufacturers, according to
Feldman and Sokol. "We work closely
with a number of manufacturers, both
because of our technical expertise and
because we know the people," Sokol
notes. "That way, we get the opportunity to evaluate and know about products before they're released-and also
get high up on the delivery list."
Arrangements such as this have made

Post Suite
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The facility has gone into the animation business with its Dubner CBG -2
graphics system.

Video Post and Transfer among the first
to receive CMX's new 3400 editing
system and NEC's Optiflex digital effects package.

Editing systems
As one of CMX's four Beta test sites,
Video Post and Transfer has two 3400
systems, each installed in one of the
company's two identically equipped
post rooms. The editing systems are
"about three- quarters of the way to a
full 3400," according to Feldman.

The identical post rooms each have a CMX 3400 editing system.

MARCH, 1984

Like many others, Feldman is still
somewhat skeptical about the 3400 +,
however. "The Plus has interesting
ideas, but I think they'll be refined considerably before we see the final product," he suggests. "I'm not impressed
by the keyboard because I think it adds
confusion. With the CMX keyboard,
you have to get to a place where you
don't even look at it. Most impressive
is the extensive control over digital video effects and other equipment." Still,
he says, "We're certainly slated to get

HE'S ALLYOU NEED TO START
FULLY DIGITAL TEL

He's 5' /2 going on 6 and he isn't a genius. But
the Marconi Line Array Telecine B3410 doesn't
need a genius.
Unlike other telecines, the Marconi 83410 is
fully digital. That means, among other things, it
can deliver full performance within two minutes
from the time you switch on. It does not require

tweaking or day -to -day adjustments,
and there is no registration drift or tubes
to replace. The stability of its electronics
is simply superb!

Once it's started, you'll appreciate the Marconi
B3410 for its fully digital processing and CCD
image sensors that provide an extraordinarily
true video picture. Moreover, the Marconi B3410
has a light bias facility that resolves dark areas of
the film. It converts into all international standards
and interfaces with all available color correctors.
For more information on specifications and the cost of the Marconi B3410,
call us in New Jersey (201) 767 -1000 or
in California (213) 466 -5066.

AFA

A.F. ASSOCIATES INC.
ADVANCED SYSTEMS AND PRODUCTS FOR THE VIDEO INDUSTRY
AFA PRODUCTS DIVISION 100 STONEHURST COURT, NORTHVALE, NJ 07647
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Central equipment room houses the RCA and Sony one -inch VTRs.

at least one of them."
Other equipment in the post rooms

includes GVG 1600 -75 switchers,
which Feldman chose over the larger
300 as more cost- effective. "In our
market, we need a very efficient, quick
system," he says. "With the addition
of the NEC Optiflex keyer /combiner,
we have tremendous capability for all
the work we need to do." In addition,
each room has a Chyron RGU -2, a
12 -input Neotek audio console, and a
Thomson -CSF color corrector.
A total of nine one -inch VTRs serve
the two rooms: five RCA TH- 200As,
three TH -200s, and a Sony BVH-2000,
which will be replaced this month as
soon as the new BVH -2500 becomes
available. According to Feldman, the
2500 can perform single -frame edits
with no preroll -very useful for animation work -and is the only machine
now on the market that can play in real
time in reverse. In addition, the facility
has an RCA 600 -A quad machine and
several Sony and Panasonic 3/4 -inch
players, used only to dub tapes up to
one -inch. (Post-production is strictly
one -inch at Video Post, and the company encourages even industrial clients to
produce on one -inch.)

Unique layout
What makes the post rooms unique,
however, is their layout. "We got lots
of input from engineers and clients
when we were building them,"
80
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Feldman explains. "Many layouts
have evolved from broadcast television, but in post -production, where
there's less time pressure, it's less important to see exactly what the switcher
is doing at any particular moment. If
something goes wrong, you can always
stop the tape.
"Most facilities have the client sit
behind the equipment, with the monitors on the wall," Feldman continues.
"Our clients sit next to the editor at a
table. The editor sits behind the CMX
editor, with the switcher at an angle to
his left so that he doesn't see it when he
looks at the monitor. He needs access to
the electronics, but neither he nor the
client needs to be distracted by it." In
addition to the editor, an audio operator
(whose responsibilities extend to
operating the RGU -2 and changing
tapes) attends each editing session.
"Most of the space consists of flat
tabletops," Feldman adds. "The client
looks at the monitors and listens to
stereo audio from the speakers."

Economical graphics
While Feldman is not averse to saving money on equipment -and passing
the savings along to his clients -he refuses to skimp on capabilities. This is
illustrated by his choice of the NEC
Optiflex digital video effects system,
an add-on package for NEC's E -FLEX
that increases the system's flexibility
with three -dimensional perspective, ro-

tation, and other sophisticated effects
and operates on digital information received directly from the E -FLEX, with
no A/D conversion necessary. One
Optiflex feature Feldman particularly
appreciates is a keyer/combiner that
combines two channels of video into a
single channel, saving an MIE on the
switcher. According to Feldman, this
allows the user to do a chromakey on
any color for either channel, even after
they have been combined.
The Optiflex system is additionally
attractive to Feldman because of the
close engineering relationship Video
Post and Transfer enjoys with NEC.
"They listen to our criticisms," he
says. "With the Optiflex, we made a
number of suggestions about what we
would like to see that NEC has adopted,
even though it delayed the introduction
of the device." In fact, for the past two
years NEC has employed editors from
Video Post to operate Optiflex at its
NAB booth. In the future, Feldman
sees Optiflex becoming "more powerful than ADO -maybe like Mirage. It's
expandable, and that's what we're so
excited about."

Software demands
The new kinds of problems associated with software -based equipment
are a matter of concern to Feldman, as
they are to many engineers. "When we
purchase equipment we are adamant
about obtaining the source code list-
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The new Opt imodAM:
Who needs it
Simple: Any AM broadcaster
who is fighting the increasing
competition from FM, the new
video services, and the high audio
quality of consumer discs and cassettes. The second-generation
Optimod -AM Model 9100A can
deliver strikingly good sound
quality at the output of common.
everyday AM radios -sound quality which the average consumer is
likely to prefer in the car because
the AM signal doesn't suffer from
the classic FM problems (like
multipath bursts, signal dropouts,
and "picket- fencing ").
There are already hundreds of
9100A's on the air in every format.
They are giving some of the toprated majors their competitive audio
edge -and giving smallmarket stations major market sound quality.
This sound is not only
loud -it is also outstandingly clean, open,
and free from the processing artifacts which
say "We're only AM"
to your audience.

These stations have already
decided that they needed the
Optimod -AM edge... in stereo or
mono. They knew that they
couldn't afford any less in a world
where the rules have changed and
where second class audio just
doesn't cut it anymore.
Who needs Optimod -AM? Probably you. Your Orban Broadcast
Products dealer can give you the
technical details. Or write or call
us.

i
,

Orban Associates Inc.

645 Bryant Street
San Francisco, CA 94107

Toll Free: (800) 2274498
In California: (415) 957 -1067
Telex: 17 -1480
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ings," Feldman insists, adding that he
has persuaded CMX to part with the
source code for its new 3400 editing
system, which Video Post and Transfer

A CHOICE TO
MEET YOUR NEEDS

is installing.

"I would have left CMX if they didn't deal with us on software," he adds.
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USER DEFINED SOFTWARE

MRC-2

CLEAR ENGLISH DISPLAY

MULTI -REMOTE AND MULTI -

COMMAND SITE CAPABILITY
Moseleÿ s finest, the state -of- the-art
MULTIPLE TRANSMISSION
MRC -2, offers Microprocessor
Remote Control of up to 99 sites,
CHANNELS
with as many as 225 control lines, 255
status and 255 telemetry channels per site. Multiple Control Terminals and
multiple data links give flexible control. Telemetry inputs can be calibrated in
one of six modes and there are dual upper and lower, user -defined telemetry
limits. Each status channel can alarm on rising, falling, or rising and falling
waveforms. Optional multiple CRTs and Loggers add even greater flexibility.
The Automatic Control Unit option adds both time and feedback -oriented
command abilities to the system for truly automated plant control.
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COMMAND

LINES
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MULTIPLE REMOTE SITE

CAPABILITY
The MRC -1 is the leading MicroAUTOMATIC TELEMETRY
processor Remote Control for
broadcasters today. System setup
MUTING
tailors, exactly to your needs, up to
USER DEFINED SYSTEM SETUP
64 command outputs and 32 status
and telemetry inputs for up to nine sites. There are upper and lower telemetry
limits available, automatic telemetry muting and four ways to keyboard calibrate telemetry channels. The optional Moseley Memory protects setup
data for up to 10 years, while CRT and logger options simplify
operator control. The Multiple Direct Command option offers
instant access to the 10 most critical parameters at one or more
sites.

For further information please contact
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While he is aware that many manufacturers are reluctant to part with source
code, he feels that engineers can exert
pressure on them by acting in concert.
"I want to see engineers in facilities
come together and demand access to
software," he states. "If editors got together and screamed collectively, we
could solve this problem in two seconds. I will sign any kind of legal document the manufacturers insist on," he
continues. "After all, we're users, not
manufacturers. Most of the maintenance problems we encounter are
software- related. The hardware is relatively reliable." It is Feldman's feeling
that CMX is becoming more willing to
bend on the software issue as it is putting more emphasis on building editing
systems and less on building interfaces
"for every little switcher."
In addition to the post rooms, a newly built telecine room houses the Rank
Cintel flying spot scanner, the color
correction and film edge numbering
systems, a Chyron RGU -2, digital
noise reduction, and a Grass Valley
Group 1600 -1 L switcher.
A separate area is reserved for animation, a field Video Post and Transfer
"had no intention of getting into until
we saw the price of the Dubner CBG -2
and what it could do," according to
Feldman. The thing that especially
intrigues me about the CBG -2 is the
continual upgrade of software," he remarks. "It's a very creative device."
With its acquisition of the CBG -2 about
two years ago, Video Post and Transfer
became the first facility in the area to
offer animation services. "Now, a couple of other companies are trying it,"
Feldman says.

Serving independents
Feldman's dedication to independent
producers is expressed in the basic
structure of Video Post. We are strictly a post- production facility," he insists. "To offer production services
would make us competitive with our
clients, the independent producers. In
the early days in this market, independent producers had to go to facilities
that were also involved in production.
We gave them another alternative."
Feldman became involved with the
company about three years ago, when it
was in the process of being transformed

from its original incarnation as Video
Post, Inc. In its initial setup, the company was the first independent one -inch
facility in the Dallas area, according to
Feldman; the other independent postproduction facilities used quad, with
one -inch available only through the local TV stations.
"When I became involved, we created a new company, moved to a larger
space, rebuilt, and began to offer filmto -tape transfers with the first Rank
Cintel flying spot scanner in the area,"
Feldman recalls.
To be accessible to independents,
however, Video Post's alternative had
to be cost- effective. We are solidly
committed to the idea that the future of
growth in the Southwest is with the independent producer-and the independent producer must save money in
order to be competitive," explains
Feldman. "We cut costs not to attract
people from Los Angeles and New
York, but to make people here competitive with those markets."
Feldman adds, "People in Dallas
have often tried to judge themselves in
terms of what happens in Los Angeles
and New York. I threw that concept out
from the beginning." About 45 to 50
percent of Video Post and Transfer's

business is commercial production,
with the rest divided among television
series work for clients such as PBS,
corporate video productions for inhouse use, interactive videodisc work,
and other areas. "The wide range of
clients is healthy for us," Feldman
says. "When one segment is slow we
don't get scared."
A major difference between Dallas
and the two coasts is clients' more restricted budgets. "We don't have the
high rollers as part of our business,"
Feldman admits, and this limitation has
reinforced his determination to be cost effective. An excellent example of how
Video Post and Transfer endeavors to
save clients' money is the way it handles audio sweetening. Located adjacent to the video house is Omega Audio
and Productions, a 48 -track studio facility specializing in audio sweetening
for video. Although the two companies
have no financial connection or arrangement, they have a symbiotic relationship in which each benefits the
other.

ECONOMY AND
RELIABILITY

16

CHANNELS EACH, STATUS

AND TELEMETRY
16 RAISE AND 16 LOWER
COMMAND LINES

Already the top -selling Microprocessor Remote Control, the MRC -1600
offers flexibility and reliability in a
MOSELEY MEMORY
highly economical package. The
CRT AND LOGGER OPTIONS
MRC -1600 provides 16 status channels, 16 telemetry channels, and 16
raise /lower relay -isolated command channels. In case of a temporary power down, all setup data is stored in the Moseley Memory EAROM for up to ten
years. Plug -in modules allow the MRC -1600 to be used with almost any
interconnection network, including 2- or 4 -wire telephone line, subaudible,
FM subcarrier, or a combination of these.
Status inputs may be set to alarm on rising, falling, rising and falling
waveforms, or muted completely. Each telemetry channel can be calibrated
in one of four modes: power, indirect power, linear, or millivolt. Upper and
lower telemetry limits may be set or disabled independently. In operation,
telemetry data is checked against these limits. Exceeding these limits enables
visible and audible alarms. Data needed to bring telemetry back within limits
is automatically displayed when an operator acknowledges an alarm.

An optional CRT displays all status and telemetry data and gives the operator
full control from the keyboard. A Logger may be added to the CRT to record
transmitter operation. The MRC -1600 has full control fail -safe features and
maintains special channels to monitor data link conditions and A/D ratios. A
maintenance override mode continues to update status and telemetry data
while locking out command signals from the Control Terminal.
ADAPTS TO ANY INTER-

N

CONNECTION NETWORK
ALL TELEMETRY LIMITS MAY
BE SET
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Symbiotic sweetening
Rather than maintain its own audio
sweetening room-and bill clients at its
own rates -Video Post and Transfer
sends clients with sweetening work
next door with a -1/4-inch workprint with

MRC-1600
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VPT engineers built their own
computer controller for the house's
Rank Cintel Mark IIIC flying spot
scanner. Also in the telecine room is
the VPT-built film edge numbering
device, which burns in film frame
numbers on videotapes used for off line editing of material produced on
film, simplifying final conforming.
Feldman believes such in -house
inventions keep the facility
competitive.

burned -in SMPTE time code. Omega
locks the print to its 24 -track recorders
with a BTX Shadow synchronizer and
performs all the necessary audio work,
with the aid of a British -built, com-

puter- controlled 48 -track Amek

console -all for about half the cost of
doing it at Video Post. When that is finished, the client goes back to Video
Post and Transfer, which then mixes
the 24 -track masters down to stereo on
its computer -controlled audio board
and redubs the finished show on one inch, with Dolby A encoding if the client wishes.
Audio facilities at Video Post and
Transfer, then, can remain much simpler. Any impression that the facility

The proven performance of HME wireless microphones
reaches new, unmatched levels with the introduction df
our second- generation systems. The smallest 9-volt
professional transmitters available also provide the
widest dynamic range
excess of 115dB!
You have a choice between the two most popular
hand -held microphones... the dynamic (SM53)
and condenser (SM85) versions.
Both systems provide sound

System 58

-in

quality indistinguishable
from the hard -wired
versions.
HME also manufactures a complete line of
cabled and wireless
intercom equipment.
Call or write fo, detailed
information.
System 85

.

-.

ih m e
HM ELECTRONICS, INC.
6151 Fairmount Ave.

San Diego, CA 92120
Phone (619) 280 -6050
Telex: 697-'22

"I'm in love with the HME wireless.
The quality is far superior to any
thing else I've ever used," Norma Zimmer
Champagne Lady of the Lawrence Nelk Orchestra
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BUILT TO GO

WHEREVER YOU GO

ENG & EFP CAMERAS
BY

,:

111:42
3

ENG & EFP VEHICLES
BY

IKEGAMI ENG and EFP cameras deliver the
ultimate in picture quality whenever and

wherever you need them.

GRAY:_::

constructs mobile
production vehicles from custom designs that
insure ruggedness and the ability to go where
GRAY COMMUNICATIONS

you go.
The IKEGAMI HL-79E ENG /EFT portable camera

offers the highest possible picture quality in a
slim, lightweight package. Flexible configurations include ENG and EFP systems with op-

tional digital remote control and automatic
set -up functions.
One of the most popular studio/field cameras
is the IKEGAMI HK -357 microcomputer controlled camera. Whatever the location, the
HK-357 arrives at the scene and is ready to
produce studio quality pictures in minutes.

Wherever you go IKEGAMI reliability assures
that the job gets done. Aller all, if it breaks
down in the field there's a real jungle out there.

Since no two production assignments are the
same, each ENG & EFP vehicle we construct
is custom designed to meet your needs. The
vehicle, whether it be a mini -van or tractor
trailer, is selected according to environment
and purpose. Production equipment selection
is based on function, flexibility and durability.
Top of the line equipment like IKEGAMI
cameras insures superb picture quality and a
minimum of maintenance.
GRAY COMMUNICATIONS delivers vehicles

-

built to go wherever you go
and get you
back. Sometimes it's a long walk home.
ALBANY. GA (912) 883 -2121
ATLANTA. GA (404) 455 -3121
BIRMINGHAM, AL (205) 942 -2824

MIAMI,

FL

(305) 591 -3637
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NASHVILLE. TN (615) 883 -9175
NEW ORLEANS. LA (504) 733-7265

ORLANDO

FL

(305) 896 -7414

TAMPA. FL (813) 885 -1411

neglects audio is quite mistaken, however. Among the many engineering
projects underway is development of
what Feldman calls "a single -entry
keyboard type of device" to control an
audio console, tape recorders, effects,
and other audio devices in a manner
similar to CMX or Datatron video editors. "We're trying to design equipment especially to deal with the
problems of audio sweetening in the
video environment," Feldman explains. Still, he has no intention of
competing with Omega in the audio
area. "My view is to look for ways to
save our clients money," he insists. "I
don't want them paying for equipment
they have no use for."

Future visions
Future plans at Video Post and
Transfer, like present realities, start
with Feldman's vision of the market.
"I'm not sold on the idea of having a
facility with five CMXs and seven
Ranks," he explains. "We want to address the direct needs of this market.
Beyond a certain size, we may become
unwieldy." Still, the company will
probably expand in the next few years,
spurred on by competition from an
increasing number of competitors.

"At the present time, at least four
new companies are opening up, offering what we offer," Feldman says.
"We know there's not enough work for
all of us. If these companies succeed
in developing the market, however,
there'll be no problem. We'd like to see
everyone committed to developing the

the 20- minute recording time limit of
most of the small -format equipment,
which Feldman feels is inadequate for
post- production. "The intriguing thing
about the small formats is the quality of
the component video, which is certainly better than 3/4- inch," he concedes.
"But they're for production, not post -

marketplace."

production."
Whatever direction future expansion
takes, Feldman is sanguine about his
company's prospects -and those of the
Dallas market. "The future of post-

Feldman looks forward to the advent
of HDTV, although he's not sure exactly how it will fit in with the market or
with his facility. "We are absolutely
committed to the new technologies,
including HDTV, if there's a market
for it," he says. "Personally, I'd like to
see a noncompatible HDTV system
solely concerned with generating a
higher quality signal." In the long run,
he feels, incompatibility with NTSC
will not be a hindrance, although mass market appeal would take some time:
"I think that the initial impact will be to
people who really understand what
they're buying."
Incompatibility is more troublesome
to Feldman when it comes to small format video recorders, however. "To
offer small -format video services, I'd
have to invest in Beta, M- format, and
Quartercam," he complains. "I resent
that." Of most concern, however, is

production is highly related to the new
nonbroadcast technologies," he suggests. "In the next few years, the importance and size of this market is
going to dwarf the traditional kinds of
production. Dallas has been addressing
this area successfully for many years."
In fact, Feldman predicts that the
Dallas market, with its wealth of independent producers and high -end corporate users, "could grow to be larger
than New York or Los Angeles. It's
certainly a vision, but it's not farfetched.
"New York and Los Angeles will
have to be far more flexible to deal with
the upstarts like us," he laughs. "We

do-

can do anything they can
cheaper!"
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Affordable Random Access Video Cart
Systems
modular.
Cost effective.

and expandable

Component
iSwitching

and

Processing
Modified
U -Matic Players with
Y-C /DOC outputs or' z" Type M with
YIQ outputs are switched through
our vertical interval Matrix
Switcher into a

component

MRS

MINS

SECS

Any Tape Format
Choose from " Type C. U- Matic.
/z" Type M, or any combination.

SHAMES

1

TBC.

Automatic
Directory
0 0 0A, 0A, 0 0 0
Reading
Cassettes are
loaded randomly into any empty
deck. They rewind automatically to
the head and the directory, containing a 4 -digit reel ID number with
precise start and finish times of each
segment according to their location
with reference to SMPTE time code is
read into memory. The status indicating ID found and VTR
location is displayed on
the terminal.
Send for Brochure
Lake Systems Corporation,
55 Chapel Street, Newton,
,

RFC INS

PLY

Or more with 68K
Multi -Event
Program-

SRL

mer and

Disc Drive.
The computer identifies, searches
out, and activates tape segments to

be cued and aired in the order
scheduled.
Lease Plans Available

LA- KART
LAKE SYSTEMS CORPORATION

MA02160 617/244 -6881

Prices Start at $89.900

Lake Systems Corp. 1983
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Centro Corporation is an
engineering firm specializing
in the design, construction
and installation of fixed and
mobile telecommunications
and teleconferencing systems.
Our extensive capabilities
provide a variety of services
to assist in the design and
construction of
telecommunications systems.
Such services include the
assessment of space
requirements and
relationships, architectural
delineations, electrical and air

Im

/
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conditioning specification
development, acoustical
performance specifications,
system design specifications
and interior design.
Centro is an acknowledged
authority in the consideration
of human factors as an
integral element in systems
design.
Comprehensive systems
engineering documentation is
prepared by Centro, typically
including functional and
wiring diagrams, equipment
elevations and floor plans,
human factors studies and
fabrication and assembly
documents. Efforts are
expended to literally "build
the system on paper" prior to
actual construction,
permitting Centro's clients to
see precisely how the
envisioned system is to be built.
Centro maintains a
complete "turn -key"
fabrication and
installation
capability.
Consoles,
equipment

enclosures and supportive
casework are constructed in
Centro's metal and cabinetry
shops by master craftsmen.
Highly trained and skilled
Centro installation teams
provide on-site installation
capability throughout the
world.
Centro maintains a project
management staff to ensure
timely scheduling and
guidance of a project from
inception to completion.
We want to provide
you with the finest
telecommunications
capability in the world.
Call Centro today for a
more productive tomorrow.
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You're shooting the big one. A national
political convention. The World Series.
Or the most ambitious car commercial
ever taped on location.
Until now. either you run the risk of
ruining your best studio cameras in the
field. Or go with your best field cameras
and risk falling short of the quality you're
looking for.
Well, agonize no longer. Hitachi's new
Computacam"' is here. The first video
camera with an on -board computer that

-

sets up automatically in just 2 minutes
including the green channel. And that
delivers big camera studio performance
at virtually any location. Because the
computer in Computacam gives you
total control.

POWERHOUSE COMPUTER

INA 55 -POUND PACKAGE.
With the Hitachi Computacam SK -970,
you don't set up cameras one by one
using an external computer-which can
waste all kinds of expensive time on a
multi- camera shoot. And which means
you can lose automatic set up on all your

cameras if the external computer should
ever go down.
Your least experienced cameraman can
balance all your Computacam cameras
perfectly with the push of a button. Each
camera has a built -in diascope. And each
computer has data files that correct for
everything from light to lenses. These
files even "remember" conditions if you
should ever have to reshoot. Yet all these
electronics come in one small, incredibly
rugged package.
Most important, the computer in Computacam is the only one that can store data
to correct for registration errors caused
by lens zooming and focusing. And it's
the only computer that dynamically compensates for temperature so you'll know
your picture's centered in either a blazing desert or a blinding snowstorm.

PLUMBICONS AND OTHER
PLUMS FOR PERFECTIONISTS.
For all its finesse in the field, don't forget
you're also getting a great studio camera
in Computacam SK -970. That comes
with either Plumbicon® or Saticon®

HITACHI

high -performance pickup tubes that
provide up to 700 lines of horizontal
resolution. This means picture quality
that can open up whole new markets.
Computacam is the beginning of a
whole new family of cameras. We already
have an EFP shoulder -mount version
the SK -97 -that also has an on -board
computer and the same technical features
you get in the SK -970.
What will it cost you to have the camera
for all places and all seasons? Put it this
way. Even with a 7 -inch viewfinder and
a wide array of lenses, it's a whole lot
cheaper than the finest motor car. And
you'll be getting the same order of
performance.
Only Hitachi has Computacam. And it's
not excessive to say it's the next generation of video cameras.
For more information, contact Hitachi
Denshi America, Ltd., Broadcast and
Professional Division, 175 Crossways
Park West, Woodbury, NY 11797.
(516) 921- 7200.Offices'also in Chicago,
Cincinnati, Dallas, Denver, Seattle,
Atlanta, Los Angeles and
Washington, D.C.
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Introducing the world's first
HGX Pro 1/2" Videocassette.
Introducing tape performance
impervious to the whims of weather
and the rigors of editing. Harnessing
new tape technology, Maxell brings
ENG dramatic improvements you can
see, hear and retain.
Smaller, more densely
packed Epitaxial oxide

Molecular Fusion Binder
for a stronger, cleaner bond

contribution:
higher video, brighter chroma.

A shell made to the industry's

A new, smaller oxide achieves

Ours. The transport is quiet, jam -proof.
The housing immune to temperature

The Epitaxial

unprecedented packing density.
Expect enhanced signal -to- noise.
Better definition. And extended
replays without signal loss.

Molecular Fusion Binder:
longer life bonding
for truer -to -life performance.
A bond immune to time, temperature
or mechanical stress. With no need
of plasticizers, so none can creep
to the surface. Anticipate far fewer
dropouts, less clogging and extended
tape and head life.

New base, binder, backcoating.
Better support for the signal.

New base film
with improved

dimensional
stability

toughest standards.
extremes.
From open reel tapes to a complete
line of KCS /KCA U- Matics, audio and
VHS/Beta cassettes, we're getting
quality down to a science. And in your
hands, our science turns to art.
HGX Pro 1/2" Videocassettes
in Beta and VHS.

J._

No static. No noise. No dust.
The molecular -fused backcoating

Molecular Fusion Binder
Friction- balanced backcoating

assures diminished mechanical and
magnetic noise. And optimum running
smoothness, even in high heat.

Maxell Corporation of America, 60 Oxford Drive, Moonachie, N.J. 07074
Circle 153 on Reader Service Card
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ABC
Computerizes
Olympic
Control

Room

Coordinating a television event as complex as the
Olympics takes almost superhuman ability -or a
computer program like BIONICAD.
By Stanley Spiro

viewers tune in ABC's summer Olympic
coverage, one program they'll never get to
see will be running on an IBM Personal Computer just 10
feet away from the executive producer. This computer
program will be helping to guide the decision makers
through the countless options available for formatting the
daily coverage.
The program's development dates back to 1976, when
the author served as timing associate director in ABC's
main control room at the Montreal Summer Olympics. The
timing AD's task was to keep track of all potential
When

Stanley Spiro, a freelance director and associate director, regularly works on
ABC's 20/20 news magazine. He designed the BIONICAD computer program.
BM/E
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ABC's Sarajevo control room, author Len Feldman sits at the IBM PC dedicated to
BIONICAD.
In

elements of the television program and
their expected running times. It was his
job to calculate how, from a timing
standpoint, the various programming
options facing the executive producer
would affect other elements within the

show and the broadcast as a whole.
This is a formidable enough assignment when working on a half-hour
news show or a one -hour variety show.
Olympic coverage, however, involves
hundreds of potential program ele-

ments occurring over many hours of
continuous coverage. There are, of
course, the numerous sporting events
that occur live during the broadcast,
many of them taking place at the same
time. Then there are the highlight packages, Up Close and Personals, background material, intros and lead outs,
commercials, interviews, teases, station breaks, feature stores, and so on.
The challenge facing the executive
producer is to air the most appropriate
coverage at any given time. While this
seems logical enough, accomplishing it
is no easy task. Control room strategy
takes on the elements of a giant chess
game. Programming options are evaluated as far in advance as possible. The
merits of various choics are discussed
and weighed. One decision affects all
other coverage down the line. If one
event is aired live, will there be time to
air a tape of a simultaneous event?
Which event most requires the immediacy of live coverage? Will the airing of
the taped segment allow time for the
following live event? How late can the
live coverage start? Will there be time
to fit in all the commercials? Will the
show get off the air on time? The possible format permutations are endless.
And the pressures to make the right de-

P/ONH RS1NTC INOLOGY

FILM TO TAPE TRANSFERS

Rank Cintel Mark IIIC Flying Spot Scanner with Digiscan II
X -Y Positioner and Zoom; Varispeed forward and reverse;

time compression
Programmable moves on 35mm slides
Thompson 9100 Digital Noise Reducer
Lipsner -Smith Ultrasonic Film Cleaner with Rotary Buffers
Grass Valley 1600 -1 L Switcher;
Chyron RGU II Slate/Key Generator

1" TYPE C

ONLINE EDITING

2 fully equipped CMX 3400 edit suites
8 RCA TH -200, TH -200A VTR's
I Sony BVH -2500 I inch VTR
7 video color correctors
Chyron RGU -Il Character Generators
2 Neotek 12X2 stereo audio boards
Grass Valley 1600 -7F, 1600,3F switchers with full E -Mem
Three channels NEC E -Flex DVE with 3 -D Optiflex
Dubner CBG -2 Computer Graphics/Animation System
2

Located in Dallas Love Field Airport for easy access to and from the Southwest
VIDEO POST
&TRANSFER

8036 Aviation Place Box 53

Love Field Terminal Dallas, Texas 75235
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COMRK
Comark's RF Transmission
Lines and Components

Comark has continuously been the leader in
innovative UHF television transmission
technologies. The same superior quality, reliability
and competitive pricing found in our TV transmitters,
are also available in our complete offering of
transmission lines, components and accessories.
For all of your RF needs, Comark's products will
meet or exceed your most demanding technical
requirements.
Major product component categories that are
offered by Comark: Coaxial Transmission Lines
Waveguide Transmission Lines FM Transmitting
Antennas Elbows Couplers UHF Diplexers
Low Pass Filters Color Notch Filters RF Patch
Panels Power Dividers Quadrature Hybrids
Switches Tuners Quickstep Transitions VHF
Diplexers Gas Barriers Hangers Flanges
Anchor Connectors Clamps End Caps

Impedance Transformers
Phase Shifters

Insulators

O Rings

Sleeve Couplings
Turnkey Systems

For your free, engineering design manual /product
guide, contact John Molta today.

COMâRK
International Headquarters

K
Rt.

Box 229
57, Feeding Hills Road

Southwick, MA 01077
(413) 569-0116:569 -5939
Telex: 95 -1159

1

cisions are enormous.
The 1976 solution was in keeping
with the then -current state of low
priced- computer technology. On a
large art card (36x48 inches), the timing AD drew a grid of 240 equal -sized
boxes, each representing one minute of
program coverage for a total of four
hours. Once the laughter subsided, the
system worked fairly well. When information for an element of the television
program became available, its name
was written on a strip consisting of
boxes corresponding to those on the art
card. This was physically cut to a size
representing its running length and
pinned to the appropriate place on the
card. Thus, each element was assigned
to its place within the program format.

Stepping up
This simple approach became the
foundation for a computer program
written for the Radio Shack Model I
home computer in 1979. Though light
years ahead of the art card on the control room wall, the computer left much
to be desired, by today's standards.
With the cost of disk drives and memory placing them out of line for an
untested concept, the original program
ran on I6K of memory and took two

minutes to load from audio cassette
(then another two minutes when the
computer bombed).
Finally, the program was ready to be
tested for on -line, in ABC'S TV-1 control room for 20/20. Its value became
apparent immediately, and with the encouragement and suggestions of many
members of the production team, both
software development and hardware
additions continued. Recognizing its
value to the upcoming Olympic coverage from Lake Placid, ABC contracted
the author to complete the writing and
directly control the operation of the
computer during the Winter Games.
The new computer-based system
went the art card one better, with story
data loaded into elements of a data array. The Model I further calculated and
displayed cumulative times to each
show element stored in its memory.
Disk storage facilitated rapid saving
and recall of various format options,

It was no surprise, then, when in late
1982 ABC called for a bigger and better
computer program to run during the
1984 Olympics. While in the interven-

and the internal computer clock
permitted automatic updating of time

BIONICAD is actually comprised of
two programs, the master and the slave.
Both programs run simultaneously, on
separate, though interconnected, computers. The master program runs on the
computer directly under the operator's
control. Through that computer, the
operator enters, revises, and deletes

calculations based on real time. Data
handling commands permitted the
reformatting and updating of show elements with enormous accuracy. The
speed and flexibility of the computer
was unprecedented.

ing time many electronic newsroom
programs had come on the scene, all
missed the mark in terms of the specific
functions needed to keep pace with a
fluid, fast-moving program of the magnitude of the Olympics. The only
ground rule was that the IBM PC be the
chosen computer. ABC Sports was
wisely keeping all its specialized computer programs dedicated to one kind of
computer for hardware interchangeability.
Seven months later, the Basic listing
made its final pass through the machine
language compiler. Out emerged a fast
and flexible computer program so superior to any mortal AD that it deserved
the title BIONICAD.
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Fr Your best value in wireless.

Cetec Vega's R -31 PRO is your best value
in a wireless- microphone receiver. When
you compare the price, compare the
performance too. And the size. And
the features:

"Infinite gain" receiver technology.
Improved performance in the critical
threshold region. superior accommodation of multipath conditions, better
signal -to -noise ratio, and constant
receiver audio level output.
High signal -to -noise ratio and wide

dynamic range.
97 dB 1103 dB A- weighted) with
DYNEX Il; 77 dB (83 dB A- weighted)
non-DYNEX."

DYNEX II, a new standard in audio

wireless equipment. famous for quality

processing.

and reliability.

Can be switched in and out, to accommodate transmitters with or without
DYNEX " Il.

Power -source flexibility.
Dual 115/230 Vac, 50 -60 Hz operation,
and external +12 to +24 Vdc for
vehicular and portable use.
Attractive, compact case.
Only 7.15 inches wide.1.72 inches high,
and 8.25 inches deep.
True helical-resonator front -end
filter.
Plus all of the other standard features
expected in Cetec Vega's professional
Circle 184 on Reader Service Card
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Write or call for further information
on the R -31 PRO wireless- microphone
receiver, and for the location of
your nearest dealer: Cetec Vega.
P.O. Box 5348. El Monte, CA 91734.
(213) 442 -0782. TWX: 910 -587 -3539.

t Cetec Vega
the professional's wireless

The more you see,

the more we hear
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Look who's talking about Dubner now.
While we claim no responsibility for the famous line, "Build a
better mousetrap and they'll beat a path to your door," we'd
like to think it might have been said about the Dubner CBG -2
video graphics/animation system. In any case, we thought you
might like to hear what your colleagues are saying about us:

"The CBG -2 is undeniably the most novel and flexible
state -of- the -art real -time animation graphics device currently available.

-Mark Bernardo,

Chief Graphics Design Engineer. Olympics
ABC Television

"We needed a machine that would allow us to compete
effectively in an already competitive market. The CBG -2
gave us the capability to create weather maps and news
graphics quickly, it could be operated by department
personnel, and it was the best buy on the market."
Bob Plummer, Director of Engineering, Fisher Broadcasting
KOMO (Radio & Television. Seattle)

-

"It's a digital computer and animation tool that allows
artists to create quality animations independently. The
CBG -2 is relatively inexpensive, it works fast and enhances the creative process with re
Elaine Schwartz, Computer Animator
Atlantic Image (New York animation house)

"The CBG -2 is much faster and less expensive than stand
ard film animation. The real -time animation, clean key capability, expandability and great software support make
it one of the best computers around."

-

Corinne Sousoulas, Art Director
Motion Picture Laboratories (Memphis post production house)
a valuable tool due to its ability to create
effective graphics quickly. It offers three dimensional animation, graphic enhancement, and character generation
all in one unit. And these features are difficult
to find in any one machine."

"The CBG -2 is

- Victoria Henigman,

Electronic Graphic Designer
WPBT -TV (Miami PBS Affiliate)

"The Dubner was purchased for its advanced animation
capabilities, its ability to be upgraded via software, and
its cost effectiveness. We love it!"
Dan Sokol, Vice President, Engineering
Video Post & Transfer (Dallas post production house)

-

With all the nice things being said about Dubner, all we can
say is thank you. We plan to keep up the good work. You'll
keep seeing it and we'll keep hearing about it
For a free demonstration of the Dubner CBG -2. call (201)
592 -6500. or write.

DUBNER

Dubner Computer Systems, Inc. 158 Linwood Plaza Fort Lee, New Jersey 07024
Circle 167 on Reader Service Card

data relating to the broadcast, with
overall storage capacity for 500 television program elements. These individual elements are then stacked into an
ordered format representing the broadcast.

Specialized commands accommodate the kinds of changes producers are
likely to make to television programs.
In addition to changes within an indi-

vidual element, complete swapping of
acts or commercial breaks is also easily
accomplished. The overall format is
kept in sync with the real -time show by
means of the computer's internal clock.
Hit times to each element of the stack

are constantly calculated and displayed. Commercial breaks are printed
in reverse video so that individual acts
stand out as entitites. Segments containing videotape are displayed in high
intensity for the benefit of the tape
room schedulers. Program rundowns
are quickly printed in hardcopy. RAM
disc storage provides near instant recall

of format options. Intricate error
checking routines provide assurance
that illogical or incorrect commands or
data are kept out of the system.
While the master program actually
provides all needed information, the
slave version was written to provide

When

clean screen displays throughout the
teleproduction facility. It receives raw
data via an RS -232 interface, processes

it, and continually displays the
upcoming 24 elements of the show.
This computer is configured with the
IBM color adapter, which facilitates
composite video distribution. Thus, the
operator is free to scroll his or her personal screen or to display alternate format options without affecting the other
monitors.

Monitor display
All information is clearly formatted
on the computer monitor. The first 24
lines of the screen display, from top to
bottom, the next 24 elements of the
televison program. As each element
airs, it is removed from the top line, all
following lines scroll up one position,
and a new line appears at the bottom.

The computer simultaneously calculates "hit times" for each of the
upcoming show elements by means of
the internal clock.
A clearer idea of the amount of information displayed comes from taking a
close look at the display line. The information within each line is broken down
into fields. Starting from the left, the

first field indicates the extent to which
the hit time of an item is over or under a
specified ideal time. Next, the line
number is displayed. This is followed
by the cumulative time field, which

generally contains the computer calculated start time for the segment.
Next appears the estimated duration of
the segment.
Any desired item or act number is
next on the line, followed by an indication of the source for the segment. A
space for a brief description of the segment is last. (The "type code" field on
the far right is for the computer's use
only.)
One added extra on the slave display
is the twenty -fifth line. It contains a
forward-counting clock for time dura-

tion into segment, a backward counting clock for segment time
remaining, and a 15- second warning
blinker.
BIONICAD is now a tested and
proven production tool. Other than the
typewriter and stopwatch, little had
previously been available to assist production personnel in their work.
BIONICAD not only helped fill that
void, but may also serve as a model for
other programmers with their own
unique expertise.
BM/E

YOU want

NICKEL CADMIUM

PE 52

28.8 volt 4 AH
or
14.4 volt 8 AH
in one unit

Lighting or
Camera

mo_

dual belt
with /4 hr charger
built in

Versatile

Rugged

Economical

YOU want

PERROT T

a name you can depend on
7201 Lee Highway, Falls Church, Va. 22046 (703) 532 -0700
Circle 165 on Reader Service Card
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ACTUAL SIZE

Two Leaders

with an
im rtant
following.

Check the racks of the industry's
leaders, and you'll find Leader
instruments. At ABC, Sony Broadcast,
Reeves, Zenith, HBO, RCA, A.F.
Associates, Group W, ATC, Midwest
Corporation, and NBC, to name a
few...where quality is paramount,
Leader has been their choice.

You could pay more for

others. But you'll get more
from Leader.
For instance, our half -rack
LBO -5860A Waveform Monitor is
the only one that lets you select

lines 14 -21 (fields 1 and 2) from the
front panel. And there's an L model
that shows you lines 7 -21 for
coding information, too. Our half rack LVS -5850B Vectorscope is
the perfect mate, with selectable,
electronically -generated targets* that
can be read from across the room.
Electronically -generated targets
also provide the highest level of
measurement accuracy, even if you
rrisalign the CRT center dot. It also
has an internal etched graticule, and
gives a VITS display with strobe input.

More than just
competitively priced.
The convenience of viewing both
vector and waveform displays
simultaneously gives you
uninterrupted monitoring capability.
Top broadcasters rely on Leader
quality. It's backed by a two -year
warranty (including CRT's) and factory
service depots on both coasts.

;IT LEADER AT NAB, BOOTH 1349, LAS VEGAS, APRIL 29 -MAY

2

Ask for a catalog of our waveform
monitors, vectorscopes, signal
generators and other instruments;
an evaluation unit, and the name
of your nearest "Select" Leader
distributor.
Call toll-free

(800) 645 -5104
In New York State

(516) 231 -6900

Forprofessionals
who
know LEADER
the Instruments Corporation
difference.
380 Oser Avenue
Hauppauge, New York 11788
Regional Offices:
Chicago, Dallas, Atlanta,
Los Angeles, Boston
In Canada call Omnitronix Ltd.
(514) 337 -9500
Circle 188 on Reader Service Card
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ONE NEW MONITOR FOR BOTH
Your choice of input displays (A, B, Test or RGB) is only one of many
advanced features in the new Conrac 6200 master video monitor. A
simple front panel switch lets you use the same monitor to display
computer graphic images or live action shots.

CONRAC

The Conrac 6200 is the first in -line monitor with full broadcast
features that meets the demanding requirements of Class 1 performance
levels. That includes Conrac's best -yet white field and brightness
uniformities, consistent Colormatchry phosphors, switchable comb
filter and notch filter chroma separators and status indicator lights that
reduce trouble -shooting time to almost nothing.

CONRAC DIVISION, CONRAC CORPORATION, 600 N. RIMSDALE AVE, COVINA, CA 91722 OFFICES: WEST (213) 966.3511 N. CALIFORNIA (408) 727 -1474

www.americanradiohistory.com

KINDS OF ACTION.
And all this at prices under $5000 list for a full 19-inch
cabinet model, $4675 list for 13 -inch CRT models.
With the introduction of the 6200, Conrac continues its
37 year commitment to providing the highest quality
professional monitors for technical and artistic evaluation
of broadcast picture quality.
For Conrac 6200 Technical Specifications, use the
Reader Service number or call Conrac Marketing Communications at (213) 966 -3511.
Contact Conrac Division for a full color reproduction of
this illustration which is suitable for framing.
MIDWEST (312)833.3310

EAST (203) 348-2100 NEW ENGLAND/CAN:\ D.\ 16171485-7910 SOCTH CENTRAL (214) 235 -8933
Circle 158 on Reader Service Card
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The Widest Angle,The Highest Performance
Canon engineers have done it again,
advancing the optical state -of-the -art so
far forward that new standards must be
considered.
The Canon P18 x 15 BIE otters the
widest angle of any broadcast television
zoom lens: 59 °plus incredible edge-toedge sharpness, fidelity and sensitivity
throughout its 18X range.
Every one of these superb lenses will
be supplied with both 1.5X and 2X built -in
extenders and a pattern projector. Options
include manual, semi -servo or full servo
operation.

The Canon P18 x 15 is the most
versatile studio lens ever made, setting
new standards for years to come.

P18x15:34.2 feet
P13x16:32.1 feet

P18 x 15 BIE F2.1 for 30mm Cameras
KEY SPECIFICATIONS
Focal length:
Max. Relative

15 -270mm
1:2.1 (15- 218mm)

Aperture:
Angular Field of
View:
Minimum Object
Distance:

1:2.7 at 270mm
59° x 45.8" at 15mm
3.60 x 2.7" at 270mm
0.6 meter (2 feet)

Also available PV18

1

I BIE

f

1

6 Im 25mm Cameras

Canon Studio Standards

P18x1gBIE
PV12 x 14 BIE

Caiion®

Optics Division
Canon USA, 11c., Head Office: One Canon Plaza, Lake Success, N.Y. 11042 (516) 488 -6700
Dallas Office: 2035 Royal Lane. Suite 290, Dallas, Texas 75229 (214) 620 -2641 Chicago Office: 140 Industrial Drive, Elmhurst.
West Coas Office: 123 Paularino Avenue East, Costa Mesa, Ca. 92626 (714) 979 -6000
Canon Canada, Inc., 3245 American Drive. Mississauga, Ontario L4V1 B8, Canada (416) 678 -2730

III.

60126 (312) 833-3070
;. 1983 Canon U 5

A

SEE US AT NAB BOOTH #1012
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REPORT FROM SARAJEVO
First Photos from ABC's Olympic Center

/IN
Sarajevo
1984

A Control

Even though the American athletes did not fare
too well, ABC put on a gold medel performance in broadcasting the XIV Winter Olympic
Games just concluded at Sarajevo, Yugoslavia. With over 40 hours of prime time coverage, the ABC staff pulled out all the stops in
getting the "thrill of victory and the agony of
defeat" to the U.S. audience.
Here are the first pictures of the Sarajevo facilities in full operation. These shots were

flown to BM /E on the day America's Alpine
skier Bill Johnson and figure skater Scott
Hamilton won their gold medals. Shown as it
looked at the Olympics are the master control
room, control room A, the graphics equipment, editing system, and sound room.
This same equipment is on its way back to
the U.S. now to be used for the presidential
conventions and, of course, the Summer
Olympic Games at Los Angeles.

Room A. The main control

room of ABC's broadcast center in
Sarajevo, Yugoslavia. At left (lower level)
is executive producer Roone Arledge's
desk. Production switcher has 22 inputs.
To right on lower level is main on -air audio mixing area. On second level, to right,
is Julie Barnathan's command desk.

Edit Suite. The upper floors of the broadcast center were devoted to post production, with some 26 VTRs (primarily
Ampex VPR -3s, six in PAL). Here one of
six three -machine suites is shown in action, with ISC editor, GVG 1600 IL
switcher, and Graham- Patten aft, audio
switcher.
BM /E
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On -air Graphics. Graphics capability included the four -channel version of Ampex's
ADO, with the newly developed four- channel
combiner. Graphics, under the direction of
coordinating director Roger Goodman, were
created in a separate area, then fed to tthe
PreSet control rom for integration with other
program elements, and finallyfed to the main
control room through one of PreSet's three
dedicated inputs to the main switcher.

Radio Production. ABC radio production
room at the broadcast center. Heart of the operation was the Yamaha mixing console, fed
by mies in announce studio or through elaborate Ward -Beck intercom /IFB system to pull
in reporters from the field. Notice routing/
distribution system monitor above rack. V

on
a

A Master Control.

Master control operators
kept watchful eye on two clocks, one for
Sarajevo, the other for network operations back
in New York City. Master control MC had primary responsibility for handling elaborate satellite transmission back to the U.S.

Paint Box. Artist puts finishing touches on map
created by electronic tracing with MCI/Quantel
paint box in the graphics area. In addition to
standard painting programs, Paint Box was also
outfitted with animation software.
102
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THE BATTLE OF THE ROUTING SWITCHERS,
THE'S A NEW HEAVYWEIGHT CHAMPION.

IN

3M

Fernseh
TVSTAS

Grass

Grass

Utah

Valley

Scientific

128 x 32

2000

Valley
GL 440

-65/4.43

- 60/4.43

60

Series

H

Horizon

AVS -1

VIDEO
Crosstalk Video to Video
Hum & Noise (0 -4.2 mHz)
(IRE WEIGHTING)
frequency Response (dB to mHz)
Dal( Gain (10 -90%) 3.58
Diff Phase

-75

-

75

60 5.5
75

5

±.115

-75
I,5

.1%
.1°

.12°

-82

±.1!5.5

±.1/5.5

1

°°

.1%

25

.1°

.1°

.25°

.1

-60/4.4

5

65

o

1

AUDIO
Crosstalk (dB /kHz) Audio to Audio
Hum & Noise (dB below out )i FILTER
Freq Rasp rrr Max Out (dB /d8m)
Over Freq Range
Corn Mode Rej Ratio (dB)

88 20

- 122/15k
3.1/30
20 -20k

80

Compare

ourifies

H

2 24

30-15k
75

-80/15

-92/15k
±.1/24
20-20k
80

-80/15
-75/20
-104/15k -109/15k
±.1/24
*2/24
30-15k

-65

30-15k
-

70

Data based on manutaclurms specd,cabon as of 4 83

'Data not ayaiab e

to the competit
If you'd like to
free at 1- 800 -32

85/15
109/'

Hybrid Switching Systems

d the advantages are easy to see.
are a few more specs. call us tollIn Minnesota all toll-free

;.

1-800-792-1072. Outside the continental U.S., call
International Operations collect at 1- 612-736 -2549.
You'll be knocked out by all our advantages.
Broadcast and Related Products Division.

www.americanradiohistory.com

3M hears you...

7Wo new

digital effefts systems
FlexiKey

Illusion

Thé Key Manipulator designed

The new hi -tech full optical
digital video effects system
that puts cost in its
proper perspective.

FlexiKey is the smart solution for your station's
first digital effects system, or use it as a 2nd
channel special effects system with your present
digital effects.
Check all these standard FlexiKey special effects...
variable image positioning split images
matrix wipes horizontal and vertical title
squjeeze flip, spin, tumble, compress, zoom,
or any combination of these effects.
Plus the new Key Klean -up mode ...a great
production tool that eliminates ragged edges
from poor key sources.

Illusion is a full frame effects system using the
most advanced digital design techniques to provide a full range of video optical effects plus...

for any budget...
and now available with DSC's
Optical Perspective option.
S19,500 I

_,)-

`

barrel roll posterization strobe effects
tumble borders and border clipping
chroma key manipulation adjusts blanking
widths...and with DSC's Optical Perspective
as a standard optional accessory.
And the cost is as exciting as Illusion's effects.
Ask for FlexiKey and Illusion demo tapes when
you call or write for complete details.

Digital Services Corporation
3622 NE 4th Street
Gainesville, Florida 32601
904- 377 -8013
Circle

161
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Portable scopes haw ha
problems measuring the
video waveform. But nou,
thanks to a new design,
measuring waveforms is
more accurate, simple, and
faster than ever before

By Bill Law

when it comes to using portable os-

cilloscopes for testing video signals, engineers have faced a traditional dilemma. On
the one hand, the portable scope offers several advantages: it can be moved almost anywhere, no special test environments are
Bill Law

is project leader

of

the Tektronix 2400 Series

engineering team.
BM/E
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caused by position effects, poor overdrive recovery, and less than ideal attenuator response. These subtleties
often masked changes in the video signal itself, which alone would cause no-

ticeable degradation in television

1y
0üm
`i®®

picture quality.
To achieve waveform monitorquality vertical amplifier performance,
a new circuit configuration known as

11111F

cascomp (compensated push -pull
If waveform shape changes at different vertical positions on screen, this is
position effect. This can lead to inaccurate mesurements. A 1 -volt composite
video signal of 100 IRE units displayed at 50 mv/div often highlights position
effect. Display (at left) is an example of position effect. Display (to right) shows
the display quality of the 2445 and its lack of position effect.

necessary to use it, and it is almost as
simple to set up as today's portable
broadcast equipment. In the studio, the
portable scope is also movable from
place to place, eliminating the need to
have a fixed scope in every location
where tests have to be performed, or,
worse, having to remove equipment
from the rack in order to bring it into the
shop to be tested.
On the other hand, portable scopes
have traditionally posed several problems when analyzing the video signal,
which is far trickier to test than other
electronic signals more easily handled
by portable scopes. The problems have
included waveform fidelity, waveform
tilt and APL, and problems inherent in
TV triggering.
It was with these potential problems
in mind that Tektronix set out to design
a series of custom -tailored options for
its 2400 Series microprocessor -based
portable oscilloscopes, first introduced
last February, that would make measurement of the TV waveform on the
portable scope more accurate, simpler,
and faster than ever before.

More than triggering
Achieving the necessary level of video signal measurement performance is
not simply a matter of including television trigger capabilities in an existing
portable oscilloscope. The resulting instrument may still suffer from poor
overdrive recovery, a short ac coupled
input time constant, and TV triggering
that is difficult to use. Such an approach does not provide a truly syner-

gistic system -that is, one that

integrates the advantages of an oscilloscope with the performance needs of
video users. The design team working
on the new scope therefore employed
recent advances in circuit design, custom ICs, hybrids, and microprocessor
control to achieve the necessary improvements in scope performance.
106
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By integrating TV Option require-

ments with the high -performance
feature set being planned for the newgeneration 300 MHz and 150 MHz
bandwidth scopes, excellent video
waveform fidelity and ease of use were
incorporated into one instrument. For
example, because the needed signal
pickoffs and video signal handling
capabilities were planned from the beginning of product design, video per-

formance was not compromised.
Likewise, it became possible to include
important waveform monitor features
without sacrificing scope performance.

7éidY^onbt 2445

E... 91I41:3-

In many cases a.c. coupling is
desired, but the resulting waveform

tilt makes measurements difficult.
Noticeable waveform tilt is present on
the three fields of live video displayed
on the lower trace. On the upper
trace, the TV (backporch) clamp
removes this tilt from the waveform.

Waveform fidelity
Perhaps the most significant deficiency of an oscilloscope, when used
for video waveform monitoring, has
been waveform fidelity. Traditionally,
scopes traded linearity and dynamic
range for high bandwidth, high sensitivity, and low power. Compromises
like these often resulted in subtle
changes to the displayed waveform

MARCH, 1984
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cascode amplifier) was incorporated
(see Figure 1). In the vertical amplifiers, combining the superior performance
of cascomp with custom integrated circuits and hybrids reduces parasitics and

improves thermal balance. This provides the necessary low distortion signal amplification over a large dynamic
range with excellent overdrive recovery. Then, the use of preamplifier gain
switching eliminates the need for a
passive input attenuator through 50 mV

per division. This considerably
simplifies the attenuator design and ultimately allows improved attenuator
performance characteristics.
Attentuator implementation itself is
also innovative. In the 2465 and 2445
oscilloscopes, an actively trimmed
thick -film ceramic substrate is utilized.
This "novar" (no variable) attenuator
has no manual adjustments. A laser
trimming process yields optimum response through all attentuator ranges.
Cascomp circuits, along with custom
ICs and hybrids, are also used in both
the vertical channel switch and the vertical output amplifier to maintain signal
fidelity. This attention to detail results
in a vertical amplifier system having
excellent overall response and providing a display quality comparable to a
TV waveform monitor. Figure 2 shows
how position effects and poor overdrive
recovery can affect a waveform and the
performance improvements achieved
in the 2400 Series.

Waveform tilt and APL
Another traditional problem is that
an oscilloscope makes allowances for
input voltages up to 400 V and therefore requires a mechanically small in-

put attentuator to insure superior
high- frequency response characteristics. The small size, high voltage input
coupling capacitor required has limited
capacitance, resulting in a very short
time constant. When video signals are
ac coupled, this short time constant
causes excessive waveform tilt and
changes in signal position from APL

(average picture level) changes.
Predictably, then, accurate measurements of ac- coupled video signals

Now is the Time to Cut

Your Land Lines!

It's really very simple.
Just switch from expensive phone lines to Comtech's new
DART 384 (Digital Audio Receiver Terminal) and receive your
network audio directly from the satellite with full fidelity,
less cost, and greater control than ever before.
Six

Major Benefits

Ordering the DART 384 Terminal
gives you six immediate benefits:

lower cost than the other
guys (Lease or Purchase).

1. 10 -20%

performance under marginal conditions.

2. Better
3.

Immediate off- the -shelf delivery.

4. Avoid phone

troubles- forever.

5. User -friendly.
6.

Quick response to customer's
problems.

DART 384 is priced 10 -20% below
the other guy's model and yet our
bigger 3.8 meter antenna gives it
more performance margin per dol-

ALLIED
Broadcast Equipment
1- 800 - 428 -6954

lar. It gives you everything you need

to match or exceed all network
audio quality requirements. Corn tech's 3.8 meter antenna also operates better under the proposed 2°
satellite spacing compared to the
competition's 2.8 meter.

The DART 384 is user -friendly. It is
designed for easy installation and
maintenance. The indicators are
really useful for accurate antenna
pointing and isolating problems. If
you need help, Comtech and Allied

nel program capacity. Channels can
consist of a mixture of audio channels and one voice cue channel.

And there you have

it. Better service.
Lower costs. The proven path to
profits since the beginning of
business.

For a closer look at this audio
receiver terminal alternative, call

Allied Broadcast Equipment toll free
at

1- 800 -

428 -6954.

are ready to respond quickly.
The DART 384 Terminal consists of
Comtech's high -performance 3.8
meter antenna, low -noise amplifier;

antenna -mounted down converter
and demodulator shelf with 8 -chanThe DART 384 is produced by

COMTECH

Comtech Data Corporation Comtech Antenna Corporation
Subsidiaries of Comtech, Inc.
Circle 157 on Reader Service Card
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using conventional oscilloscopes are
often extremely difficult to make.
The Tektronix design team addressed this problem by including provisions for a dc restorer circuit in the
vertical preamp, a common feature in
waveform monitors. The TV option
adds a fast back -porch (blanking-level)
clamp in the Channel 2 vertical input
circuitry. When ac coupled, the use of

Other video signal
measurements

amplitude parameters.

Since an oscilloscope is a general purpose instrument, additional features
deemed essential for video signal test
and measurement equipment were included. Increased use of closed- circuit
television and high- resolution raster scan terminals, as well as investigation
of HDTV for commercial use, are resulting in a proliferation of horizontal
line rates coupled with noninterlaced
scan systems to provide increased resolution.

Display of horizontal blanking time.

Display of horizontal scan period.

Display of sync amplitude.

waveform tilt on live video and how the
clamp circuit eliminates this tilt.
Yet another problem is that the TV
trigger function on previous generations of oscilloscopes has not been easy
to use. Constraints placed on cost,
power, internal space, and front-panel
space have inhibited the development
of enhanced triggering features.
Previously two trigger modes were
available -Line (horizontal sync) or
Field (vertical sync), both usually sensitive to trigger level. Field triggering is
especially difficult to use when trying
to view a particular line within a field.
Generally, the operator has to trigger
the main sweep (the A sweep) on vertical sync and use the delayed sweep (the
B sweep) to view individual lines. If an
operator wants to examine a specific
line, he or she has to count lines manually until the desired line is reached.
This is, of course, both time -consuming and prone to error.
To improve video signal triggering

positive -going or negative -going. The
operator, therefore, is not required to
adjust the trigger level control manually to obtain a stable trigger, which is often the case with other scopes.
Second, video trigger modes have
been expanded to include not only Line
(Horizontal sync) but also the ability to
trigger the main (A) sweep on any selected line in Field 1, Field 2, or Field
alternating with Field 2. In a Field
mode, both the triggering field and line
are displayed in the CRT readout. This
expansion of triggering modes, together with CRT readout, makes it simple to
trigger on any given line within a specific field. After selecting the correct
triggering slope and the desired field,
the operator simply turns the A control
(also used for AV and At cursors) until
the desired line number appears on
screen. The processor then properly accounts for the equalizing and serrated
pulses (if present) and triggers the
sweep on the desired line. The line
number shown in the readout is the first
line displayed. Trigger setup takes
mere seconds, and the potential for
error is minimized. While simultane-

microprocessor allows the TV trigger
cicruit to automatically accommodate
these systems. The TV trigger automatically adapts to both interlaced and
noninterlaced scan systems having horizontal rates from 12 kHz to more than
76 kHz (525/50 interlaced scan to
1280/60 noninterlaced scan). In addition, stable triggering is assured on systems with block sync-that is, those
systems where the horizontal edges are
lost during the vertical interval.
The processor not only keeps track of
the number of lines in each field, but
also allows the operator to choose several line -counting schemes. By using
front -panel controls to select software
routines, line numbering systems commonly used in television protocols
throughout the world can be facilitated.
The operator can define the beginning
of the field either as the start of the
equalizing pulses (as in NTSC) or as the
start of the vertical sync (as in PAL and
SECAM). Moreover, line numbers can
be referenced to either the beginning of
each field (NTSC) or the beginning of

the clamp effectively eliminates
waveform tilt, reduces display of low frequency hum present on the video input signal, and stabilizes the position of
the display in the presence of changing
APL. Figure 3 shows the effect of

capabilities, the 2400 Series
microprocessor, a 6802, was utilized.

Several noteworthy improvements
stem from this decision. First, triggering is simplified in the TV- trigger
modes. When proper slope is selected,
the scope will always trigger at the 50
percent point on the leading edge of
sync, regardless of whether sync is
108

additional conrols to the 2400 Series
front panel.
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.X and At cursors of the 2400
Series scopes with TV Option provide
a convenient, accurate means of
verifying waveform timing and

The

.

1

ously simplifying triggering, the
microprocessor allows a degree of
video -signal triggering previously not
available on other oscilloscopes. All
this was accomplished without adding

Fortunately, the 2400 Series

the frame (PAL and SECAM).
Multiple- system users will especially
appreciate this feature.
To accommodate the new, faster systems, the 2400 Series frequency response was made extremely flat---- -±
1

percent for signals up to 5 MHz and + 2
percent/ -3 percent for signals from
more than 5 MHz to 30 MHz. This is
very important to those users employing high -resolution, high line rate
systems.
Improvements in basic oscilloscope
performance plus the added triggering
capabilities provide noteworthy performance enhancements for practically
all video applications. It is the specialized TV Option features, when combined with the standard features of the
basic 2400 Series scopes, that provide
the synergism to make these instruments so versatile for video waveform
measurements.
Cursors and CRT readouts exemplify this synergism. The V cursors can be
used to make accurate (less than two
percent) voltage measurements, as well
as ratio and percentage. In a typical amplitude measurement, after adjusting
the display to show the signal of interest, the operator simply selects the V
mode and sets the cursors at appropriate
points on the waveform. The CRT
readout will then display the voltage
difference. In the Ratio mode, using the
V

cursors facilitates measurements

such as step linearity or measurements

cilloscopes for all types of general
design, manufacturing, and service
uses. Four channels are available for
signal acquisition, and internal 50 termination insures low VSWR (voltage
signal wave ratio) in 50 environments.
A novel Auto Trigger level mode allows "hands off" triggering with either
the 300 MHz 2465 or the 150 MHz
2445. The TV option is just one of several available with the 2400 Series. The
GPIB option allows the scope to be
controlled over the IEEE -488 bus. All
front panel controls (except CRT controls) can be programmed via the
GPIB, and front -panel setups can be
sent over the GPIB. The GPIB can operate as a talker or listener and
waveform measurements can be
transmitted over the bus. The 2400
Series does not digitize waveforms,
and waveforms cannot be transmitted
over the GPIB. With the GPIB option
the upper line of readout can be used to
display messages. A scroll feature allows long messages to be scrolled
across the screen. The 2400 Series with
GPIB is ideal for use in semiautomated
test systems, or applications where a
series of repetitive measurements must
be made.
BM/E

Display of peak video amplitude in
FRE units (59.9 IRE).
in IRE units (where 100 percent is set to
100 IRE). Typical measurements might

include sync pulse, color burst, and
video signal amplitudes.
Likewise, highly accurate timing
measurements can be made with the At
cursors. Typically, one percent accuracy is attained with At cursors, while
delay -time measurements yield 0.5
percent accuracy. Measurements made
with the At cursors classically include
sync pulse width, picture blanking interval, and back porch width (see Figure 4 for typical amplitude and time
measurements).
In addition, the new 2400 Series instruments are extremely powerful os-

THE BETTER
NiCad BATTERY PACK
PACO DP-1240 (12V/4A11)

FOR ENG cameras and VTRs

Other Nicad Battery Packs have
particular good features but

O
O
O

ONLY PACO HAS THEM ALL!

Replaces Sony BP -90
Uses standard charger (Sony BC 210)
Same small size

123x170x37mm
7/8" x 6 11/16" x

(4

Q

Q
Q
Q
O
Q

Sales Agent

7/16 ")

Higher capacity
4.0AH at 0.8A /rate
Less recharging
Reduced memory effect
Special thermal protector
No

PACO
WANTED

1

Lighter weight
1.50 to 1.55 Kg.
(3.3 to 3.4 lbs.)

fuse replacement

ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY INC.

807 Heights Aoyama, 5 -10 -5, Minamiaoyama, Minato -ku
Tokyo 107 Japan TEL: 03- 486-6791
TELEX: 02427159 PACO FAX: 03- 486 -7204 GII, Ill
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CRL systems

CRL offers much more than just another limiter

for your AM or FM station.
We provide you with any combination of multiband AGC's, four channel processors, and pre emphasizing limiter /clippers for your stereo or
mono needs.
Because of this, it's no wonaer we have
been stacked up against the best known audio
processors in the industry ... and won!
All of our AGC's use multiband, patented circuitry, which avoid noise pull -up during pauses,
and automatically correct
errors in levels and tonal
balance.
arts ELM al

Fiji"

Mir

Using 6db /octave filters for precision shaping
and altering of program material, our 4 channel
processors will give you a powerful increase in
loudness and still retain musical quality.
Our multiband limiter/clippers use patented low
pass clipping filters to provide the final absolute
peak and band width control. Our adjustable pre emphasis circuits allow you to achieve the maximum in fidelity on typical receivers.
Hear for yourself why CRL has become a leader
in audio processing. Call Bob Richards now, toll free
at (800) 535 -7648 for more information. Or better
yet, ask about our free two
week trial and see for yourself how we stack up.

WNW ROWE*

THE PROCESSING SPECIALISTS

Circuit Research Labs, Inc.
2522 West Geneva Drive, Tempe, Arizona 85282

(602) 894 -0077
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(800) 535 -7648

Mutual
Engineering
Harnesses
Microcomputer
For a

investment, 1VÍBS
gineers have a dedi
machine that can ha
antenna coverage, sun ou
age predictions for the
satellite, word processing and even departmental budgets.

`q

0

n a single computer costing less than
$13,000, as many as seven users in the
Engineering Department of Mutual
Broadcasting System are running sophisticated antenna coverage programs, doing routine correspondence and memos, developing programs to
predict exactly when the sun will blank out its
satellite feeds, and working out departmental
budget projections with "what if" scenarios. All
simultaneously.

Edgar F. Coudai is head of Coudai & Associates, Ltd.,
Park Ridge, IL, a communications consulting firm working

for CompuPro.
BM E
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NAB Sale
Now you can buy this
solid -state simplicity for
hundreds less than
many tape delays cost.

Lynn Ashley, manager of design engineering at the Mutual Crystal City,
VA headquarters just outside Washington, DC, who is charged with overseeing the computer system comments,
"The microcomputer we chose (CompuPro System 816/C) is used exclusively in the Engineering Department and
provides us with a powerful tool independent of the many computers in use
in other parts of the MBS operations."
There are seven user terminals connected to the computer's 1 million
bytes of main memory and 20 million
bytes of on -line rotating storage. Originally intended simply as a high speed
calculator, the computer has now been
put to work on a number of varied
tasks. These tasks are possible because
the machine's memory is partitioned to
each active user so that any one of the
users can run a program without hindering the others. However, there is
some loss of speed when there are simultaneous demands on the Input/
Output segments of the system -such
as disk storage access or printer use
which is typical of microcomputers of
this type. Here is a brief description of
what the engineers get out of the dedicated, multi- station system.

-

How It's Used
Comex's new
Bleepmate -675/11
a simple yet sophisticated, fixed, 6- second solid -state
delay, has no moving parts
(so technical and on -air talent aren't bothered by endless tape/head upkeep). And
the 675/11 has a broad ±
dB, 20Hz to 7.5KHz response.
Its low price makes systems
redundancy practical. too.
1

Limited offer.
Call or write now.
Sale ends
6 -30 -84
Comex Systems
2 Columbia Drive
Amherst, N.H. 03031
(603) 889 -8564
Telex 953120
^e.

A

DIwsu.

.e

Systems
Succesor Cmm-a-

COMB(
SYSTEM

One station is Operations Support,
Multicomm. The program developed
for this task incorporates the powerful
dBASE II data base management system. Dave Wilcox is involved with the
network's new MultiComm system, a
one -way FM subcarrier delivery
service for voice and data which is designed for relatively large organizations with a need to communicate
one-way to a large field force.
An example of such a customer
would be a large consumer products
company whose wares are sold by distributors or dealers. MultiComm could

BM E

motional information, new product
news and the like from headquarters to
the sales force. MBS is planning to
lease the rights to FM subcarriers from
about 200 radio stations.
Wilcox uses the computer to sort out
the information concerning the SCAs
needed for the MultiComm network.
This research involves searching the
FCC data base of FM stations and listing those stations that have the coverage required by MultiComm. Further
research will be conducted via engineering questionnaires concerning the
detailed coverage of each station in order to compile a final list of SCAs

needed for the network.

Wilcox wrote the program for

searching the FCC files and Ashley prepared the program for the coverage

analysis. The programs evaluate
1,000 records on the FCC list covering about 4000 stations for information
such as call letters, frequency, trans1

mitter location, effective radiated power, and antenna height above average
terrain. In approximately 20 minutes
the CompuPro microcomputer can produce a rough outline of the coverage
that might be expected from each station in a particular market.
When combined eventually with information contained in a terrain data
base, the end result will be a coverage
pattern that pinpoints specific stations
which will give MultiComm full coverage in the most economical way. This
final use in developing the selection
process will include output from a hard
copy plotter as well as a visual display.
In addition, Wilcox will have a "what if" program to try out various combinations of transmitters in each market in
order to plot the optimum coverage. (A
special report on new and uniquue applications of SCAs will appear in the
May issue of BM/E.)

The System in a Nutshell
The basic CompuPro 816 C system
at the Mutual Engineering Lab has
1

megabyte main memory plus

CompuPro's proprietary "M Drive,"
which is a random access memory
that performs like a peripheral drive.
The operating system is MP /M 8-16,
an advanced multi -user operating
system based on the popular CP /M.
The large library of CP /M -based programs available today will run on this
system.
Output from the main frame computer, in addition to its terminals and
rotating storage devices such as

Circle 169 on Reader Service Card
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hard disk and floppy disk drives, is to
letter quality printer for external documents, two high speed dot matrix
printers for internal documents and
memos, a hard -copy plotter, and a
graphics device. The printers are the
DEC LS 120, TI 810 and Diablo 630.
The plotter is the HP7470A linked by
IEEE 488 interface.
The mainframe contains one hard
disk drive and dual eight inch floppy
disk drives. The interfaces to a dedicated telco line and a switch slaved

telco line are two Hayes smart
modems.

LOOK INTO IT!
THE SP -5 STEREO PRODUCTION CONSOLE
A new line of high performance mixing systems
on exhibit at the 1984 NAB Convention,
April 29 thru May 2 at the Las Vegas Convention Center.
Also on display: Our A -500 Radio Broadcast Console
and our V -800 Television Console.
Come see us at Booth #121!

LOOK INTO IT AT NAB 84!

NWhcotftono 3roaccoft Group
5

COLLINS ROAD. BETHANY. CT 06525 1203) 393 -0887
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Following the Sun
A second station is assigned to Peter

Nielsen, manager, Satellite Uplink
Facility. He has a program that will predict sun outages which affect transmissions from the broadcasting satellite
serving MBS. A sun outage occurs for a
period of from three to 15 minutes
twice a year when the sun is directly behind the satellite. At these times the
sun's noise blocks all transmission
from the satellite requiring an alternate
route. Last fall, for example, a sun outage threatened to block broadcast of a
National Football League game.
By predicting the exact time and location of the swath the outage will take
across the MBS broadcast area, provisions were made to deliver the signal
via land lines to the affected areas during the blocked period. The program
Nielsen is developing predicts where
and when the outage will occur,
identifies the network affiliates that
will be affected, and pinpoints the exact
time and duration of the outage. The
program then generates a warning letter
to the affiliate giving the precise time
when signal degradation will begin and
offering alternative steps to avoid the
problem. This program had previously
been run on a larger time- sharing

Lynn Ashley, manager of design engineering (left) and Andrew Coile, senior
programmer, check memory boards from the mainframe. System is designed
around the S -100 (IEEE 696) standard architecture.

minicomputer. When converted to the
microcomputer, the same accuracy and
speed will be obtained with greater direct control and time saving, according
to Nielson. He also uses the computer
program SuperCalc for budgeting the
satellite uplink operations.
A third terminal is used by Gib White

and others in design engineering to develop computer aided design programs.
Few software tools have been developed that meet MBS' special needs, so
the group is writing its own programs.
Ashley has decided that the department
will be better off with do -it- yourself
software rather than trying to incorpo-

SOMEBODY
UP THERE
LIKES US.

introduces
the smallest
30 -mile 7GHz
microwave
link ever.
NEC

(way down there, they
think we're great, too.)

r

Only NEC could create
the TVL- 800 -6F, the smallest
revolution ever in ENG
microwave link technology.
The TVL weighs just 4.4 lbs., with an antenna as small as 13" in diameter.
But on just
watt of power, it has a range of up to 30 miles, 2 standard
audio channels and 10 switchable channels in the 7GHz band. For even
greeter range, an optional 5 watt amplifier is available.
1

*DOel 01 IMONIUS1

0.0m

Call NEC at 1- 800 -323 -6656. And get the big picture on the smallest microwave link ever.

NEC

NEC

IMAGINE WHAT WE'LL DO NEXT.

America, Inc.

Broadcast Equipment Division
130 Martin Lane
Elk Grove Village, Illinois 60007
In Illinois: (312) 640-3792
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4200 Pemmele, Center Drive Suite 245
Oklahoma Coy. Oklahoma 73112
(405) 946.9800
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The Dictaphone Veritrac SL.

r For more information on the
Whether charting the
What's more, the
Dictaphone Veritrac SL system,
hits or checking the
Veritrac SL is modular. It
fill in the coupon or call toll -free:
spots, Dictaphone's new can be configured to meet
800 -431 -1708
Veritrac SL voice comyour station's specific
(n.Nwtc',.e°nly'.o.
munications recording needs. Providing recording Name
system is practically
time of up to 8 days. And
Phone
Title
indispensable. Here, in a it has something else
Station
package you can lease for going for it. Dictaphone
Address
as little as $99 a month, reliability and service.
State
City
Mall to: Dictaphone Corporation
is recorded testimony
120 Old Post Road
to what you've aired.
Rye, New York 10580
Dictaphone
Uninterrupted by tape
._iaphone
changes. 24 hours a day.
A Pitney Bowes Company
J
L
<.

-_

ò

Dictaphone a r,.,
are trademarks o'
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rate modifications in existing software.
Andrew Coile, senior programmer
who did much of the work on Mutual's
satellite -related software, is also using
the computer to write programs in conjunction with the MultiComm project.
Part of this task is developing a program that will integrate the terrain data
base information into a MultiComm
game plan.
Both director of engineering Bob
Cleve and Ashley have terminals that

they use for word processing and
administrative tasks. In addition, the
system works for top management.
Senior vice president for Broadcast and

Communications Service Gene
Swanzey uses his computer terminal

primarily for generating reports,
including SuperCalc to work out overall financial plans for the department.
Says Ashley, "Some of what Gene
does is highly confidential. The security of having documents under his control on a departmental computer,
protected by a password, and not floating around in the typing pool, is very
appealing to him. Like most of us, he
can compose as quickly at the keyboard
as he can in longhand, which speeds up
the paperwork."

DiEY

Internal Communications
While engineering departments generally use computers for so- called number crunching, the MBS engineering
department has benefited from the
WordStar word processing program.
According to Ashley, virtually all
interanal correspondence is composed
at the terminals and printed out on the
spot, bypassing the typing pool. In addition, all the CRTs are linked together
so that users can exchange messages or
leave messages on other CRTs in the
network through use of Mail and Write
programs furnished by Gifford Computer Systems, the original supplier of
the system.
Another administrative task done on
the computer is tracking of purchase orders. We are developing a purchase
order system within engineering to simplify keeping tabs on the large quantities of hardware that are regularly
purchased by our network. We need a
day -by -day break out of what we are
spending and on what project, information the accounting department does
not provide daily." The dBase II data
base manager was used to form a structure for the program, report forms were
generated, and tracking of POs now is

being handled within the engineering
department and coordinated with the
accounting department.
Another purchasing service provided
by the computer is direct interface to
the MBS telex system for outgoing
messages. Connected to the telex terminal by modem, the microcomputer
can, for example, send parts lists to a
series of vendors to request competitive
bids. This procedure saves time as
well.
Ashley spent three months shopping
for the computer system that would fit
the department's budget. At first he
considered buying separate 8 -bit personal computers for each user, "However, we felt that there were great
benefits to be gained, now and in the
future, from selecting a machine with
8- and 16 -bit central processing units,

which could serve multiple users
simultaneously."
Ashley explains, "We were not in
the minicomputer ballpark in terms of
funds. In fact, with a budget maximum

of $25,000 for everything including
printers, terminals and modems, we
were far from it. Yet minicomputer performance was what we had in mind,
and these days you can get it. "BM/E
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Bryston's 2B -LP
Bryston has been known and respected for years as the manufacturer of a line of amplifiers which combine the
transparency and near-perfect musical accuracy of the finest audiophile equipment. with the ruggedness, reliability
and useful features of the best professional gear. Thus. Bryston amplifiers (and preamplifiers) can be considered a
statement of purpose to represent the best of both worlds - musical accuracy and professional reliability to the
absolute best of our more than 20 years experience in the manufacture of high -quality electronics.
The 2B-LP is the newest model in Bryston's line, and delivers 50 watts of continuous power per channel from a
package designed to save space in such applications as broadcast monitor. mobile sound trucks. headphone feed,
cue. and any installation where quality must not be limited by size constraints. As with all Bryston amplifiers,
heatsinking is substantial. eliminating the requirement for forced-air cooling in the great majority of installations. This
is backed up by very high peak current capability (24 amperes per channel) and low distortion without limiting.
regardless of type and phase angle Of load. In short, the 2B-LP is more than the functional equivalent of our original 2B
in spite of the fact that it occupies only half the volume, and will fit into a single 1.75" rack-space.
The usefulness of the 2B -LP is extended by a long list of standard features, including: Balanced inputs; female XLR
input jacks: dual level -controls; isolated headphone jack and individual two -colour pilol-light/clipping indicator LEDs
for each channel. In addition, the channels may be withdrawn from the front of the amplifier while it is in the rack, vastly
facilitating any requirement for field-service, including fuse-replacement.
Of course, in keeping with Bryston's tradition of providing for special requirements, the 2B-LP can be modified or
adapted to your wishes on reasonably short notice, and at nominal cost.
Best of all, however, the 28-LP is a Bryston. Thus the sonic quality is unsurpassed. The difference is immediately
obvious, even to the uninitiated.
Other amplifiers in Bryston s line include the model 3B. at 100 watts per channel. and the model 48.
at 200 watts per channel. All ratings continuous power at 8 ohms at less than 01.0 IM or THD.
IN CANADA

IN THE UNITED STATES

:VERMONT
RFD =4, Bertin, rvbntpeher. Vermont
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LJSculillw
THE L.J. SCULLY MFG. CORP.
138 Hurd Ave., Bridgeport, Ct. 06604 U.S.A.
203/368-2332

THE ORIGINAL SCULLYS
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If make -goods have become

a fact of life at your station, it's probably
time to talk to someone from Utah Scientific about automating your onair operation.

Here are some important facts about our Station Automation Systems:

Built around the Utah Scientific MC -500 Series Master Control
Switcher- the only switcher specifically designed for automation.

Distributed processing throughout -where hardware failures are an
inconvenience, not a catastrophe.
Interfaces directly with your business service computer -no manual
entry required.
Generates media pull lists, FCC log and business service reconciliation.
Bar code reader available for direct entry of machine names and
media numbers. Also interfaces with TCR -100 bar code reader.

Machine control interface included.

Also automates off-line operations such as network and satellite
delays and feeds.
Come to NAB Booth 1114 and let us show you how to make make a fact of history, not of life.

goods

vUTfiH SC/E/7T/F/C,//'fC.
,l

Ul A.V LUi

C0f711),IIIA'

1685 West 2200 South, Salt Lake City, Utah 84119
(800) 453 -8782 PHONE (801) 973 -6840
TWX: 910- 925 -4037

TOLL FREE
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The surprise is in the price. 5425.
The New Orban Model 412A Compressor/Limiter
The new 412A Compressor /Limiter is Orban's entry into
the general-purpose level control sweepstakes -it's
designed to make you, the audio professional, the
winner! Available in mono (412A) and stereo (414A)
versions, it's loaded with features that most other low cost units don't offer -but the real proof is in the
listening. We invite you to compare its natural,
transparent sound to any other compressor/limiter you
might know or use. After you do, we feel confident
you'll make it your essential AGC. Contact your Orban
dealer for a demonstration, and find out how affordable Orban -quality processing can be!

Front -panel OUTPUT ATTENUATOR control with
OUTPUT CLIP LED to indicate line amplifier

clipping.
Illuminated, true peak-reading GAIN REDUCTION
meter is more accurate and readable than LED
displays.
GAIN REDUCTION OVERLOAD lamp warns of
control circuit overload due to a demand for G/R
which exceeds the range of the VCA.
Hard -wired system bypass switch for fail-safe

protection.

for special effects
such as frequency-selective limiting.
Side -chain externally accessible

Performance Highlights
Streamlined, straightforward front panel offers the
most -demanded user controls, including ATTACK
TIME, RELEASE TIME, RATIO, and THRESHOLD.
These wide range controls permit extremely natural
sound or special effects.
Exclusive Orban feedback control circuitry (adapted
from our popular 424A Gated Compressor/Limiter/
De- Esser) achieves remarkably transparent sound.
User controls interact intelligently to simplify and
speed setup, and to prevent errors.
Peak limiting and compressor functions are cross coupled to eliminate potential pumping and

modulation effects.
THRESHOLD control with 20dB range allows user to
determine the level at which gain reduction first
occurs, without changing below -threshold gain. Ideal
for sound reinforcement applications.

Active -balanced, floating input and output interfaces
easily to any system, balanced or
unbalanced.
Proprietary Class -A Orban VCA features very low

distortion and noise.
Stereo 414A has STEREO COUPLING switch to
permit either stereo or dual -mono operation; an
unlimited number of units can be wire -coupled to
track 0.5dB.

All -metal chassis with RFI suppression on
input, output, and AC leads.
Suggested List Prices:
Model 412A (Mono), $425.
Model 414A (Dual Channel /Stereo), $799.

Proprietary circuitry achieves optimum headroom
and signal -to-noise regardless of THRESHOLD
control setting.
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Orban
Orban Associates Inc
645 Bryant St.

San Francisco, CA 94107
(415) 957 -1067 Telex: 17 -1480

With industry consensus
reached on transmission
and companding systems,
FCC approval is all that is
necessary for TV stereo
broadcasting to begin. MTS
committee member Len
Feldman gives an insider's
perspective on the vote
and the systems.

stere

A system closeup

By Leonard Feldman

he electronics industry, in its recent vote choosing transmission and
companding systems for television stereo, may have put all its chips
on the table-but whatever the outcome, the industry will come out
the winner. Faced with the very real possibility that the FCC would
repeat its action on AM stereo and throw the technical decision to
the marketplace, the television industry knew the stakes were too
high to gamble with multichannel TV sound.

Len Feldman, with over 30 years' experience as an electronic engineer in the high fidelity
and audio fields, was a member of the Multichannel Television Sound Committee of the
E!A and NAB.
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The final consensus that led to the
unanimous acceptance last December
22 of the Zenith stereo transmission
system with dbx companding was not

acheived easily, however. The
Multichannel Television Sound (MTS)
Committee, an independent group
cosponsored by the Electronic Industries Association and the National As-

sociation of Broadcasters, brought
together representatives of various segments of the industry: manufacturers of
both transmitting and receiving equipment; the networks, including PBS; IC
manufacturers; and NAB, NCTA, and
the Association of Maximum Service
Telecasters. Competing for the favor of
these diverse elements were three
noncompatible transmission systems,
those proposed by the Electronic Indus-

tries Association of Japan (EIAJ),
Telesonics Corp., and Zenith Corp.
The EIAJ system proposal was similar, but not identical, to the stereo TV
sound system in use for the past five
years in Japan. For stereo TV sound, it
employed an FM- modulated subcarrier
whose center frequency is twice the TV
horizontal line rate, or 31,468 Hz. The
two remaining transmission systems

each employed AM- modulated,
suppressed -carrier subcarriers. The
Telesonics system proposed a sub carrier frequency of 2.5 times the horizontal line rate (39,335 Hz), while the
Zenith system positioned the AMmodulated suppressed subcarrier at
twice the horizontal line rate.
Additional subcarriers for other uses
(such as broadcasting a second language or even a totally different audio
program) were also included in system
proposals, but as tests went forward, all
three trasmission system proponents
agreed on a single standard for these additional subcarriers.

S/N

difficulties

Tests of all three transmission systems revealed severe signal -to -noise
Fig.

1.

degradation in the stereo mode. The situation was similar to that encountered
by FM listeners in weak signal areas,
who experience signal -to -noise degradation of as much as 23 dB when they
switch from mono FM to stereo FM.
After numerous adjustments and modifications of system parameters, the S/N
loss caused by all three TV stereo systems hovered around 15 dB.
While that may seem to be a smaller
penalty than that suffered by FM radio,
it is important to note that TV sound
starts off with a 10 dB penalty compared to FM, even in mono. That's
because maximum modulation in
standard FM broadcasting is ± 75 kHz,
whereas maximum FM deviation for
television audio is ± 25 kHz.
Therefore, one major result of the initial series of tests was the obvious need
for noise reduction, or companding.
Experiments with compatible corn panding revealed that some companding could be tolerated by people
owning older TV sets not equipped
with the necessary expander circuits,
but that it would be difficult to devise
an effective companding system without altering sound balance for those
owning older, monaural sets. After a
great deal of deliberation, the committee decided that companding should be
applied only to the stereo difference
channels and not to the mono or (L + R)
sum channel, which the mono listener
would continue to receive as before.
While as many as five different proponents offered companding systems,
by the time the tests reached their conclusions only three proponents remained in the running. These were
CBS, which proposed a variation of its
CX system (first proposed for use in
phonograph records and now found as a
noise reduction system in many
videodisc players); dbx, Inc. (which
proposed a system found in many cassette tape recorders and used in pressing "audiophile" disc recordings); and

4

Noise-reduction IC chip for dbx TV
stereo sound system.

Dolby, perhaps the best known of the
three.

Comparing companding
A separate committee task force
evaluated these companding systems
while the rest of the committee continued its work on the transmission sys-

tems. The task force conducted
extensive subjective listening tests,
using experienced listeners ranging
from recording and broadcast engineers
to musicians, audio critics, and journalists. The participants were asked to
make a large number of "forced
choices" in blind A -B comparison tests
between pairs of companding systems.
The tests were conducted using noise
and interference levels simulating those
that would occur with each of the three
transmission systems in strong and
weaker signal locations. Since it was
agreed that noise reduction would be
even more important in the case of the
second audio program (SAP) channel,
which is normally noisier than the
stereo channel, the auditors judged the
action of the three companding systems
for the SAP channel as well. In addition
to these subjective tests, the performance of each companding system was
evaluated by extensive laboratory
measurements.
The votes that chose Zenith for transmission and dbx for companding,
therefore, capped several years of intensive work, punctuated now and then

Spectral distribution of main and subcarriers in the Zenith
multichannel sound system for TV.
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DOLBY
NOISE REDUCTION
FOR THE 1980'S

SI' multi-track unit

CN 221B for
Sony BVH
1000 /1100

CN 226 for
Ampex
VPR -2

CN 234 for
Sony BVH 2000

Dolby noise reduction is keeping pace with today's demand for
high -quality sound everywhere. With the introduction of such
products as plug-in modules for VTRs and the SP multi -track
unit, it is easier than ever before to protect all your irreplaceable
audio tracks from hiss, hum, and print- through. From broadcasting to music recording, from video sweetening to motion
picture dubbing, Dolby A-type NR reliably continues to fulfill
its original promise: effective noise reduction combined with
complete signal integrity.

-

Dolby I.ab[,r. orlas lnc_ 731 San.ome St.. San Franc v o, CA 04111.
Telephone 415- 392 -0300. Telc.34400. Sae Clapham Road. London SW..
Telephone 01-720 -1111. Tdr. :0100. "Dolby" and the double-13 symbol
are trademarks 01 Dolby aboraton.. I.0 rn.mg Corp. S83.5050
I
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Fig. 2. Zenith multichannel TV sound encoder.

by intra- industry wrangling. Exactly
what kind of multichannel TV sound

system has the MTS committee
specified? First, let us take a closer look
at the technical details of the Zenith
transmission system.

Zenith transmission
Figure shows the spectrum occupancy and modulation standards of the
Zenith transmission system. Main
channel modulation consists of an
L + R audio signal. An L -R stereo difference audio signal causes double sideband, suppressed carrier amplitude
modulation of a subcarrier at twice the
horizontal line rate frequency. Audio
bandwidth of each signal extends to 15
kHz and the main channel preemphasis
remains as it has been in the past, 751.ts.
Preemphasis of the stereo subchannel is
a part of the companding system, described below.
1

The combined peak deviation of the

main channel and stereophonic
subchannel is 50 kHz, due to the
interleaving property that occurs when
L and R are statistically independent.
Under this condition the peak deviation
due to the stereophonic subchannel is
also 50 kHz. When L and R signals are
not statistically independent, or when
L + R and L -R do not have matched
preemphasis characteristics, the com-

bined deviation of main channel and
stereophonic subchannel is constrained
to 50 kHz and the separate components
assume their respective natural levels
dictated by the acoustic scene.
A CW (continuous wave) pilot signal
having a frequency of the horizontal
line rate is transmitted with a main carrier deviation of 5 kHz. The subcarrier
for the SAP channel is five times the
horizontal line rate (or 78.67 kHz) and
is frequency locked to that frequency in

the absence of modulation. The SAP
channel is FM modulated to a peak deviation of 10 kHz by a signal that is

band -limited to 10 kHz and its
preemphasis is, again, part of the chosen companding system. Main carrier
deviation by this subcarrier is 15 kHz.
A third subcarrier, known as the professional subchannel and intended for
voice or data transmission, is located at
approximately 6.5 times the horizontal
line rate frequency. This last subcarrier
causes 3 kHz deviation of the main carrier. A complete summary of the
various elements of the multichannel
composite signal of the Zenith system
will be found in Table 1. Figure 2 is a

simplified block diagram of the
encoder that would be required at a
transmitter to broadcast the new system, while Figure 3 shows a basic block
diagram of the decoder circuit that must
be incorporated in multichannel sound

ZENITH SYSTEM SIGNAL SPECIFICATION
SERVICE
OR SIGNAL

PRESUBCARRIER
MODULATING MAX. MOD
TYPE OF
FREQ. kHz EMPHASIS FREQ. kHz
MODULATION
SIGNAL

SUBCARRIER
DEVIATION
OF SUBCARRIER
kHz

SEC

MONO.

(L +RL

15

75

PILOT

STEREO
2ND PROG.
PROF. CH.

R)

2f H

AM-DSB-SC

10

5fH

FM

10

Approx 6.5fH

FM

3

FSK

3

3.4

150

Data

1.5

0

NOTE: fH= 15.734 kHz
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50.0
15.0

3.0

3.0
TOTAL PEAK DEVIATION 73.0

Harris MX -15 FM Exciter...

One for the books
station success is
measured in ratings
points, insist on equipment that
helps deliver those impressive
"books ". Equipment like the
Harris MX -15 FM exciter.
When

Spectacular Specs
The MX -15 has a Composite Amplitude of ±0.1 dB...Composite
S/N of 80 dB...and Composite
IMD of 0.02 %. With the stereo
option, Stereo Separation is a
sparkling 50 dB. Stereo Audio
Overshoot measures 2% max-

imum, and Stereo S/N is a remarkable 74 dB. Numbers like
these explain why Harris has
more FM exciters in the field than
any other manufacturer!

Exclusive
Patented Components
Two patented components
unavailable from anyone else at
any price -are standard with the
MX -15. The Dynamic Transient

-

overmodulating. And the Harris
Automatic Stereo Pilot Phase
Control ensures adjustment -free
performance over the long haul.

Read Up
Study the competitive literature.
Not only do we welcome comparison with the BE FX -30 and the
Continental 802A-we encourage
it. For more information, contact

Generator Filter assures max-

Harris Corporation, Broadcast
Transmission Division, P.O. Box
4290, Quincy, Illinois 62305-

imum safe modulation without

4290. (217) 222 -8200.

Response (DTR) Stereo

See the MX -15 at NAB '84

M HARRIS
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The Revox

Automation Advantage
The new Revox PR99 Playback Only presents a ten point program
for more cost -effective broadcast automation.

1. Compatible with Existing Systems -The PR99 Playback Only is fully
compatible with practically every existing broadcast automation system. In
many cases it can be swapped for existing decks in a matter of minutes.

8. One Plug Does All -A single Cannon
multipin connector carries all the audio,
status, and remote signals. These
signals may also be accessed through
parallel XLR and DIN connectors.

9. Studer Revox Quality -A fully
professional machine in every respect,
the PR99 Replay Only features die cast aluminum alloy chassis and head block, servo -controlled capstan motor,
contactless full logic switching, and a
Studer -made play head. Careful German craftsmanship shows in meticulous attention to every detail.
10. Attractive Pricing -Best of all, the
new PR99 Playback Only actually
costs less than last year's best -selling
reproducer. So before you order an automation system or replace your present decks, call or write for more details.
You'll find that the Revox Automation
Advantage was well worth the wait.

REVOX
Studer Revox Amenca, Inc
1425 Elm Hill Pike

Nashville, Tennessee 37210
(615) 254-5651

2. Front Panel Controls- Immediate
access to repro levels, EOM stop delay
time, and treble EQ for both speeds.
Mode switch selects track 1, track 2,
mono, or stereo; a calibrate /uncalibrate
button switches from front panel
adjustable output to standard
reference level.

3. EOM Stop Delay- Adjustable from
0 to 24 seconds. Front panel indicator
illuminates when 25 Hz signal present.

4. Switchable Sensor Circuit -The
25 Hz sensor circuit may be switched
out of the signal path to allow extended
bass response.

5. Easy Maintenance -Modular plug -in
circuit boards make servicing a breeze.
Most parts subject to wear are easily
accessible and quickly replaceable.
6. Lightweight and Compact Weight is a mere 40 pounds. Front
panel dimensions are 19" x 153/4";
depth is 8 ". Rack mount flange
is standard.

7. All Formats -Choose mono or
2 -track stereo; 3.75/7.5 or 7.5/15 ips

speed combinations.
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Fig. 2. Zenith multichannel TV sound encoder.

TV receivers or tuners. Not shown is
the companding circuit, which would
have to be inserted ahead of the stereo
decoder and second program decoder
blocks in the diagram. Both the basic
decoder and the compander probably
will be implemented by means of appropriate ICs.

T

dbx companding
Although the companding system
chosen by the industry for noise reduction was proposed by dbx, Inc., its operation is more sophisticated than that
of the familiar dbx noise reduction system found in consumer tape recorders.

3Z

'

FASTER.

I

E011 am 11;1:1Yi
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The compander works in two stages.
First, it provides wide -band amplitude
compansion to reduce dynamic range in
the transmission channel at all audio
frequencies. This section utilizes a
1:2:1 linear dB compander, similar to
dbx's approach to noise reduction for
tape recording. In addition, the
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faster you call us the hotter...
Toll free 18001123 -6317
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ASACA /SHIBASOKU
Asaca /Shibasoau Corp. of America
12509 Beatrice Street, Los Angeles, CA 90066
(213) 8277144 Toll Free (800) 423.6347. Telex 182089
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MAGNA -TECH

THE SOUND
HEARD AROUND THE WORLD
Magnetic Film
Recorders and Reproducers
for Television and Film
Sound Post -Production

TYPE 9 -F
MICRO PROCESSOR
BASED DIGITAL
COUNTER
AND
SMPTE /EBU EDIT TIME CODE
GENERATOR AND READER

Frame rates of 24, 25 and 30 frames are selectable
from the front panel with the 30 frame dropframe
and non -dropframe selectable.

Tach pulse generated serial time code in SMPTE/
EBU format.

Selectable frame rate 24, 25, 30 frames with
Counter automatically converts from footage /frames
to meters to Hours /Minutes /Seconds /Frames.

dropframe selection for NTSC
Time code input for jam preset or time code readings.

Input either 2 -phase TTL level with 90 degree
phase shift or TTL level pulses and FWD /REV
signal.

Output of counter is 32 bit BCD or BCD.

MAGNA -TECH ELECTRONIC CO., INC.
630 Ninth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10036

Telephone (212) 586 -7240

Telex 126191
Circle 183 on Reader Service Card
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Cables "Magtech"

INPUT

VARIABLE

FIXED
PREEMPHASIS

GAIN ELEMENT

l

1

VARIABLE
PREEMPHASIS

OUTPUT

LOW PASS
FILTER

CLIPPER

SPECTRAL COMPRESSOR

RMS

BAND PASS
FILTER

DETECTOR

SPECTRAL CONTROL
WIDEBAND COMPRESSOR

RMS

DETECTOR

BAND PASS
FILTER

GAIN CONTROL

Fig. 4. Block diagram of dbx compressor (encoder)

compander provides variable pre emphasis /deemphasis that adapts itself
to the spectral distribution of the program material, to take full advantage of
the limited channel headroom available. The spectral compressor is able to
boost or reduce high frequency levels,
depending upon the input signal spec-

trum.
Rms detectors control both the amplitude and spectral companders, providing minimum sensitivity to impulse
noise while maintaining appropriate reaction times for music signals. A clipper within the compressor control loop
prevents channel overload without
Fig

inducing compressor/expander tracking errors. Band-limiting filter are also
included in the compressor design.
Compensation for the phase errors
caused by band -limiting throughout the
system is provided in the form of a
complementary sum (L + R) channel

filter. The compressor design is shown
in block diagram form in Figure 4,
while the expander block diagram is
shown in Figure 5.

System S/N
Now that one transmission system
and one companding system have been
selected, it is possible to disclose the
5.

signal -to -noise levels that may be expected in the stereo mode and on the
SAP channel with various types of TV
receivers under various signal conditions. The following data was extracted
from the many, many pages of data that
formed part of the report EIA submitted
to the FCC to support the industry recommendation. In "city grade" reception tests with a split -sound type of
receiver, the chosen systems yielded
S/N ratios of between 65 and 68 dB for
stereo reception, with SAP channel S/N
ratios of between 78 and 79 dB.
The real advantage of companding
showed up more definitively when tests

Block diagram of dbx expander (decoder).

VARIABLE
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FIXED
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INPUT
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OUTPUT
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SPECTRAL CONTROL
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In A/B tests, this tiny condenser
microphone equals any world-class
professional microphone.
Any size, any price.

was just over 50 dB. With dbx

Actual size

companding, the signal -to -noise ratio
under these conditions increased to between 63 and 64 dB. The improvement
was even more dramatic in the case of
the normally noisier SAP channel.
With no companding, S/N measured a
very noisy 43 dB. When dbx companding was added S/N improved to a remarkable 77 or 78 dB! With intercarrier
types of receivers (those that do not
have separate video and audio IF circuits), SAP signal -to-noise without
companding in a Grade B signal environment was even poorer; between 36
and 42 dB. With the companding, S/N
improved to between 62 and 63 dB, still
an acceptably low level of background
noise.

Compare the Isomax II to any other
microphone. Even though it measures
only 5/16" x 5/8" and costs just
$149.95, it equals any world -class
microphone in signal purity.
And Isomax goes where other
microphones cannot: Under guitar. strings
near the bridge, inside drums, inside
pianos, clipped to horns and woodwinds,
taped to amplifiers (up to 150 dB sound
level!). Isomax opens up a whole new world
of miking techniques -far too many to
mention here. We've prepared information
sheets on this subject which we will be
happy to send to you free upon request.
We'll also send an Isomax brochure with
complete specifications. Call or write today.

Pro net once for

omndrrecncrai Cardlo.d Hypercardro.d. and Brd,reconal models 518995

IÌCOUNTRYMAN ASSOCIATES
ho IC 417 Stanford Ave.. Redwood C ty CA 94063

were conducted for Grade B signal reception conditions. Such conditions are
represented by a video carrier-to -noise
ratio of only 30 dB, and might be expected in outlying areas served by a TV
station. Again, using a split-sound receiver, stereo signal -to -noise ratio of
the Zenith system without companding

-

What happens now?

INC.

As of this writing, we are still waiting for the final outcome of the MTS
Committee's labors. Comments and reply comments were due at the FCC by
the end of last month, and the ball is
now in the Commission's court. All indications are that the FCC will move
quickly on this issue, since pressure for
multichannel TV sound has been building for a long, long time.
The best estimates, at this time, are
that by this summer we may see
rather, hear-the first FCC-approved
stereo TV broadcasts and bilingual audio for TV, probably for the Olympics.

(41 5) 364 -9988
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SYSTEM 12

Compact Broadcast Mixer

-or

That should generate a host of new
products, such as stereo TV receivers,
add -on adaptors for monaural sets, TV
tuners, and other video/audio components. The addition of the broadcast
service should also help in the integration of audio and video in consumers'
homes
marriage that has been widely discussed but only narrowly consummated to date.
And if the FCC rejects the suggestions of the MTS Committee and the
desires of the industry, and throws TV
stereo to the marketplace? Even if the

-a

Our most popular audio console is the SYSTEM

12.

With

hundreds of these mixers in service around the world, it's no
wonder they have an unequaled reputation for reliability and
operator conveniences. P & G faders are now standard on all
of our consoles; our special audio transformers are custom
computer designed and not available from any other manufacturer. SYSTEM 12 is $9,150.00 with 8 mixers
other consoles
available with 5 to 20 mixing positions. WE SOUND GREAT!

-

11306 SUNCO DR.
RANCHO CORDOVA, CA
(916) 635 -1048
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FCC insists upon issuing another
"marketplace" decision, the industry
has already agreed on a standard.
Broadcasters will still be able to adopt
multichannel TV sound in an orderly,
uniform manner, avoiding the anxiety
and incompatibility that has plagued
AM stereo.
BM/E

Whether you switch... or generate.
Wilk offers superb performance at low cost.
Wilk's complete line of audio /video distribution
and routing equipment offers superb performance
at competitive prices. Design technology features
state -of- the -art solid state electronics and virtually
"transparent" operation where distribution or
switching of audio and video signals is required.
The 350 Series is based on a standard EIA rack
frame with power supply, utilizing any Wilk
audio /video distribution module or accessory. The
"transparent" routing switchers comprise a series
of basic switchers with separate video and audio
matrices, which can be utilized to fit most
switching requirements.

Wilk's line of Video Precision character generators
and production titlers are available as either a desk
top unit, or with separate keyboard and chassis.
The 3300 Series is available with dual fonts,
character tilt, eight -color background. two -speed
crawl, 62 page memory. and audio cassette and
interfaces, as well as many more features
available in more complex and higher -priced units.
In the 3500 Series, each chassis can be accessed
by a multiple number of remote keyboards and is
available as either a single or dual channel unit,
and features eight -color background. time and
temperature. programmable fixed title or two -speed
elastic length crawl. and 184 pages of memory.
RS -232

For demanding character generation and switching applications, Wilk offers the best value for all

your equipment needs.

U.S. Corporate Offices: 16255 Ventura Blvd., Suite 1001, Encino, CA 91436 (818) 788 -2338
Eastern Regional Offices: 12 Terhune St., Oakland, NJ 07436 (201) 337 -8158
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Part of your best work
may never get past
your camera tu

PLUMBICON

What you see is not always what you get. The
character and quality of your pictures are dependent to
a significant degree on the camera tubes you use.
With high performance Saticon* II tubes.
you can expect distinctively cleaner. clearer
and sharper pictures. The reason lies in
Saticon II's newly improved photoconductor.
Developed through computer -aided
processes, this thin glassy film allows the
light to pass through without color diffusion
or distortion. The end result is high resolution,
distortion -free color. very low lag, high sensitivity and
depth of modulation. Highlight memory
(without red trail) is also significantly
reduced with Saticon II.
With Plumbicon " tubes, the polycrystalline structure of the photoconductor
causes diffusion of incident light. The
Used by permission of trademark owner

,

Plumbicon photoconductor is three times thicker than
Saticon Il's, which limits its resolution.
Make sure your best work gets past your camera and
on the air by specifying high performance Saticon II camera
tubes in your original equipment and for tube replacements.
For our guide to camera tube selection, contact your
RCA distributor or write to RCA Camera Tube Marketing,
New Holland Avenue, Lancaster, PA 17603. Or call
(800) 233 -0155. In Penna., phone collect to (717) 397 -7661.
Overseas, contact RCA Brussels, Belgium. Sao Paulo,
Brazil. Sunbury-on- Thames, Middlesex, England. Paris,
France. Munich. W. Germany. Hong Kong. Mexico 16
DF, Mexico.

RC,'
Take out the doubt.
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WERT IDEA NOTEBOOK
The Simplest Way to a
Hands -Free Talk Show
By John Gaboury, CE

KVOY, Yuma, AZ
For talk shows, it is highly desirable
that the operator at the console should
never have to touch the telephone.
The operator should be able to talk to
the caller through the console microphone and listen to the conversation
over the console headset. This simplifies things for the operator- handsfree operation, freedom to concentrate
on the program, and a lessening of the
distortion inherent in the carbon telephone transmitter.
Typically, this operation is achieved
with either a passive or electronic hybrid circuit. Most hybrids give marginal performance and even when they do
work well, can be both elaborate and
expensive.
With just two components I solved
the problem here at KVOY. No
hybrids
amplification.
We use a Sparta A -20 console and a
beeper unit. The beeper output feeds
into pot 7
typical setup.
Since only the operator's microphone output need be fed into the telephone line to achieve the desired result,
fed the microphone preamp output
into the telephone through the talkback
output of the console using an isolating
network. This worked immediately and
well, with no changes of any kind made
inside or out of the console.
To initiate a talk program, the operator turns up the beeper pot, puts the
talkback switch in position A, takes the

-no

-a

I

receiver off the cradle, lays it aside, and
begins to take calls. He or she talks to
the caller over the console microphone,
and listens to the conversation over the
console headphones, touching the telephone only to punch up the next call.
The microphone preamp feeds into
the telephone through terminals B and
R on the 425 E networks inside the telephone. These are the telephone transmitter (carbon mic) terminals. In our
case, the microphone preamp output
level just matches the normal output of
the carbon mic,
20 to
10 dB. No
feedback is possible in operation, because only the beeper output is fed into
the console.
Because (in our case) the microphone preamp output is connected directly to the microphone pot, the setting
of the mic pot will affect the level sent
to the telephone. A simple dB measurement at terminals B and R will show
you the best setting of the mic pot. In
our case, no changing of the "normal"
setting was necessary.
Since dc voltage is present at the telephone terminals, a dc blocking capacitor is necessary. If the capacitor is

removed, the resistance of the
transformer secondary will "hold" the
line, making it impossible to hang up.
The capacitor also governs the frequency response of the line. A higher capacitance will not improve the response. A
lower capacitance will begin to cut the

CONSOLE

TALKBACK
OUTPUT

600

whatever works.
Since the unit is connected to the mic
preamp only when in use, it cannot in
any case interfere with normal operaBM/E
tion.

SEND US YOUR
GREAT IDEAS
for the Great Idea Notebook

A- 67J

11
6 00 :

low end frequency of the mic preamp
output. This may be advantageous, for
excess low frequencies may "muddy"
the quality of the telephone transmission.
Do not use an electrolytic or two
electrolytics back to back. Use only a
solid capacitor of 100 V or more rating.
I used the TRIAD A -67J transformer
because it is my standard choice for all
interfacing and because its excellent
shielding allows its use in heavy RF
fields. Because the telephone must be
kept isolated and balanced, a transformer must be used.
I have described a system used with a
Sparta A -20B console and a WE 500
keyset. The transformer I used does not
excessively load either the telephone or
the mic preamp. For other consoles and
telephones, the principles and schematics would be basically the same. In the
case of a mic preamp that does not have
an emitter follower or low impedance
output, it may be necessary to use a
transformer that would bridge or match
the preamp output. This would require
a primary of 5K -20K impedance. Use

R
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Share your favorite engineering
project with your fellow engineers.
We reward S50 for each idea we
print. Please type your entry (three
to five pages). and include neatlylettered diagrams and or charts if

appropriate. Address manuscripts to Great Ideas Editor.
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How Boston took advantage of us.

Boston is the home of a wealth
of history: Paul Revere, the

Boston Tea

Party,

and Harvard

University. But respect for all
that tradition didn't stop

WNEV-TV from seeking equipment from other than the
traditional suppliers.
After a thorough examination

of the transmitters available
today by the station's Engineering group led by Ka'l Renwanz,
Vice President of Engineering
and Operations, WNEV -TV
decided to take advantage of the
sophisticated simplicity of
Larcan's Model "F" transmitter.
They chose a pair of 30 kW

TTC30000FH transmitters in
parallel, backed up by a single
TTC30000FH.
In todays competitive environment, a station such as
WNEV-N needs the performance and reliability that is
designed into every Larcan
transmitter. It also needs the
back up and commitment to the
business which Larcan, a
company that specializes in RF,
can provide.
Increasingly broadcasters in
large and small markets are
joining the new tradition by
taking advantage of Larcan's
Model "F" transmitters.

Find out what it can do for
you by contacting:

LARCAN COMMUNICATIONS
EOUIPMENT INC.
6520 Northam Dr ve
Mississauga, Ontario
Canada L4V IH9
Telephone (416) 678 -9970
Telex 06- 968055

2
_r
In the USA:

F. Page
14440 Cherry Lane Court
Suite 201

Lewis

Laurel, Maryland 20707
Telephone (301) 490 -6800

I/

See us at the NAB
Booth 1626 -A

rrr
®v

WNÉV--TV's TTP6OFH ransmitter
(two TTC30000FH's in parallel
for a total output of 60 kW visual,
6 kW aural)
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Convention,

¡ntrprting the
FCC rules & regulations
The Marketplace and
Stereo TV
By Harry Cole, FCC Counsel

The frequently invoked reminder that those who cannot
remember the past are condemned to repeat it is certainly
applicable to the Commission's proceeding concerning
expanded use of the aural baseband of television stations.
The FCC is confronted with a situation remarkably similar
to the AM stereo marketplace decision. The result has
been drawn out competition among the proponents of the
various AM stereo systems for acceptance by manufacturers, broadcasters and the listening (and radio- purchasing)

public.
Unfortunately, the TV baseband proceeding presents
the same type of problems as did AM stereo. Because of
the FCC's lackluster performance in AM stereo, those in
the television industry interested in getting the multichannel TV sound business going may be justifiably concerned that a similar "let the marketplace decide" result
in the television aural baseband proceeding could slow
things up there in the same way. With that in mind, it may
be useful to take another look at the proceeding.
In question is the aural baseband of the television
broadcast signal. It is similar to the baseband of FM
broadcast transmission, except that in FM the baseband is
broader than necessary for the transmission of the main
channel signal. The Commission has for years authorized
the use of portions of the excess FM baseband for subsidiary purposes. These subsidiary communications authorizations (SCA's) have traditionally been used for
stereophonic service on the main channel, data transmission, background music, or other specialized, non broadcast services. The television baseband is similarly
broad, and thus can be utilized for similar types of services. However, the Commission has never established
standards governing the use of the extra TV baseband capacity. In 1977, though, it decided to consider the subject
and, accordingly, it began a rule making proceeding intended to lead to the adoption of rules and standards.
The Commission's rule making looks to the ultimate
uses to which the excess baseband could be put. High on
the FCC's list of such uses is the creation of a stereo television service. In other words, television licensees would be
able to broadcast programming with two channels of audio material, thus permitting soundtracks to be prepared

and transmitted in stereo. This could obviously enhance
consumer enjoyment of the programming in much the
same way that the availability of stereo FM service has enhanced enjoyment (and general acceptance levels) of FM
radio. Additionally, the Commission has indicated that
the aural baseband could be used for the provision of a
second audio program (SAP), which could enable television stations to provide, for example, foreign- language
soundtracks for English- language programming. The
viewer interested in receiving the foreign- language service would obtain (doubtless for a fee) a decoder which,
when activated, would substitute the foreign language for
the English version. Other possible uses include data
transmission and paging. Actually, the whole proceeding
was initiated in 1977 at the suggestion of one party who
asked the Commission to authorize use of the aural
baseband for cueing and coordinating station personnel,
particularly electronic news gathering teams.

Compatibility

a

Must

In addition to the uses to which the excess baseband
might be put, the Commission must also look at the technical standards which would apply to such uses. This is a
particularly delicate matter since the Commission must be
mindful of the fact that any new services must be compatible with existing receiving equipment. That is, the FCC
could not adopt standards which, if implemented by
broadcasters, would render obsolete all (or most) of the
television sets currently used in American homes. And, to
assure the highest quality of service from the excess
baseband, the Commission initially decided that it would
consider not only a transmission system, but also a noise
reduction system intended to provide the best possible

service.

With these various factors on the table, the Commission set about gathering comments from the public and the
industry. What became apparent was that there were three
major proponents of transmission systems and three major
proponents of noise reduction, or companding, systems.
Each of these six different systems had its own particular
qualities, and the various combinations of the three transmission systems and the three companding systems also
BM /E
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Until now, lap
no Icomponent

video system vieron Earth has bee
Editing suite courtesy
of WNEV-TV, Boston, MA

Shintron 390.
The world's first and only
component video switcher and editor-interface.
Now your M-format, BetaCam, or QuarterCam tapes can receive the full range of editing,
effects, and other post -production techniques used
on standard NTSC materials. Never possible before,
because there was no such thing as the Shintron 390.
The Shintron 390 is the first switcher that
can handle the three separate video component
channels simultaneously; for
M-format (Y I, and Q),

(Y, R -Y, and B -Y), and for general purpose
can be driven by time code, and its special
Convergence port along with a standard RS-422

BetaCam
(R,G,B). It

port permit direct interface with most professional
editors. And, its two independent microprocessors
make it smart enough to perform a wide variety of

intelligent, programmable functions.
The Shintron 390 is the missing link. Without
it, no component video system is complete. Call now
for more information.
Shintron 390 lets you mix, wipe,
key, edit, and post-produce
component video tapes with the
same flexibility of NTSC systems.

SH,NTROIN

SHINTRON Company, Inc.:

Shintron Europe:

144 Rogers Street, Cambridge, MA 02142/Tel: (617) 491- 8700/Telex: 921497
198 Avenue Brugmann, 1180 Brussels, Belgium/Tel: 02-347 -2629 /Telex: 61202
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featured certain qualities. However, the various systems
were not necessarily compatible; in other words, if a station were broadcasting with one system, a television re-

ceiver equipped with another system would not
necessarily be able to pick up the enhanced service. This,
of course, is where the AM stereo analogy applies. In AM
stereo, five different systems were available, all of them
capatible with existing monaural receivers, but not necessarily with one another. The Commission, after initially
selecting one of those five as the preferred system,
changed its mind and decided not to select any of them;
instead, it adopted general technical standards which each
of the systems had to meet and left it to the industry and
the public to figure out which, if any, of the systems
would become the dominant AM stereo system.
In the multi -channel TV sound proceeding, the same
thing could happen. This is particularly true in view of the
fact that, as recently as August, 1983, the Commission
was still articulating an interest in using a "free market
approach" under which the FCC would set only minimal
technical rules with the dual aims of ensuring the integrity of primary visual and aural service" and precluding interference to other licensees.

DYflAmITE!
Dynavid offers the lowest prices on the latest in Pro
Video -plus we service what we sell -call today!
CAMERAS

SWITCHERS

JVC KY -310UP
JVC KY- 1900
PANASONIC WV -777
W /LENS
SONY DXC -M3K
W LENS
SONY DXC-1800K
W /LENS

CROSSPOINT
LATCH 6112
PANASONIC WJ -4600B
PANASONIC WJ -55008

5699.
3099.

4799.

TEST EQUIPMENT

6199.

HITACHI VO -89
1299.
VECTORSCOPE
HITACHI VO-99 WFM
959.
138K 1260 NTSC PATTERN
1295.
GEN
B8K 2804 3' DIGIT DMM 49.95
138K 1522P 20 MHZ
DUAL TRACE
549.95

2249

PORTABLE 3/4"
JVC CR -47000
PANASONIC NV-9450
SONY VO-4800

3149.
3299.
2560.

MICROPHONES &
ACCESS.

EDITING SYSTEMS
SONY TYPE V
JVC TAPE HANDLER
PANASONIC G -2

9995.

SONY ECM -50PBW
SONY ECM -1507
SHURE SM -82
SURE SM -63
SHURE M -267 MIXER

8995.

8995.

MONITORS
PANASONIC BT -S700 7" 439.
PANASONIC BT-S702
799.
DUAL 7"
1669.
SONY PVM -1220

dominate.
The AM stereo experience has not been a particularly
happy one, and virtually all segments of the television industry have a clear interest in avoiding a repetition of that
experience when it comes to expanded use of the aural
baseband. Television licensees, for instance, would like
to be able to offer their audiences an enhanced service
which, ideally, could attract more viewers and boost ratings. Television receiver manufacturers would certainly
like it if rapid acceptance of the new service(s) led to increases in consumer demand for new upgraded television
sets. Indeed, the potential market for such recievers
would be substantially larger than the existing market for
conventional receivers, since the enhanced sets would
represent more than replacements. Television program
suppliers would have an interest in being able to upgrade
the quality of their productions (by adding stereo sound)
and /or the potential audience for their programs (by
adding foreign language soundtracks). And, of course,
viewers would be interested in having a higher quality
program service. Thus, it would appear that most interested parties would like to move forward with the proceeding

149.95
49.95
234.95
89.95
279.95

SONY TAPE
12.70
13.39
22.58

KCS -10BR
KCS -2OBR
KCA -60BR

The Slow Lane?
In principle, there is nothing wrong with this point. In
fact, there are arguments that the public is much better off
without the Commission, or some other governmental
agency, interfering unnecessarily in details of the broadcast industry best left to the industry itself. The problem,
however, is that the marketplace mechanism is not the
fastest way of introducing a new service. Indeed, it tends
to put a damper on things at least as effectively as restrictive FCC rules and regulations might. Witness, for example, AM stereo. Although the Commission reached its
final decision on the "standards" governing that service
some two years ago, that service still has a long way to go
to gain any kind of widespread acceptance among broadcasters and the public. While the causes of this delay are
obviously complex, it stands to reason that one factor is
almost surely the lack of certainty in the minds of broadcasters and listeners as to which system will ultimately

7199.
1579.
2995.

RCA CAMERA &
POWER TUBES
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and lest deeMry
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Winsted Matchmaker Systems
60 page, full color catalog includes complete
descriptions, pricing and ordering information on:

Editing Consoles
Video Consoles
Production Consoles
Dubbing Racks
Equipment Cabinets
Micro Computer Stations
Tape & Film Storage Systems
Winsted Matchmaker Systems... the Perfect Match
for all professional Video Equipment

THE WINSTED CORPORATION
9801 James Circle

WRITE TODAY OR
CALL TOLL-FREE

Minneapolis, MN 55431

(800) 328-2962
TELEX: 910.576-2740
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When you cover
the action from
the source...

the source

for mobile studios

should be
Gerstenslager.

or trailer, your most modern, best equipped studio could be
your Gerstenslager. It all starts when you tell us what you need. The job
to be done. Then we'll work with your engineers and principal equipment suppliers. Develop the plans. Detail placement of every piece of
equipment, generators, wiring, climate control, consoles. Exactly
as you want it. Then, build the unit from the frame up. A studio on
wheels that is actually a dependable broadcasting station comparable
to conventional studio systems.
In a van

When tn. show must go on

How we do it with examples of work we have done for others
included in this brochure. It's yours for the asking. Write or
call: (216) 262 -2015.
is

The Gerstenslager Company, Wooster, Ohio 44691
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possible.

Tests

With an eye toward just that, the Electronic Industries
Association (EIA) undertook a series of tests of the
various available systems to determine which, if any, had
superior characteristics. An EIA committee including
representatives from virtually all segments of the television industry performed an extensive review of the systems and concluded that one transmission system and one
companding system did seem to be more desirable than
the others. The EIA filed its test results with the Commission, with the further recommendation that the FCC adopt
certain technical rules which, while not specifying any
particular system, would be compatible only with the Zenith transmission system and the dbx, Inc. companding
system. The obvious hope is that the Commission will be
willing to temper its marketplace philosophy enough to
adopt the standard proposed by EIA. The EIA's proposed
standards, some think, are phrased broadly enough to
satisfy the FCC's desire not to take sides, but narrowly
enough to dispel any concern about the industry's ability
to provide a single system as soon as possible. (See article
on EIA proposals, p. 119.)
It is now up to the Commission to decide what to do.
The comment period in this rule making proceeding
closed late in January, which means that a decision could
be reached as early as this spring. That is significant, since
this is an election year. In view of the television industry's
substantial interest in being able to utilize the aural
baseband more effectively, it is conceivable that the Commission might be willing to expedite its consideration of
the matter in order to avoid any potential negative fall -out
from that influential segment of society. And, while the
Commission ostensibly remains committed to its marketplace philosophy, it would seem that support from the TV
industry for the adoption of standards along the line suggested by EIA might prove palatable to the FCC.
In any event, the Commission must now decide whether its faith in the "let the market decide" approach to regulation should govern its decision with respect to the TV
aural baseband. The aftermath of the AM stereo decision
would normally provide ample impetus for questioning
the wisdom of that approach. Further, the television industry, apparently mindful of the dedication the current
FCC has displayed toward regulation, has taken reasonable steps to review the technical data and lay it all out for
the Commission's reference. This may not, however, be
enough to override the FCC's deep commitment to
marketplace decision -making. In confronting this question, the Commission may wish to take into account the
fact that frequently, the marketplace does not act on the
basis of technical superiority or with an eye toward such
things as present or future frequency allocation and utilization. Rather, marketplace decisions are often based on
such non -technical matters as promotion, packaging and
merchandising. In light of this, the FCC may well ask itself whether the advantages of letting the marketplace decide outweigh the likely disadvantages, which may
include substantial delays in getting the new service to the
public. And, in order to answer that question, the Commission may wish to take a second look at the history and
BM/E
progress (or lack of it) of AM stereo.

signals from Italy
ITELCO provides:
complete line for FM -RADIO and TELEVISION BROADCASTING
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ADDA Anniversary Brings Still Store

The A240 is a transparent plexiglass
panel two feet square by a quarter-inch
thick to which the PZM mic can be
mounted. The boundary extends the
low frequency response, increases gain
before feedback, and reduces pick -up

of leakage and other undesirable
noises. The boundary also rejects

The ESP -II is a dual -channel still
processor for the creation of still images stored on a wide variety of
standard computer hard disk drives.
The modular design and digital engineering permits effects transitions between the two channels of video output.
Effects that can be programmed between stored stills include a variety of
wipes, fades, dissolves, cuts, pushes,
and pulls. In addition, these effects are
available at four different rates. The
ESP -11 is compatible with ADDA's
ESP -C still stores and several units can
be hooked together as auxiliary devices
with complete interchangeability of
their data base of stills.
Another feature distinguishing the

ESP -1I from its earlier relative is that
the still image storage, recall, sequencing, and transition are under microprocessor control from a remote panel
which measures only 3.5 x 19- inches.
The new unit retains the same eight

Bryston Lowers Its Profile

New Boundary for Crown

Bryston has announced its newest
amplifier, the 2B -LP. The low profile,
1.75 -inch rack mount, 50 watt per
channel amplifier is designed to save
space in crowded broadcast equipment
racks and is applicable where difficult
loads, high average levels, and extreme
musical accuracy are required.
Among the standard features of the
2B -LP are balanced inputs with XLR
female connectors, dual color pilot clipping LEDs, extreme current delivery capability (24 amperes peak per
channel), and front -removable channel
cards for near zero down time in field
servicing.

For More Information
Circle 257 on Reader Service Card

bit, four -times subcarrier sampling
scheme of the previous system. The
disk drive format is also the same allowing the sharing of drives in a dual
port system.
The ESP -II is also available in a
single channel unit. The price for a two
channel system with digital effects and
a 400 -still capacity will be priced under
$34,000.

sounds from behind it, thus making the
PZM, in effect, a directional microphone.
The two remaining new boundaries
are designated Isoflector 1560 and
1590. The Isoflector is an L- shaped
plexiglass boundary to which small
PZMs can be attached and made directional. The boundary can be mounted
on the edge of tables or lecterns for use
in interviews, talkshows, or speaking
engagements. The 1560 has a 60 degree
angle between the two boundaries and
is more directional than the 1590 with
its 90 degree angle.

For More Information
Circle 252 on Reader Service Card

ATS Develops New Cases

For More Information
Circle 250 on Reader Service Card

PZM

A new line of three boundaries has
been introduced by Crown to make the
PZM microphone more directional in
its pick -up pattern. The boundaries are
intended to help reduce noise and feedback as well as minimize muddy room
acoustics.

ATS Cases has introduced its new
cases with easy access panels for electronic equipment. The new cases feature removable front and back panels
for access to both front and rear of
equipment, allowing easy hook -up and
front panel equipment adjustment without removing the equipment from the
case.
The cases come designed to accept
all types of equipment including monitors, amplifiers, and test equipment.
All cases are constructed with half- or
quarter -inch plywood laminated with
high- impact ABS plastic, zinc plated
steel reinforced corner hardware, front
mounted 11 gauge 10 -32 tapped steel
mounting angles, and recessed spring loaded catches and handles.
BM/E
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Options include twist lock catches,
rear mounting angle, vibration isolators, ac power strip, blank mounting
panels, casters, and fans. The cases
may be ordered in standard sizes from
3.5 to 78- inches with custom cases also
available.

For More Information
Circle 254 on Reader Service Card

Microdyne Goes For
Ku -Band Receivers

Microdyne recently introduced its
new Ku -Band video receiving system.
The system is comprised of two units,
the 1100 BDC -12 block downconverter
and the 1100 DCR -12, a 72- channel
video receiver. The downconverter
mounts to the antenna and reduces the

incoming 12 GHz satellite signal to the
270-770 MHz range helping reduce installation costs.
The receiver features a PROM -

Videotek Unveils New
Color Monitor

controlled, frequency synthesized
tuner that can be programmed by the
factory for any satellite format. Since
the receiver can be used with either the
new Ku -band or the company's C -band
block downconverter, an earth station
can have access to both types of satellites with a single receiver when the
appropriate plug -in PROM and down -

converter are used. International
frequency formats can also be accommodated.
The system is intended to reduce installation costs by way of the antennamounted block downconverter. The
relatively low 270 -770 MHz band allows the use of lower -cost 75 Ohm cable and fittings for the run to the earth
station headend. The lower frequency
also reduces line loss. For multiple
channel systems, further savings are
possible with the use of lower frequency power dividers.
For More Information
Circle 256 on Reader Service Card

Videotek has introduced a new
rackmount color monitor. The
VM -13PRO was designed for studio
and mobile production applications and
13 -inch

measures 12.25x19x19- inches and
weighs 48 pounds.
Intended to be one of the most comprehensive monitors in terms of features, the new unit has three looping
composite video inputs, tally light,
internal/external sync, and presets for
chroma, phase, brightness and contrast
controls. Pulse cross, underscan, and
individual RGB gun switches are some

REPLACEMENT TRANSFORMERS
GATES, COLLINS, RCA, CCA

FREE!*

ALL NEW 1984
MPCS VIDEO
ALMANAC /
CATALOG

PLATE TRANSFORMERS

COLLINS 20V -1, 20V-2,

THIS "INDUSTRY BIBLE"
OF OVER 300 PAGES
INCLUDES:

I+

>

i

I

The latest technical
specifications and information on the latest models
available from more than
100 manufacturers and

suppliers of video products.
Informational articles on the "Whys 8
Wherefores" of such products as Time

Correctors, Special Effects generators, NiCad Batteries etc.
Twenty -four pages of video equipment. systems and special packages
available for rental -and their rates.
Eight pages of video production, post -production and tape duplication
services -and costs for such services.

To

-a

obtain your FREE copy of the 1984 MPCS Video Almanac /Catalog
S25.00
value -send your business card. or letterhead. with a check /money order for 55.00
to cover shipping & handling costs to:

MPCS Video Industries. Inc.- Dept. B'.1
514 West 57th St.. New York. NY 10019
212. 5863690

20V -3
$550
CCA FM -4000E
$850
$550
GATES BC1 E, BC1 F
GATES BC1 G, BC1H
$550
$550
GATES BC1J
$550
GATES BC1T
GATES BC5P 3 Phase .. $1200
$400
GATES BC500T
$275
GATES FM250
$575
GATES FM-1B
RCA BTA1G, BTA1H
$550
RCA BTA1R, BTA1S
$550
RCA BTA5G, BTA5H
(Main or Teaser)
$750
RCA BTA1OH (Main or
Teaser)
$1500

COLLINS 21E Series
GATES BC1 Series
GATES BC5 Series
RCA BTA1 Series

GATES BC1 Series, 40 Hy
$400
@ 600 MA DC
GATES BC5 Series, 35 Hy
$650
@ 1.4 AMP DC
10KW Universal, 20 Hy
2.5 AMP DC
r
$850
FILTER REACTORS

3Hy ®2.5 AMP
INS
INS

10 Hy

INS

$695
$695

$300
DC, 10KV
$175
@ 1.0 AMP DC, 10 KV
$200
®2.5 AMP DC, 10KV
$350
1.0 AMP DC, 10 KV
$250

15 Hy
INS

a

Many other transformers also available. Call us for free
quotations. Large stock and fast delivery. 12 Month
Guarantee on all Items.
PETER W. DAHL CO., INC.
4007 Fort Blvd., El Paso, Texas 79930
Telephone: (915) 566-5365
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DC, 10KV

5Hy ®1.0 AMP
INS

BAUER 707 Series
COLLINS 20V Series

$695
$1350
$695

MODULATION REACTORS

10 Hy
MODULATION TRANSFORMERS

....1350
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ENG /EFP/EPP HANDBOOK

THE MOST AUTHORITATIVE, COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE TO THE
TECHNOLOGY AND TECHNIQUES OF THE 80'S.
THE DEFINITIVE SOURCE for

video
equipment evaluation selection and acquisition.
Broadcast Management/
Published by BM /E
Engineering, this guidebook is designed to be the
authoritative text on the entire subject of electronic
journalism, field production and post-production in
the 80's. A primer for newcomers, and advanced
report for professionals, the Handbook is organized
to allow you to select the proper equipment for any
operation
from the simplest to the
most complex
and plan for
expansion as your production requirements grow.

-

--

FACTUAL.

In 570
fact -filled pages, liberally illustrated with photos, diagrams and charts, the Handbook offers detailed analysis
11 \111:411'
of existing equipment and
systems, probing strengths
and shortcomings of current
product design and covering
key parameters for product
comparison. It offers guidance in
long range organization and systems planning, as
well as predictions about emerging technology and
trends. Authored by C. Robert Paulson, this video
production handbook is written in an informal style
that satisfies the needs of both the technical and
non -technical reader.

\

ESSENTIAL.

With constant changes in

technology and the proliferation of products, there
are no "simple" purchasing decisions in the ENG/

market. With each buying decision impacting on plans for the future, you need all the help
and advice you can get. Now. Whether you're
technical or non -technical, operations or management, this book is your required reference for coping with the "digital decade," for assuring productivity and profitability in your operations, now and
in the future.
EFP /EPP

CONTENTS

-

Part I
Overview
Chapter 1. What's Happening in TV

Communication
Chapter 2. Communication System Organization
Chapter 3. Trends in Communication Systems
Part II
Electronic Field Production
Chapter 4. Cameras, Lenses and Lighting
Chapter 5. Video and Audio Recorders
Chapter 6. Field System Accessories
Chapter 7. Planning & Acquiring ENG /EFP

-

-

Systems

Electronic Post -Production
Part III
Chapter 8. Editing Systems and Controllers
Chapter 9. Video Signal Processing
Switchers
Chapter 10. Video Signal Processing
TBC's /Quantels
Studio
Chapter 11. Audio Signal Processing
Audio /PCM/etc.
Chapter 12. EPP System Accessories
Chapter 13. Planning & Acquiring EPP Products

--

Appendices
A. Public Policy & Technological Developments
B. TV Standards
C. Bibliography & Reference Section

ORDER NOW. LIMITED EDITION.
COPIES OF BM /E's ENG /EFP /EPP HANDBOOK @ 39.95 EACH.
CHECK ACCOMPANIES ORDER, PUBLISHER PAYS POSTAGE AND HANDLING.

PLEASE SEND
IF

NAME

CHECK ENCLOSED $

-

-

CHARGE TO MY
BANKAMERICARD
VISA
MASTERCARD

TITLE

COMPANY
EXP. DATE

CITY

-

STATE

Make check payable to Broadcast Management/Engineering

BM/E

295 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017
www.americanradiohistory.com
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of

the other standard features on the
V M- l 3PRO.
In addition, the new monitor has

selectable horizontal time constant
which enables the user to observe skew
and tracking errors in non -time base
corrected signals. Selectable automatic
chroma control defeat is included for
detection of chroma loss in the signal
being monitored. The unit is available
immediately for $1330.

For More Information
Circle 255 on Reader Service Card

protective finish. The solvent is used in
conjunction with the cleaner, a lamb's
leather pad, which is employed radially
(across the disk rather than in circular
motion). The third element is a buffer
which stores in the case provided with

also operates an original digital timer
and other auxiliary equipment.
The Dubbing Center can accept a
phono preamp or a tape machine for
dubbing from a disk or tape. It can dub
for either stereo or mono broadcasts.

the kit.

The unit's monitor comes with two
buffered, true VU meters and a phase
meter.
Simultaneous monitoring of playback while in the dubbing mode is possible and monitoring can be done
through the broadcast studio speakers
or with a set of headphones plugged to
the Dubbing Center itself.

For More Information
Circle 253 on Reader Service Card

Phase Audio Develops
Dubber

For More Information
Circle 258 on Reader Service Card

Nagaoka Introduces CD
Cleaner Kit
To meet the rising demand from CD
owners among station personnel,
Nagaoka has introduced a compact disk
cleaning system. The kit, designated
the CD-1100K, comes with three parts
to be used together.
The first element in the kit is the
spray, a non -corrosive solvent which

removes foreign matter including
smoke film without damaging the CD's

Video Switcher From
Leitch
The new Phase Audio Dubbing Center is a machine that allows stations to
operate several machines through the
one control panel. Features of the new
unit include a logic control device that
starts a turntable and a cart machine and

A new compact unit, the HDS 481 is
an eight by one video switcher

GET THE SAME VIDEO TRAINING
THE PEOPLE
AT SONY GET
if

Now you can be trained by Sony even
aren't employed by Sony.
Because we're making our vast library

you

of train-

ing videotapes available to you. The very tapes that
teach our own engineering, service and sales personnel.
The tapes cover the products and concepts of
video and its related technologies. You can learn the
basics of video recording. Color systems.
Digital video and electronics. Television
production. And more.
Plus you can learn how to service
cameras.VTR's. and other video products.
M professionally as Sony does.
The tapes are produced entirely by
Sony and contain
up -to -the- minute
information. They
communicate clearly and simply. And
some of them are

And learning through video can be done at
your own pace. in the convenience of your home.
shop or school. Reviewing is quick and easy. And
the tapes are always available for reference.
Send for your catalog, which lists more than
250 titles. In your choice of 3/4" or 1/2" formats.
Write Sony Video Products Company, Tape Production Services.
700 W. Artesia Boulevard,
Compton, California 90220.
Or call (213) 537-4300.

even programmed for

BM E

SONY

Sony is a reg. trademark

Circle 197 on Reader Service Card
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Of course, there's no
obligation. Except the
obligation you have to
yourself: to find out
about the best training available in
one of the country's
fastest -growing,
most lucrative fields.
Video Communications

interactive learning.

MARCH. 1984
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with

wide bandwidth and excellent crosstalk
specifications for use with high definition and standard bandwidth systems.
The switcher includes individual dc

of Sony Corp.

COMPUTER GRAPHICS'84

GUESS WHAT ELSE YOU CAN DO
WITH COMPUTER GRAPHICS!
Many people have not
yet discovered how
much more they can
accomplish with computer graphics than
without it. And
many who already use
computer graphics
aren't aware of
how much more they
can accomplish
with it.
For all these people,
the National Computer
Graphics Association is
pleased to present
what's new -at Com-

puter Graphics '84.

Computer Graphics
'84 will help those who
have systems get more
out of them. Users will
not only learn how to
do better what they're
already doing, but also
how to do more kinds
of things with the
systems they already
have.
Those who have not

MAnnrAfkf

yet begun to explore
the world of computer
graphics will find
guidance in selecting
and using the hardware and software to
meet their needs, now
as well as in the future.

COMPUTER
GRAPHICS '84
From May 13 to
1984,

should use, computer
graphics technology in:
Architecture,
Biomedicine and
Science, Defense

Automation, Higher
Education, CAD /CAM,

Printing and
Publishing, Business
Graphics, Cartography
and Mapping, Shipbuilding, Statistics,

Videotechnology and
Visual Arts.

WHATEVER
YOU DO
...see Computer
Graphics '84. It will
help you get more
done, better, with
computer graphics
technology.

17,

Computer

Graphics '84 will fill
the Anaheim Conven-

tion Center with a
7-acre exposition
featuring more than
200 leading vendor of
computer graphics
hardware, software,
systems and services. At
the same time, more
than 200 computer

I WANT TO KNOW MORE!
Please rush me registration information on Computer Graphics '84
Conference and Exposition
I cannot attend, but I would like
to receive information about the
National Computer Graphics

Association

Call or write

today

to..

NCGA

Dept. XC

Arlington Blvd.
Fairfax, VA 22031
(703) 698 -9600
8401

Name

graphics experts will be

leading more than 70
tutorials and technical
sessions for professionals who use, or

Address

at),

fik..j; iiii(.1>st1$/a't/iallel:iítl

State

"
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WE WROTE THE BOOK
ON TIME CODE
EECO designed the first practical time code editing system in
1967. We pioneered video editing by
helping establish SNIPTE/EBU time
code standards and by engineering
the first SMPTEIEBU time code
generators and readers.
\lore recently. we contributed
to the SAIPfEIEBC recommended
practice for vertical interval time
code (VITC) and developed
microprocessor -based editing equip-

ment using \'ITC.
The industry leader, we offer a
full line of precise and reliable time
code generator and reader components. Easily interfaced to your studio
equipment. all of our products are

available from our Authorized
Distributors.
And. when we say "we wrote
the book on time code " -we mean it.
For your FREE copy of our famous

restoration of each input signal to eliminate axis shift when switching between
signals with differing APL. Other features are vertical interval switching, additional clamping following the switch,
less than 0.3 ns input delay differential,
and 60 dB crosstalk to 15 MHz.
The unit's inputs are bridging with
greater than 52 dB return loss to five
MHz, while two 75 Ohm outputs are
provided. A remote control is available
via a three -conductor cable and the control system allows multiple control pan-

3

els, all of which provide active

Department, (714) 835 -6000 Ext. 419,
or write EECO Incorporated.
1601 E. Chestnut Ave.. Santa Ana,
CA 92701 -6391.
Ask for the time code book and
the name of your nearest EECO

crosspoint indication.
Two slots are available and wired to
accommodate any of the Leitch distribution amplifiers which may be used to
provide additional switcher outputs or
used independently for other distribution.

Authorized Distributor.

For More Information
Circle 259 on Reader Service Card

time code handbook. call our Video

Products

Customer

Service

EECO

Comtech Complements
Antenna Line

Computer Controls For Video Production
Circle 199 on Reader Service Card

Multi-function

"Creating broadcast-quaky

Dual- channel AC AdapterBattery
Charger

portable products for 50 years"

tTM

Full 4AH Premium Battery
Packs for portable cameras.

Frezzi :
your' onestop
Two independent

source"for high.

ac adapters or chargers
in one unit. Model RPS -2

"Mini -Fill'
camera light

13 Oz

tech

accessories.

Model BP.14 lshownI

FBP -90FC

Battery

Exclusive extra output

connector

pe?yññ

Battery Pack

batteries,

100 W.
12 -volt

ac adapters,

sed byABC Sports

chargers,

are

Ili

4110

camera

lights.

manufactures and sells a complete line
of professional portable power & lighting equipment &
accessories. For comprehensive catalog call (201) 427 -1160.

Frezzolini Electronics Inc.

USA.

7
I

Valley St.Hawthorne,N.1.01506 -2084 USATWX: 110 -988 -4142

products at N.A.B. Booth 1107
Circle 200 on Reader Service Card
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Frezzi
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1

For recorders, cameras, lights.

Comtech Antenna has introduced a
new 3.8 meter transportable earth station to its line of five meter transportable dishes. The new unit employs a
fold -up design that allows for a maximum over- the -road height of 8.5 feet.
The feed assembly of the new antenna also folds in, enchanting set -up time
and handling ease. The 3.8 meter antenna has a receive gain of 42.9 dB.
Standard equipment for the antenna
includes a dual receive motorized feed

with control unit. An optional transmit
feed is also available for uplinks.

For More Information
Circle 251 on Reader Service Card
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Battery Temperature
Sensor From
Anton /Bauer

and, if the source material is completely obscured by the interference, the 160
will eliminate this noise and provide a
clear audio channel.
Any fundamental frequency can be
tracked between 40 and 80 Hz. The audio input is 0.1 to 3 volts rms into 75
kOhms. The output level is 3 volts rms
into 600 Ohms. Frequency response is
listed as dc to
10 kHz at -3 dB.
Notch bandwidth is switch selectable at

-

0.3, I, 6, or 30 Hz.
A reference frequency is also switch
selectable for line or external, or can be
extracted from the audio input and may
range from 40 to 80 Hz. System THD is
one percent maximum with instrument
operation from 115 V ac ± 10 percent
at 50/60 Hz. The system measures
3x8.5x11 inches.

For More Information
Circle 261 on Reader Service Card

When accuracy Counts ...Count on Belar
Anton/Bauer has added a cold temperature sensing system to its Pro Pac
13, 14, and 90, as well as its 30/13 battery belt nicad batteries. This technology prevents a cold battery from being
destroyed during charging if its temperature is too low.
When batteries are charged with the
Lifesaver charger incorporating the
new temperature sensors, the logic
controlled charge monitor cicruit automatically starts the fast charge only
after the batteries are within a safe temperature range. This cold temperature
sensor, coupled with the all -cell
sensing system, assures safe and relia-

ble charging under all operating
systems.

For More Information
Circle 260 on Reader Service Card

Xetron Unveils Digital
Comb Notch Filter

for

Am /Fm /TU MONITORS

CMMIMPE11fti1111-

i

J

CALL ARNO MEYER (215) 687 -5550
BELAR
ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.
LANCASTER AVENUE AT CORSET. DEVON PA 19333

BOX 826

(215)

687-5550

Circle 201 on Reader Service Card

Engineers

Broadcast Systems
Engineers
At NBC, we depend on talented technical professionals to keep us at the
edge of broadcast technology. Constant upgrading of our current facilities,
plus active construction of new studio facilities has created the need for top
flight Broadcast Systems Engineers at our West Coast Burbank operations
The successful candidates will become immediately involved in the design,
implementation, and coordination of new Broadcast facilities at NBC,
including:

The new Linx -160 from Xetron is a
digital comb notch filter designed for
the audio broadcast industry. The unit

removes audio interference created by
ac power lines and line operated equip-

ment. A completely self- contained
unit, the Linx -160 features automatic
interference tracking for tape recordings or delayed signals.
The fundamental (line) frequency
and up to 250 harmonics are effectively
removed from the audio material by
placing a deep (70 dB minimum, decreasing to 40 dB at IO kHz), narrow
notch at the fundamental frequency and
at the harmonics. These notches effectively attenuate the interfering noise

Studio Control Rooms
Videotape recording facilities
Videotape Editing facilities
Video Switcbers
Audio Mixers
Communications
Plant Timing & Signal Distribution
Film
Engineering Support Projects
Selected candidates will have a minimum 3 -5 years significant experience in
electronic maintenance of broadcast equipment and facilities, along with a
demonstrated design background. BSEE or equivalent experience.

If you are a truly qualified Broadcast Systems Engineer, and are now seeking
the challenge of a career, then you cannot pass up this opportunity. To apply
at NBC, a progressive industry leader with a stimulating work environment,
send your resume to:

NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
Employment Department BME
3000 W. Alameda Ave. Burbank, CA 91523
Equal Opportunity Employer

Circle 202 on Reader Service Card
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BUSINESS BRIEFS
Ampex Corp. has announced its entry
into the video display terminals market
through an agreement in principle to acquire ECS Microsystems. Another announcement from Ampex came in the
form of the installation of the company's 200th ADO system at Today Video, a production facility in New York.
Motorola has revealed that its
C -Quam AM stereo system will be incorporated into the new line of products
from McIntosh Laboratories
.
Quanta Corp. has developed within
the company two distinct marketing
groups: the Video Products Group and
the Computer Products Group. This
program further defines the evolution
of the company's product line into the
newsroom computer field as well as its
activity in the video marketplace.
A new satellite communications
company, Cincinnati Uplink, has begun operations to provide video transmission services to those who require
access to Ku -band transportable
uplinking and downlinking equipment
Microdyne has signed a contract
for $260,000 to supply satellite network distribution equipment to the

..

...

Alabama Information Network
(ALANET).

able earth station to Communications
Carrier of Austin, TX.
Center City Studios in Chicago are
now operating with three Harris
computer -controlled TC -85 cameras
and an IRIS II digital still store system
Artel Fiber Optics has equipment
installed at WNDU -TV an NBC affiliate in South Bend, IN to transmit video
and audio for Notre Dame University
sports
RCA has selected United
Media's Commander II video editing
system for manufacturing in -house
videodiscs
Mark III Productions
of Miami, FL has also chosen the Commander II for its post- production work.
One Pass Video, after eight months
of development, has made its move into
videodisc premastering
Positive
Video, an authorized 3M videodisc
premastering facility, has added new
hardware: a Bosch film to tape transfer
machine, Harris two channel still store,
Ampex slo -mo disc, and a special animation package for the Quantel paint
box.
Center City Video announced its
use of a Dubner CBG -2 video graphics

...

...

.

,

.

...

generator for recent commercials

...

filmed in Atlantic City, NJ
The
CBG -2 was also used by VideoCraft

Satellite has named a new president,

...

John Lemasters
Glenn Wolk has
received the nod from Hitachi to become the national sales manager of the
Visual Products division.
There is a new president for dbx,
Inc., David Kennedy
Robert Stover has been promoted to VP sales for
Anixter Mark, moving up from his position of responsibility for microwave
antenna sales
Comprehensive
Video has named a new marketing
manager in Harvey Bass who will
handle the overall direction and management of sales and marketing.
The new director of marketing for
Broadcast Technology is John Bub bers
Dynavid Corp. has named
Ronald Arendall to the position of president of the company, and he is responsible for system design, application
engineering, and sales for the broadcast
and industrial divisions.

...

...

...

SALES OFFICES

HM/E
Broadcast Management; Engineering
295 Madison Ave.
New York. New York 10017
Telex: 64 -4001

Lion Share Studios in

Hollywood recently
installed a new
Mitsubishi X-800 32
channel digital audio
recorder from DEC.
From left are Jay
Antista, Lion Share CE,
Sonny Kawakami,
DEC VP marketing, Bill
Van Doren, DEC
Western Manager,
and DEC president
Tore Nordahl.

Eastern 8 Central States
295 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10017
212- 685 -5320
James C. Maywalt
Gene Kinsella

Western States
1021 South Wolfe Road, Suite 290
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
408-720-0222
Neal Wilder

Charleen Kennedy

5015 Birch Street, Office One
Newport Beach, CA 92660
714 -851 -1461
Neal Wilder

United Kingdom /Europe

New England Sports Network
(NESN) has announced its acquisition
of a 10 meter satellite earth station
uplink from Scientific- Atlanta .. .

Satellite Communications Network
(SCN) is accepting orders for its transportable satellite uplinking service
based in Las Vegas, NV.
NBC television has selected Wold's
mobile uplinks for five major sports
Dalsat has delivevents in 1984
ered its D -42 model C -band transport-

...
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for animated sequences for its client,
Located in new quarters in
GTE
Teterboro, NJ, AVTEC Industries has
earmarked 1000 square feet for research and development of custom de-

...

signed turnkey communications
systems.
Personnel changes continue in the
broadcast industry. George Sheehan

has been appointed national sales
manager/dealer sales for Sony Professional Audio Products
American

...
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AWE LISTEN

We listen not only to
The first step in communisound, but to the people
cating is listening.
We communicate sound.
who produce it. People like
We do it well -we've been
you. We provide unrivalled
listening since 1948 and
continue to supply state of -the -art consoles, intercorns, switchers and systems
to the broadcasting media
world wide.

performance, quality control,
design, delivery and after sales
service. Complete serviiee.
From an organization with
everything at its fingertips.
Talk to us about your
audio needs. Watch us
listen ... and listen to us
perform. We deserve to be
heard.

McCundy Radio Industries
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Significant Audio!
Destined to cover events of significance over the next few years, this custom Ward -Beck
audio system will travel half way across the world before it reaches its permanent home
at KGO -TV in San Francisco.
Designed in close collaboration with ABC engin ers it is built to handle complex
telecasts ilwolving substantial numbers of mote a
o feeds. Right not it is warmir
t..
fór t
-

First by Design.

,

Ward -Beck Systems Ltd.
841 Progress Avenue, Scarborough,

Ontario, Canada M1H 2X4.
Tel: (416) 438 -6550.
Tlx: 065 -25399.
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